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Résumé

Mots-lés: Grammaire d'Arbres Adjoints à Strutures de Traits (FB-TAG), Réalisateur de

Surfae (RS), Optimisation de la Réalisation de Surfae, Grammaire d'Arbres Réguliers à

Struture de Traits (FB-RTG), Représentations sémantiques plates et sous-spéiées, Généra-

tion Automatique de Langue Naturelle (GLN), Apprentissage Assisté par Ordinateur (CALL),

Création (Semi-)automatique d'exeries de grammaire.

Dans es travaux, nous explorons omment les tehniques de Générations Automatiques

de Langue Naturelle (GLN) peuvent être utilisées pour aborder la tâhe de génération (semi-

)automatique de matériel et d'ativités dans le ontexte de l'apprentissage de langues assisté

par ordinateur. En partiulier, nous montrons omment un Réalisateur de Surfae (RS) basé

sur une grammaire peut être exploité pour la réation automatique d'exeries de grammaire.

Notre réalisateur de surfae utilise une grammaire réversible étendue, à savoir SemTAG, qui

est une Grammaire d'Arbre Adjoints à Struture de Traits (FB-TAG) ouplée ave une

sémantique ompositionnelle basée sur l'uni�ation. Plus préisément, la grammaire FB-

TAG intègre une représentation plate et sous-spéi�ée des formules de Logique de Premier

Ordre (FOL).

Dans la première partie de la thèse, nous étudions la tâhe de réalisation de surfae

à partir de formules sémantiques plates et nous proposons un algorithme de réalisation de

surfae basé sur la grammaire FB-TAG optimisé, qui supporte la génération de phrases

longues étant donné une grammaire et un lexique à large ouverture. L'approhe suivie

pour l'optimisation de la réalisation de surfae basée sur FB-TAG à partir de sémantiques

plates repose sur le fait qu'une grammaire FB-TAG peut être traduite en une Grammaire

d'Arbres Réguliers à Struture de Traits (FB-RTG) dérivant ses arbres de dérivation. Le

langage d'arbres de dérivation de la grammaire TAG onstitue un langage plus simple que le

langage d'arbres dérivés, 'est pourquoi des approhes de génération basées sur les arbres de

dérivation ont déjà été proposées. Notre approhe se distingue des préédentes par le fait que

notre enodage FB-RTG prend en ompte les strutures de traits présentes dans la gram-

maire FB-TAG originelle, ayant de e fait des onséquenes importantes par rapport à la

sur-génération et la préservation de l'interfae syntaxe-sémantique. L'algorithme de généra-

tion d'arbres de dérivation que nous proposons est un algorithme de type Earley intégrant

un ensemble de tehniques d'optimisation bien onnues: tabulation, partage-ompression

(sharing-paking) et indexation basée sur la sémantique.

Dans la seonde partie de la thèse, nous explorons omment notre réalisateur de surfae

basé sur SemTAG peut être utilisé pour la génération (semi-)automatique d'exeries de

grammaire. Habituellement, les enseignants éditent manuellement les exeries et leurs

solutions et les lassent au regard de leur degré de di�ulté ou du niveau attendu de

l'apprenant. Un ourant de reherhe dans le Traitement Automatique des Langues (TAL)



pour l'apprentissage des langues assisté par ordinateur traite de la génération (semi-)automatique

d'exeries. Prinipalement, es travaux s'appuient sur des textes extraits du Web, utilisent

des tehniques d'apprentissage automatique et des tehniques d'analyse de textes (par ex-

emple, analyse de phrases, POS tagging, et.). Ces approhes onfrontent l'apprenant à des

phrases qui ont des syntaxes potentiellement omplexes et du voabulaire varié. En revanhe,

l'approhe que nous proposons dans ette thèse aborde la génération (semi-)automatique

d'exeries du type renontré dans les manuels pour l'apprentissage des langues. Il s'agit,

en d'autres termes, d'exeries dont la syntaxe et le voabulaire sont faits sur mesure pour

des objetifs pédagogiques et des sujets donnés. Les approhes de génération basées sur des

grammaires assoient les phrases du langage naturel ave une représentation linguistique

�ne de leur propriété morpho-syntaxiques et de leur sémantique grâe à quoi il est possible

de dé�nir un langage de ontraintes syntaxiques et morpho-syntaxiques permettant la séle-

tion de phrases souhes en aord ave un objetif pédagogique donné. Cette représentation

permet en outre d'opérer un post-traitement des phrases séletionées pour onstruire des ex-

eries de grammaire. Nous montrons omment les exeries de grammaire de type à trous,

de reonstitution ou de reformulation de phrases peuvent être automatiquement produits.

L'approhe a été intégrée dans le jeux sérieux I-FLEG (Interative Frenh Learning Game,

Jeu interatif pour l'apprentissage du français) et a été évaluée à la fois par l'analyse des

interations ave des joueurs en ligne et en ollaboration ave des enseignants.

Abstrat

Keywords: Feature-Based Tree Adjoining Grammars (FB-TAG), Surfae Realisation (SR),

Surfae Realisation Optimisation, Featured-Based Regular Tree Grammar (FB-RTG), �at

and underspei�ed semanti representations, Natural Language Generation (NLG), Computer-

Assisted Language Learning (CALL), (Semi-)automati authoring of grammar exerises.

In this work, we explore how Natural Language Generation (NLG) tehniques an be

used to address the task of (semi-)automatially generating language learning material and

ativities in Camputer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL). In partiular, we show how a

grammar-based Surfae Realiser (SR) an be usefully exploited for the automati reation

of grammar exerises. Our surfae realiser uses a wide-overage reversible grammar namely

SemTAG, whih is a Feature-Based Tree Adjoining Grammar (FB-TAG) equipped with a

uni�ation-based ompositional semantis. More preisely, the FB-TAG grammar integrates

a �at and underspei�ed representation of First Order Logi (FOL) formulae.

In the �rst part of the thesis, we study the task of surfae realisation from �at se-

manti formulae and we propose an optimised FB-TAG-based realisation algorithm that

supports the generation of longer sentenes given a large sale grammar and lexion. The

approah followed to optimise TAG-based surfae realisation from �at semantis draws on

the fat that an FB-TAG an be translated into a Feature-Based Regular Tree Grammar

(FB-RTG) desribing its derivation trees. The derivation tree language of TAG onstitutes



a simpler language than the derived tree language, and thus, generation approahes based

on derivation trees have been already proposed. Our approah departs from previous ones

in that our FB-RTG enoding aounts for feature strutures present in the original FB-

TAG having thus important onsequenes regarding over-generation and preservation of the

syntax-semantis interfae. The onrete derivation tree generation algorithm that we pro-

pose is an Earley-style algorithm integrating a set of well-known optimisation tehniques:

tabulation, sharing-paking, and semanti-based indexing.

In the seond part of the thesis, we explore how our SemTAG-based surfae realiser an

be put to work for the (semi-) automati generation of grammar exerises. Usually, teahers

manually edit exerises and their solutions, and lassify them aording to the degree of

di�ulty or expeted learner level. A strand of researh in (Natural Language Proessing

(NLP) for CALL addresses the (semi-)automati generation of exerises. Mostly, this work

draws on texts extrated from the Web, use mahine learning and text analysis tehniques

(e.g. parsing, POS tagging, et.). These approahes expose the learner to sentenes that

have a potentially omplex syntax and diverse voabulary. In ontrast, the approah we

propose in this thesis addresses the (semi-) automati generation of grammar exerises of

the type found in grammar textbooks. In other words, it deals with the generation of ex-

erises whose syntax and voabulary are tailored to spei� pedagogial goals and topis.

Beause the grammar-based generation approah assoiates natural language sentenes with

a rih linguisti desription, it permits de�ning a syntati and morpho-syntati onstraints

spei�ation language for the seletion of stem sentenes in ompliane with a given peda-

gogial goal. Further, it allows for the post proessing of the generated stem sentenes to

build grammar exerise items. We show how Fill-in-the-blank, Shu�e and Reformulation

grammar exerises an be automatially produed. The approah has been integrated in

the Interative Frenh Learning Game (I-FLEG) serious game for learning Frenh and has

been evaluated both based in the interations with online players and in ollaboration with

a language teaher.
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Génération automatique de

phrases pour l'apprentissage des

langues

This hapter presents a summary of the thesis, in Frenh.

Ce hapitre présente un résumé en français de la thèse.

Sommaire

1 Optimisation du module de réalisation de surfae . . . . xvii

2 Génération automatique de texte pour l'apprentissage

des langues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . xviii

3 Conlusions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . xix

Cette thèse aborde l'utilisation des tehniques de génération automatique de

texte (NLG, Natural Language Generation) pour l'apprentissage des langues assisté

par ordinateur (CALL, Computer-Assisted Language Learning). Nous montrons,

en partiulier, omment un réalisateur de surfae (SR, Surfae Realiser) basé sur

une grammaire d'arbres adjoints peut être utilisé a�n d'automatiser la génération

d'exeries de grammaire pour l'apprentissage des langues. Le réalisateur de surfae

utilise une grammaire réversible à large ouverture dénommée SemTAG, une gram-

maire d'arbres adjoints à strutures de traits (FB-TAG, Feature-Based Tree Adjoin-

ing Grammar) ouplée ave une sémantique ompositionnelle basée sur l'uni�ation.

La présente thèse se déompose en deux parties:

• Dans la première partie, nous examinons la tâhe de génération de phrases à

partir de formules sémantiques et proposons un algorithme optimisé qui permet

de générer des phrases longues à partir d'une grammaire et d'un lexique à large

ouverture.

• Dans la seonde partie, nous étudions omment notre réalisateur de surfae

ix



Génération automatique de phrases pour l'apprentissage des langues

basé sur SemTAG peut être utilisé pour la génération d'exeries de gram-

maire dont la syntaxe et le voabulaire peuvent être ontr�lés. Nous proposons

une approhe qui s'appuie sur les aratéristiques spéi�ques aux strutures

linguistiques produites par le réalisateur de surfae. D'une part, la grammaire

onstitue une ressoure linguistique rihe et préise dérivant les expressions

de la langue naturelle. Cela permet la génération de phrases qui satisfont à

ertaines ontraintes syntatiques et morpho-syntatiques omme par exemple,

les ontraintes imposées par un but pédagogique omme l'apprentissage de la

voix passive. En outre, les rihes informations linguistiques assoiées au texte

généré par notre réalisateur de surfae permettent un traitement �n permet-

tant de réer des items d'exeries de types textes à trous et de reonstitution

ou de reformulation de phrases. D'autre part, les entrées sous-spéi�ées et par

onséquent les di�érentes phrases produites par notre réalisateur de surfae

permettent la prodution automatique, à partir de peu d'entrées, d'une variété

d'exeries syntaxiquement et morpho-syntaxiquement variés.

L'objetif de la génération automatique de texte en langage naturel est de pro-

duire du texte ompréhensible en langage humain à partir de données. Ce proédé est

guidé par un but ommuniatif, basé sur une soure d'information (les données), et

omporte une série d'étapes ou de sous-tâhes. Traditionnellement, es sous-tâhes

sont onçues et organisées dans une séquene ou �pipeline�, permettant de gérer

des déisions stratégiques �quoi dire� et des déisions tatiques �omment le dire�.

Une fois que le ontenu ou sens à exprimer en langage naturel a été déterminé, le

omposant tatique e�etuera di�érents hoix omme par exemple les mots et les

onstrutions syntatiques à utiliser pour exprimer e ontenu en langage naturel.

En partiulier, le module du réalisateur de surfae d'un système de génération,

généralement le dernier module de e pipeline, transforme une spéi�ation linguis-

tique abstraite en une expression en langue naturelle. C'est à dire qu'il onnaît

le langage iblé omme par exemple l'ordre des mots. Il existe di�érents niveaux

d'abstration dans la spéi�ation de l'entrée du réalisateur. Par exemple, l'entrée

peut être un arbre de dépendane où les r�les syntatiques ainsi que les mots-outils

ont été spéi�és. En fontion du degré de spéi�ation de son entrée, le réalisa-

teur de surfae peut proéder de façon (presque) déterministe ou au ontraire, pro-

duire plusieurs réponses en prenant des déisions variables par rapport à la manière

d'exprimer la représentation sémantique. Dans ette thèse, nous supposons une

entrée sémantique (p.ex. une forme logique) et plus préisément, des formules de sé-

mantique à réursion minimale (MRS, Minimal Reursion Semantis). Étant donné

la MRS dérite en (1a), la tâhe du réalisateur de surfae est de produire des phrases

x



telles que (1b-).

(1) a. {l0 : named(t, T ex), l0 : indiv(t, m, sg), qeq(TR, l0), l1 : properq(t, TR, TS),

l2 : le(u, CR, CS), qeq(CR, l3), l3 : universite(u), l3 : indiv(u, f, sg),

l4 : travailler(e, t, u), l4 : event(e, pres, indet, ind)}

b. Tex travaille à l'université. (Tex works at the university)

. C'est Tex qui travaille à l'université. (It is Tex who works at the university)

La réalisation de surfae à partir d'une formule sémantique plate (p.ex. un sa de

prédiats omme illustré dans l'exemple (1a)) est une tâhe de omplexité exponen-

tielle. Brew (1992) et Koller and Striegnitz (2002) fournissent des preuves formelles

indiquant qu'elle appartient à la lasse des problèmes NP-omplets. Plusieurs teh-

niques d'optimisation ont été proposées pour améliorer les temps d'exéution dans

la pratique. Notre objetif est l'optimisation du réalisateur de surfae basé sur la

grammaire FB-TAG. A ette �n, nous suivons l'idée de Koller and Striegnitz (2002)

onsistant à utiliser les arbres de dérivation de la grammaire TAG pour la génération.

Cependant, en nous appuyant sur une tradution bien dé�nie de FB-TAG vers une

grammaire d'arbres réguliers basés sur les traits (FB-RTG ou Feature-Based Regu-

lar Tree Grammar, [Shmitz and Le Roux, 2008℄) pour dérire le langage d'arbre de

dérivation de la grammaire FB-TAG, nous di�érons de ette approhe.

Cette tradution onserve toute l'information sémantique, syntatique et morpho-

syntatique de la grammaire originelle ayant, de e fait, d'importantes onséquenes

qui distinguent notre approhe des préédentes. En préservant toutes les informa-

tions linguistiques, l'enodage FB-RTG préserve l'interfae syntaxe/sémantique et

fournit une grammaire exate des arbres de dérivation FB-TAG. Nous développons

un algorithme de réalisation de surfae basé sur la grammaire FB-RTG qui intègre

plusieurs tehniques pour optimiser la réalisation de surfae.

Traditionnellement, la génération de textes a été utilisée entre autres pour (i)

générer des rapports (par exemple pour générer des textes à partir de bases de

données ontenant des données issues d'appareil de mesures), (ii) pour générer des

desriptions à partir d'une base de onnaissane et (iii) pour exprimer en langue

naturelle la sortie d'un gestionnaire de dialogue (dialogue manager). Les domaines

d'appliation sont aussi variés: domaine médial, prévisions météorologiques, manuels

d'instrutions, verbalisation d'instrutions à l'intérieur de mondes virtuels, entre

autres. De plus, d'autres types d'appliations de traitement automatique de langue

(NLP, Natural Language Proessing) tels que le résumé automatique de texte, la

simpli�ation de texte et la génération automatique de questions peuvent aussi im-

pliquer une étape �nale de re-génération. Dans une moindre mesure, les tehniques

xi



Génération automatique de phrases pour l'apprentissage des langues

de génération automatique de textes ont également été utilisées dans le ontexte

de l'enseignement intelligent des langues assisté par ordinateur (ICALL, Intelligent

Computer-Assisted Language Learning).

Une grande variété de travaux dans le domaine du traitement automatique de

langue (NLP) et d'ICALL ont été e�etués au ours des dernières années. Les teh-

niques NLP ont prinipalement été utilisées pour ontribuer à la réation de ontenus

et d'ativités d'apprentissage ou pour évaluer les résultats de l'apprenant et générer

un retour approprié. Par exemple, ALICE-han ([Levin and Evans, 1995℄) est un

tuteur intelligent de langage pour l'apprentissage du Japonais qui utilise la gram-

maire lexiale-fontionnelle (LFG, Lexial Funtional Grammar) pour l'analyse des

phrases. Il permet ainsi d'assister les instruteurs dans la réation d'exeries et

o�re la possibilité d'évaluer les réponses des apprenants à es exeries. ALICE-

han propose une interfae pour la réation d'exeries où les instruteurs entrent

un texte orrespondant au ontexte, aux questions et aux réponses de es exeries.

La réponse est analysée par le module NLP générant, à partir de elle-i, une stru-

ture de traits synthétisant des traits syntatiques et morpho-syntatiques qui seront

utilisés plus tard pour évaluer les réponses de l'apprenant qui seront analysées d'une

façon similaire. Il existe d'autres systèmes de tutorat omme TAGARELA ([Amaral

and Meurers, 2011℄). Celui-i inlut des ativités similaires à elles issues de livres

d'apprentissage de langues: leture et ompréhension orale, desription d'images,

reformulations, textes à trous et exeries de voabulaire. Di�érents outils de type

NLP (p.ex. segmenteur ou analyseur de phrases) sont déployés dans son arhiteture.

Celle-i est entrée sur le traitement des réponses de l'apprenant et sur la prodution

de retours appropriés à partir des modèles experts (onnaissane du langage naturel),

des modèles d'ativités et des modèles d'apprenants.

Parmi les di�érentes appliations ICALL, il y a des systèmes qui onstituent des

aides à l'ériture tels qu'ICICLE ([Mihaud et al., 2000℄) ou des assistants pour la

leture tels que CALLE ([Rypa and Feuerman, 1995℄) qui utilisent des tehniques

d'analyse de phrases. ICICLE utilise des tehniques d'analyse de phrases pour anal-

yser les réponses de l'apprenant, tandis que CALLE utilise des tehniques d'analyse

de phrases pour analyser des douments séletionnés par l'apprenant et ainsi fournir

des informations relatives aux onstrutions linguistiques présentes dans es dou-

ments. Chaune à leur manière, es deux appliations ont pour but de mettre l'aent

sur la onnaissane et l'apprentissage des onstrutions grammatiales de la langue

iblée. WERTI ([Meurers et al., 2010℄) et VISL ([Bik, 2005℄) sont deux autres ap-

pliations ont dont le but prinipal est de promouvoir la sensibilisation linguistique.

WERTI est une appliation d'amélioration de texte, utilisant des outils NLP pour re-

xii



onnaître et mettre en valeur les di�érentes aratéristiques grammatiales dans des

douments séletionnés sur le Web. VISL est un outil doté d'une interfae graphique

interative pour l'apprentissage de syntaxe, qui utilise des outils NLP pour l'analyse.

Certains travaux se sont onentrés sur l'édition automatique d'exeries pour

l'apprentissage des langues ([Mitkov et al., 2006; Heilman and Eskenazi, 2007; Karamanis

et al., 2006; Chao-Lin et al., 2005; Coniam, 1997; Sumita et al., 2005; Simon et al.,

2010; Lin et al., 2007; Lee and Sene�, 2007℄). Plus partiulièrement, ertaines propo-

sitions ont pour objet la proposition d'exeries de grammaire (p.ex. [Aldabe et al.,

2006; Chen et al., 2006℄). En général, es approhes reposent sur des tehniques

d'apprentissage automatique et génèrent des ativités pour l'apprentissage avané.

Dans CALL, il existe des outils d'édition tels que Hot Potatoes

1

([Winke and

MaGregor, 2001℄) qui n'utilisent pas des tehniques NLP. Ils sont également appelés

outils d'édition basés sur des modèles pare qu'ils fournissent un ensemble d'ativités

types que le professeur de langues peut utiliser pour réer des exeries. Cependant,

le ontenu pour haque exerie, 'est-à-dire le texte de l'exerie, la ou les réponse(s)

attendue(s) et le retour utilisateur doivent être manuellement par le professeur de

langues.

En résumé, il existe des appliations CALL ou les exeries pour l'apprentissage

sont édités à la main, ou des appliations ICALL dans lesquelles la plupart des teh-

niques de TAL dédiées à la réation (semi-)automatique de matériel pour l'apprentissage

sont basée sur l'analyse de texte. Dans le dernier as, le ontenu textuel utilisé pour

réer des ativités d'apprentissage est soit fourni par le professeur de langues, soit

olleté automatiquement à partir du Web. Dans ette thèse, nous montrons que la

génération automatique de texte est une approhe rassemblant les aratéristiques

appropriées pour la génération (semi-)automatique d'exeries de grammaire pour

l'apprentissage des langues.

Nous exploitons la grammaire paraphrastique à large ouverture FB-TAG qui

fournit une rihe desription linguistique du langage naturel en assoiant des expres-

sions du langage naturel ave des syntaxes et des représentations sémantiques. Le

fait que la grammaire apture les paraphrases en assoiant di�érentes expressions

de langage naturel ayant la même signi�ation noyau, est spéialement intéressant

dans le ontexte de l'apprentissage des langues. Généralement, les professeurs édi-

tent manuellement des exeries et leurs solutions, puis les lassent suivant leur degré

de di�ulté et le niveau attendu de l'apprenant. L'approhe que nous proposons,

appelée GramEx, permet potentiellement la (semi-)automatisation de l'ensemble du

proessus. Premièrement, en raison de la sous-spéi�ation des entrées et de la

1

http://hotpot.uvi.a/
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génération de paraphrases; plusieurs réalisations sont possibles à partir d'une seule

entrée. Comme nous le montrons dans le hapitre 4, à partir d'une signi�ation

prinipale, plusieurs paraphrases sont générées et peuvent, à leur tour, haune être

utilisées pour onstruire plusieurs exeries di�érents. Dans e sens, notre approhe

déharge le professeur de langues d'érire manuellement haque alternative ou de

ré-érire manuellement une phrase donnée à utiliser dans un autre type d'exerie.

Deuxièmement, les rihes informations linguistiques assoiées au texte généré peu-

vent être exploitées pour la génération automatique d'ativités d'apprentissage. Ii,

nous montrons omment les exeries de grammaire de type à textes-à-trous, de

mots mélangés : reonstitution ou de reformulation de phrases peuvent être automa-

tiquement réés. Troisièmement, la génération d'exeries à partir de la génération

automatique de phrases permet potentiellement la lassi�ation automatique des

exeries générés et leur ordonnanement dans une séquene pédagogique. Par ex-

emple, les onstrutions grammatiales pourraient être élaborées suivant di�érents

degrés de di�ulté. A ette �n, GramEx peut être intégré dans une appliation telle

que I-FLEG (Interative Frenh Learning Game, [Amoia et al., 2012℄) omme ela

va être disuté dans la setion 5.2. Dans I-FLEG, les interations de l'apprenant

ave le jeu sont stokées dans une base de données et fournissent des informations

détaillées onernant, pour haque exerie, les items résolus par l'apprenant. Ces

informations peuvent être exploitées, par exemple, pour fournir automatiquement un

entraînement spéi�que sur les points de grammaire que l'apprenant doit améliorer.

Les livres d'apprentissage de langues inluent en général des exeries de gram-

maire. Par exemple, le livre en ligne Tex's Frenh Grammar

2

for instane, inludes at

the end of eah leture, a set of grammar exerises whih target a spei� pedagogial

goal suh as learning the plural form of nouns or learning the plaement of adjetives

inlut, à la �n de haque unité, un ensemble d'exeries de grammaire visant un

but pédagogique spéi�que tel que l'apprentissage de la forme plurielle des noms ou

l'apprentissage de l'ordre des adjetifs. La Figure 1 montre les exeries se trouvant à

la �n de l'unité sur la formation du pluriel des noms. Comme on peut le voir sur ette

�gure, es exeries di�èrent notablement des ativités d'apprentissage avanées qui

herhent à familiariser l'apprenant ave des phrases �ouramment employées�. Pour

permettre l'apprentissage in situ, e dernier type d'ativité onfronte l'apprenant

2

Tex's Frenh Grammar http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/ is an online pedagogial referene

grammar that ombines explanations with surreal dialogues and artoon images. Tex's Frenh

Grammar is arranged like many other traditional referene grammars with the parts of speeh

(nouns, verbs, et.) used to ategorize spei� grammar items (gender of nouns, irregular verbs).

Individual grammar items are arefully explained in English, then exempli�ed in a dialogue, and

�nally tested in self-orreting, Fill-In-the-Blank exerises.
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ave des phrases extraites du Web ou des douments existants, l'exposant ainsi à

des syntaxes potentiellement omplexes et du voabulaire varié. En revanhe, les

livres d'apprentissage de langues ont généralement pour but de failiter l'aquisition

d'un point de grammaire spéi�que en onfrontant l'apprenant ave des exeries

onstruits à partir de phrases ourtes et de voabulaire restreint.

Give the plural form of the noun indicated in parentheses. Pay attention to both the article and the noun.

1. Bette aime _____ . (le bijou)
2. Fiona aime ______ . (le cheval)
3. Joe-Bob aime ______ américaines. (la bière)
4. Tex n’aime pas ______ . (le choix)
5. Joe-Bob n’aime pas ______ difficiles. (le cours)
6. Tammy n’aime pas ______ . (l’hôpital)
7. Eduard aime ______. (le tableau)
8. Bette aime ______ de Tex. (l’oeil)
9. Tex aime ______ français. (le poëte)
10. Corey aime ______ fraîches. (la boisson)
11. Tammy aime ______ américains. (le campus)
12. Corey n’aime pas ______ . (l’examen)

Figure 1: Exeries de grammaire issus du livre d'apprentissage de langues Tex's Frenh

Grammar.

Comme nous l'avons disuté dans les préédents paragraphes, la plupart des

travaux existants sur la génération d'exeries de grammaire s'est onentrée sur la

réation automatique d'exeries du premier type, 'est à dire des exeries dans

lesquels les phrases soures sont extraites à partir de orpus existants. Dans ette

thèse, nous présentons une arhiteture qui vise les exeries de deuxième type, 'est

à dire les exeries de grammaire dans lesquels la syntaxe et le voabulaire sont

fortement ontr�lés.

Nous utilisons un réalisateur de surfae utilisant une grammaire pour produire des

phrases qui, suite au proessus de génération, sont assoiées à de rihes informations

linguistiques. Nous dé�nissons un méanisme basé sur les informations linguistiques

pour séletionner les phrases appropriées. Plus préisément, nous nous intéressons

aux exeries de deux types : d'une part, des exeries générés à partir d'une seule

phrase tels que les exeries de type textes-à-trous ou mots mélangés, .d'autre part,

des exeries de reformulation ou transformations de phrases qui requièrent un ouple

de phrases.

La prodution (semi-)automatique d'ativités à partir du Web ou de douments

existants a ontribué à la réation à grande éhelle d'exeries tels que les exeries de

type questionnaires à hoix multiples ou textes-à-trous. En majorité, es approhes

assoient des annotations syntatiques et morpho-syntatiques ave les phrases ol-

letées grâe à l'utilisation des tehniques d'analyse de phrases, d'étiquetage, d'étiquetage

morpho-syntatique et de segmentation de phrases . Cependant, la génération au-
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tomatique d'exeries basés sur la transformation de phrases requiert des tehniques

d'analyse linguistique plus profondes et a reçu peu ou pas d'attention.

Considérons, par exemple, le as de la prodution automatique de paires question

(Q) et réponse (S) pour l'exerie suivant:

(2) Ré-érire les phrases suivantes en utilisant la voix passive.

1. (Q) C'est Tex qui donne le livre a Tammy.

It is Tex who gives the book to Tammy

2. (S) C'est par Tex que le livre est donné a Tammy.

It is by Tex that the book is given to Tammy

Pour produire automatiquement la solution (S), nous avons besoin de générer

une phrase qui ontient le même sens et qui est exprimée en voix passive. En outre,

il est également néessaire que les autres aratéristiques syntatiques et morpho-

syntatiques (par exemple le temps du verbe et la thématisation) soient maintenues

le plus prohe possible de la phrase originelle dans la question (Q). Notre grammaire

F-TAG fournit des informations linguistiques détaillées (ontenu sémantique, synta-

tique et morpho-syntatique) néessaires pour identi�er les paires de phrases qui sont

liées par une transformation syntatique. En partiulier, les arbres de dérivation de

la grammaire FB-TAG onstituent un bon niveau de représentation pour l'analyse de

transformation syntatique pare qu'ils apturent à la fois les ontraintes formelles

et de ontenus gouvernant les transformations syntatiques. Les mots pleins et les

fontions grammatiales étiquetant les n÷uds des arbres permettent de véri�er que

deux phrases se trouvent dans la relation sémantique appropriée (p.ex. ontenu om-

plètement identique ou ontenu identique modulo des hangements loaux). De plus,

les propriétés syntatiques étiquetant es n÷uds (les noms des arbres élémentaires

FBL-TAG mais également les informations linguistiques additionnelles fournis par

le générateur) permettent d'assurer qu'elles se trouvent dans la relation syntatique

appropriée.

Contributions prinipales

Les ontributions de ette thèse sont les suivantes:

• Un nouvel algorithme pour la réalisation de surfae basée sur une grammaire

FB-TAG. Cet algorithme repose sur un enodage FB-RTG des arbres de déri-

vation de la grammaire FB-LTAG et inorpore des tehniques d'optimisation
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1. Optimisation du module de réalisation de surfae

variées: partage et ompression des strutures intermédiaires, indexation basée

sur les indies sémantiques et �ltrage des strutures intermédiaires inomplètes

• Une approhe basée sur la génération automatique de langage naturel pour la

génération automatique d'exeries similaires à eux présents dans les livres

d'apprentissage des langues. Nous exploitons les représentations sémantiques

d'entrée sous-spéi�ée ainsi que le pouvoir paraphrastique de la grammaire

SemTAG pour produire des exeries grammatiaux. Les rihes informations

linguistiques assoiées aux phrases générées permettent la réation (semi-)automatique

d'exeries de grammaire.

• Une nouvelle approhe pour la génération d'exeries de reformulation. Nous

utilisons l'information ontenue dans les arbres de dérivation de FB-LTAG pour

identi�er les paires de phrases qui sont liées par une transformation syntatique.

Struture de la thèse

Dans e hapitre, nous introduisons les problématiques de reherhe dont traite la

présente thèse. Dans e qui suit, nous résumons le ontenu des hapitres restant de

la thèse.

Chapter 2: Bakground and related work. Dans e hapitre, nous passons

brièvement en revue les onepts majeurs pour les deux thématiques ouvertes par les

travaux de ette thèse, à savoir la génération de phrases (Setion 2.1) et l'apprentissage

des langues assisté par ordinateur (Setion 2.3), le but de ette démarhe étant de

situer nos travaux dans es larges domaines. Pour la génération automatique de

phrases, nous disutons des problèmes de omplexité dans la réalisation de surfae à

partir de sémantiques plates. Pour CALL, nous disutons des travaux onnexes qui

motivent nos travaux sur l'appliation des tehniques de génération automatique de

phrases pour la génération d'exeries grammatiaux. En�n, nous dérivons Sem-

TAG, la grammaire utilisée par notre générateur, dans la Setion 2.2 et mettons en

avant les dé�nitions et aratéristiques de ette grammaire qui sont pertinentes pour

son utilisation dans le adre de ette thèse.

1 Optimisation du module de réalisation de surfae

La réalisation de surfae à partir de sémantiques plates est exponentielle par rapport

à la taille de l'entrée (nombre de prédiats) dans le pire as, Les auses majeures
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de ette omplexité sont le manque d'ordre des informations et l'ambiguïté lexiale

(f Chapitre 2). Pour optimiser la réalisation de surfae basée sur les grammaire

d'arbres adjoints (TAG), nous proposons une approhe, basée sur un enodage dans

une grammaire d'arbres réguliers (FB-RTG, [Shmitz and Le Roux, 2008℄) des arbres

de dérivation de la grammaire FB-TAG, qui est inspirée de [Koller and Striegnitz,

2002℄.

Notre hypothèse repose sur le fait que l'utilisation de et enodage permet de

simpli�er et d'optimiser la réalisation de surfae basée sur la grammaire TAG. Nous

ommençons par dérire l'approhe de Koller et Striegnitz, nous donnons ensuite les

prinipes de notre approhe et en�n nous présentons la tradution de FB-TAG vers

FB-RTG de Shmitz et Le Roux dans la Setion 3.1. Nous présentons un nouvel

algorithme pour la réalisation de surfae TAG basé sur l'enodage [Gardent and

Perez-Beltrahini, 2010; Gardent et al., 2011a℄, appelé RTGen, dans la Setion 3.2.

Nous réalisons une évaluation omparative en utilisant des as de suites de tests

graduées. [Gardent et al., 2010; Gardent et al., 2011a℄. Nous disutons les résultats

dans la Setion 3.3. Dans la Setion 3.4, nous omparons notre approhe ave les

travaux en lien ave l'optimisation de la réalisation de surfae. Nous présentons nos

onlusions dans la Setion 3.5.

2 Génération automatique de texte pour l'apprentissage

des langues

La génération automatique de matériel et d'ativités pour l'apprentissage des langues

a été abordée par les tehniques d'analyse de phrases. Dans e Chapitre, nous ex-

plorons une autre alternative basée sur les tehniques NLG. Nous exploitons un

onept lé de la génération à partir de représentations sémantiques sous-spéi�ées

ave une grammaire paraphrastique, à savoir la génération de paraphrases alterna-

tives permise par la grammaire et la possibilité de hoisir parmi elles-i. En outre,

notre approhe de génération basée sur une grammaire produit du texte et, dans le

même temps, e texte est assoié ave une représentation linguistique détaillée. Nous

développons un logiiel appelée GramEx, pour la génération d'exeries de gram-

maire. Dans la Setion 4.1, nous dérivons le type d'ativité pour l'apprentissage

que nous générons. La Setion 4.2.1 dérit l'approhe pour l'obtention de textes

qui intègre les ontraintes liées aux objetifs pédagogiques donnés ainsi et aux on-

naissanes de l'apprenant. Une fois que le texte approprié a été produit, il peut

être exploité pour onstruire des exeries de grammaire de plusieurs types. Dans la

Setion 4.3, Nous montrons omment les exeries de grammaire de type à textes-
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3. Conlusions

à-trous, de mots mélangés dérivés à partir du texte généré [Perez-Beltrahini et al.,

2012℄. Nous e�etuons une évaluation qui montre l'utilité de l'approhe au regard de

la prodution d'exeries. En premier lieu, nous mesurons la variabilité, 'est à dire

omment le degré de variation de phrases issues du proessus de génération permet

la réation d'exeries variés. Deuxièmement, nous mesurons la produtivité, 'est à

dire, dans quelle mesure le la même phrase générée peut-elle être utilisée pour réer

di�érent types d'exeries et ombien d'exeries sont réés a partir d'une entrée

donnée. Nous évaluons également l'exatitude qui permet de véri�er si les exeri-

es générés son orrets et signi�atifs. Dans la Setion 4.4, nous démontrons que

l'approhe permet la génération automatique d'exeries de reformulation de phrases

([Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini, 2012℄). Nous résumons les travaux onduits et on-

luons dans la Setion 4.6.

3 Conlusions

Nous dressons nos onlusions sur notre thématique basée sur notre propre réalisateur

de surfae et ses appliations dans le adre de l'apprentissage des langues (Setion

5.1). Dans la Setion 5.2, nous approfondissons les pistes de travail futur sur ette

thématique.
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Chapter 1

Introdution

This thesis is about using Natural Language Generation (NLG) tehniques in Computer-

Assisted Language Learning (CALL). We show in partiular how a grammar-based

Surfae Realiser (SR) an be usefully exploited to automate the generation of gram-

mar exerises for language learning. The surfae realiser uses a wide-overage re-

versible grammar namely SemTAG, a Feature-Based Tree Adjoining Grammar (FB-

TAG) equipped with a uni�ation-based ompositional semantis.

The thesis falls into two parts:

• In the �rst part, we examine the task of generating sentenes from semanti

formulae and propose an optimised algorithm that supports the generation of

longer sentenes given a large sale grammar and lexion.

• In the seond part, we explore how our SemTAG-based surfae realiser an be

exploited for the generation of grammar exeries whose syntax and voabu-

lary an be ontrolled. We propose an approah that takes advantage of the

partiular features of the underlying grammatial framework and the realiser.

First, the grammar onstitutes a preise and rih linguisti resoure desrib-

ing natural language expressions. This permits the generation of text material

that satis�es ertain syntati and morpho-syntati onstraints (for instane,

those imposed by a pedagogial goal of learning passive voie). Moreover, the

rih linguisti information assoiated with the generated text by our realiser

permits further proessing it to reate exerise items of the type Fill-in-the-

blank, Shu�e and Reformulation. Seond, the underspei�ed input and thus

the several output produed by our surfae realiser make it possible to auto-

matially obtain syntati and morpho-syntati varied text material, and in

turn exerise items, from few input.

1



Chapter 1. Introdution

The goal of the NLG task is to produe understandable text in human language.

This proess is governed by a given ommuniative intention, based on some informa-

tion soure, and involves a series of steps or subtasks. Traditionally, these subtasks

are thought to be organised in a sequene or pipeline and to deal with strategi

deisions (�what to say�) and tatial deisions (�how to say it�). One the ontent

or meaning to be expressed in natural language has been determined, the tatial

omponent needs to make several hoies suh as the words and syntati strutures

to be used to express that meaning in natural language. In partiular, the surfae

realisation omponent of an NLG system, usually the last omponent in the pipeline,

maps an abstrat linguisti spei�ation into a natural language expression. That

is, it knows about the target language, for instane, its word order. There an be

di�erent levels of abstrations in the spei�ation of the input to the realiser. For

instane, the input ould be a dependeny tree where syntati roles have been spe-

i�ed as well as funtion words. Depending on the degree of spei�ation of its input,

the realiser ould be deterministi or produe several output taking various deisions

about how to say things. In this thesis, we assume a semanti input (e.g a logial

form), and more spei�ally, a Minimal Reursion Semanti (MRS

3

) semanti for-

mula. Given the MRS shown in (3a), the task of the surfae realiser is to output

sentenes suh as (3b-).

(3) a. {l0 : named(t, T ex), l0 : indiv(t, m, sg), qeq(TR, l0), l1 : properq(t, TR, TS),

l2 : le(u, CR, CS), qeq(CR, l3), l3 : universite(u), l3 : indiv(u, f, sg),

l4 : travailler(e, t, u), l4 : event(e, pres, indet, ind)}

b. Tex travaille à l'université. (Tex works at the university)

. C'est Tex qui travaille à l'université. (It is Tex who works at the university)

Surfae realisation from �at semantis (i.e. a bag of prediations as illustrated

surface realisation
optimisation

in example (3a)) is a omputationally expensive task ( Brew (1992) and Koller and

Striegnitz (2002) provide NP-ompleteness proofs). Various optimisation tehniques

have been proposed to help improving runtimes in pratie. Our goal is the optimi-

sation of FB-TAG based surfae realisation. To this end, we follow the idea of using

TAG derivation trees for generation from [Koller and Striegnitz, 2002℄. We depart

from this approah however in that we rely on a well de�ned translation from FB-

TAG to an FB-RTG (Feature-Based Regular Tree Grammar, [Shmitz and Le Roux,

2008℄) to desribe the derivation tree language of the FB-TAG. This translation ar-

ries over all semanti, syntati and morpho-syntati information from the original

3

MRS are �at underspei�ed semanti representations ([Copestake et al., 2005℄), i.e. they are

�attened and sope underspei�ed representations of First Oder Logi (FOL) formulae. We disuss

this type of semanti representations in detail in setions 2.1.1 and 2.2.4

2



grammar having, thus, important onsequenes that distinguish our approah from

previous ones. By preserving all linguisti information, the FB-RTG enoding pre-

serves the syntax/semantis interfae and provides an exat grammar of FB-TAG

derivation trees. We provide an FB-RTG based surfae realisation algorithm, namely

RTGen, whih integrates various tehniques to improve surfae realisation.

NLG tehnology has been used inter alia to generate reports (for instane, to

generate text from a database of measurements from some measuring devie), to

generate desriptions from an underlying knowledge base and to map the output of a

dialogue manager to a natural language expression. The domains of appliation have

widely varied too: medial, weather foreasting, instrutional lea�ets, verbalizing

instrutions in virtual environments, among others. Moreover, other types of Natural

Language Proessing (NLP) tasks suh as text summarization or simpli�ation and

question generation may also involve a �nal re-generation step. To a lesser extent,

NLG tehniques have also been used within the ontext of Intelligent Computer-

Assisted Language Learning (ICALL).

A variety of work in NLP and ICALL has been arried out along the past years.

Mostly, NLP tehniques have been used to support the authoring of learning ontent

and learning ativities or to evaluate learner input and generate appropriate feedbak.

For instane, ALICE-han ([Levin and Evans, 1995℄) is an intelligent language tutor

for Japanese instrution that uses Lexial Funtional Grammar (LFG) based parsing

to assist instrutors in reating exerises and to evaluate learner answers to those

exeries. It provides an interfae for exerise authoring where instrutors an reate

exerises by entering text orresponding to the bakground, the question and the

answer of the exerises. The answer is analysed by the NLP modules whih produe

a feature struture summarizing morpho-syntati and syntati features that will be

used later on to evaluate learner input (whih is analysed in a similar way). Another

tutoring system is TAGARELA ([Amaral and Meurers, 2011℄). It inludes workbook

style ativities: reading and listening omprehension, piture desription, rephrasing,

Fill-in-the-blank and voabulary exerises. Di�erent NLP tools (e.g. tokenizer and

parser ) are deployed in its arhiteture. TAGARELA fouses on proessing learner

input and providing appropriate feedbak making use of expert models (knowledge

about the language), ativity models and learner models.

Within the range of ICALL appliations, there are some systems that embody

writing aids suh as ICICLE ([Mihaud et al., 2000℄) or reading assistants suh as

CALLE ([Rypa and Feuerman, 1995℄) whih rely on parsing tehniques. ICICLE

uses parsing to analyse learners' input, whereas CALLE uses parsing to analyse

douments seleted by the learner to provide information about the linguisti on-

3



Chapter 1. Introdution

strutions present in the text. In di�erent ways, both aim at emphasizing awareness

and learning of the grammatial onstrutions in the target language. Two other

systems whose major aim is to promote linguisti awareness are WERTI ([Meurers

et al., 2010℄), a so-alled text enhanement appliation, using NLP tools to reognise

and highlight di�erent grammatial features in seleted Web douments; and VISL

([Bik, 2005℄), a visual interative syntax learning tool, using also NLP tools for

analysis.

Some work has speially onentrated on the automati authoring of language

learning exerise and test items ([Mitkov et al., 2006; Heilman and Eskenazi, 2007;

Karamanis et al., 2006; Chao-Lin et al., 2005; Coniam, 1997; Sumita et al., 2005;

Simon et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2007; Lee and Sene�, 2007℄). In partiular, some

proposals target the prodution of grammar exeries (e.g. [Aldabe et al., 2006;

Chen et al., 2006℄). In general, these approahes rely on mahine learning tehniques

and generate advaned learning ativities.

Within CALL there exist authoring tools suh as Hot Potatoes

4

([Winke and

MaGregor, 2001℄) whih do not use NLP tehniques. They are alled template based

authoring tools beause they provide a set of template ativities that the language

teaher an use to reate exerises. However, the ontent for eah exerise, that is,

the soure text, the expeted solution(s) and the feedbak, is manually entered by

the language teaher.

In sum, there exist CALL appliations where the language learning material is

edited by hand or ICALL appliations in whih most of the work on NLP devoted to

the (semi-)automati reation of learning material is based on text analysis. In the

latter ase, the textual ontent used to reate learning ativities is either provided

by the language teahers or gathered automatially from the Web.

In this thesis, we argue that NLG is a natural andidate for the (semi-)automati

generation of language learning material. We exploit an FB-TAG wide-overage

paraphrasti grammar whih provides a rih linguisti desription of natural lan-

guage assoiating natural language expressions with syntax and semantis. The fat

that the grammar aptures paraphrases by assoiating di�erent natural language

expressions with the same underlying ore meaning is speially attrative in the

ontext of language learning. Usually, teahers manually edit exerises and their

solutions, and lassify them aording to the degree of di�ulty or the expeted

learner level. The approah we propose, alled GramEx, potentially supports the

(semi-)automation of the whole proess. First, due to input underspei�ation and

paraphrase generation, from one input several realisations are possible. As we show

4
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in Chapter 4, from a given ore meaning several paraphrases are generated whih, in

turn, might be used to build several di�erent exeries. In this way, our approah re-

leases the language teaher from manually writing eah alternative or from manually

re-writing a given sentene to be used in another exerise type. Seond, the rih lin-

guisti information assoiated with the generated text material an be exploited for

the automati generation of learning ativities. Here, we show how Fill-in-the-blank,

Shu�e and Reformulation grammar exerises an be automatially reated. In this

way, the language teaher does not need to manually modify the text or to enter the

solutions. Third, the NLG-based exerise generation approah potentially enables

the automati lassi�ation of the generated exeries for instrutional sequening.

For instane, the grammar onstrutions ould be mapped to di�erent levels of di�-

ulty. Further, as will be disussed in the future work setion 5.2, GramEx has been

integrated in the I-FLEG appliation (Interative Frenh Learning Game, [Amoia et

al., 2012℄), a serious game for pratiing grammar exeries in Frenh. In I-FLEG,

the learner interations are stored in a database and provide detailed information

about eah exerise item solved by the learner. This information ould be exploited,

for instane, to automatially provide training in the grammar points that a given

learner needs to reinfore.

Textbooks for language learning generally inlude grammar exerises. Tex's

Frenh Grammar

5

for instane, inludes at the end of eah leture, a set of gram-

textbook-style
exercises

mar exerises whih target a spei� pedagogial goal suh as learning the plural

form of nouns or learning the plaement of adjetives. Figure 1.1 shows the exerises

provided by this book at the end of the leture on the plural formation of nouns.

As exempli�ed in this �gure, these exerises markedly di�er from more advaned

learning ativities whih seek to familiarise the learner with �real world sentenes�.

To support in situ learning, this latter type of ativity presents the learner with

sentenes drawn from the Web or from existing douments thereby exposing her to

a potentially omplex syntax and to a diverse voabulary. In ontrast, textbook

grammar exerises usually aim to failitate the aquisition of a spei� grammar

point by presenting the learner with exerises made up of short sentenes involving

a restrited voabulary.

As we argued in previous paragraphs, most existing work on the generation of

5

Tex's Frenh Grammar http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/ is an online pedagogial referene

grammar that ombines explanations with surreal dialogues and artoon images. Tex's Frenh

Grammar is arranged like many other traditional referene grammars with the parts of speeh

(nouns, verbs, et.) used to ategorise spei� grammar items (gender of nouns, irregular verbs).

Individual grammar items are arefully explained in English, then exempli�ed in a dialogue, and

�nally tested in self-orreting, Fill-In-the-Blank exerises.

5
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Chapter 1. Introdution

Give the plural form of the noun indicated in parentheses. Pay attention to both the article and the noun.

1. Bette aime _____ . (le bijou)
2. Fiona aime ______ . (le cheval)
3. Joe-Bob aime ______ américaines. (la bière)
4. Tex n’aime pas ______ . (le choix)
5. Joe-Bob n’aime pas ______ difficiles. (le cours)
6. Tammy n’aime pas ______ . (l’hôpital)
7. Eduard aime ______. (le tableau)
8. Bette aime ______ de Tex. (l’oeil)
9. Tex aime ______ français. (le poëte)
10. Corey aime ______ fraîches. (la boisson)
11. Tammy aime ______ américains. (le campus)
12. Corey n’aime pas ______ . (l’examen)

Figure 1.1: Grammar exerises from the Tex's Frenh Grammar textbook

grammar exerises has onentrated on the automati reation of the �rst type of

exerises i.e., exerises whose soure sentenes are extrated from an existing orpus.

Here, we present a framework whih addresses the generation of the seond type of

grammar exerises used for language learning i.e., grammar exerises whose syntax

and voabulary are strongly ontrolled.

We use our grammar-based surfae realiser to produe sentenes whih, as a result

of the generation proess, are assoiated with rih linguisti information. We de�ne

a mehanism to selet appropriate sentenes based on this linguisti information. We

show how these sentenes an be further proessed to generate grammar exerises.

More preisely, we fous on exerises of two types. The �rst type, inludes those

exerises that are generated from a single seleted sentene suh as the Fill-in-the-

blank and Shu�e exerises. The seond type, is the Reformulation or transformation

exerise type whih requires a pair of sentenes.

The (semi-)automati prodution of ativities from the Web or existing dou-

ments has ontributed to the large sale reation of exerises suh as multiple-

transformation-
based grammar
exercises

hoie or Fill-in-the-blank. Mostly, these approahes assoiate syntati and morpho-

syntati annotations with the olleted sentenes using parsing, part-of-speeh tag-

ging and hunking tehniques. However, the automati generation of transformation-

based exerise types requires deeper linguisti proessing and has reeived little or

no attention. Consider, for instane, the ase of automatially produing question

(Q) and expeted answer (S) pairs for the following ative/passive Reformulation

exerise:

(4) Rewrite the sentenes using passive voie.

1. (Q) C'est Tex qui donne le livre a Tammy.

It is Tex who gives the book to Tammy

6



2. (S) C'est par Tex que le livre est donné a Tammy.

It is by Tex that the book is given to Tammy

To automatially produe the solution (S), we need to generate a sentene that

bears the same ore meaning and is in the passive voie, but also the other syntati

and morpho-syntati features (e.g. topialization and tense) should be maintained

as lose as possible to the original sentene in the question (Q). Our FB-TAG gram-

mar provides the detailed linguisti information (i.e. semanti ontent and syntati

and morpho-syntati information) neessary to identify sentene pairs that are re-

lated by a syntati transformation. In partiular, the derivation trees of the FB-TAG

grammar provide a good level of representation for analysing syntati transforma-

tions as they apture both the formal and the ontent onstraints governing transfor-

mations. The ontent words and the grammatial funtions labelling the tree nodes

permit heking that the two sentenes stand in the appropriate semanti relation

(i.e., fully idential ontent or idential ontent modulo some loal hange). Further,

the syntati properties labelling these nodes (FB-LTAG elementary tree names but

also some additional information provided by our generator) permit ensuring that

they stand in the appropriate syntati relation.

Main ontributions

The ontributions of this thesis are the following.

• A new algorithm for FB-TAG based surfae realisation. This algorithm relies

on an FB-RTG enoding of FB-TAG derivation trees and inorporates var-

ious optimisation tehniques: paking, sharing, indexing based on semanti

arguments and �ltering of intermediate inomplete strutures.

• An NLG-based approah for the automati generation of textbook-style exer-

ises. We exploit the underspei�ed input semanti representations and the

paraphrasti power of the SemTAG grammar to produe text material. The

rih linguisti information assoiated with the generated sentenes permits the

(semi-)automati reation of grammar exerises.

• A novel approah for the generation of transformation-based grammar exer-

ises. We use FB-TAG derivational information to identify pairs of sentenes

that are related by a syntati transformation.

7



Chapter 1. Introdution

Road map of the thesis

In this hapter, we introdued the researh issues this thesis addresses. In what

follows, we summarise the ontent of the remaining hapters of the thesis.

Chapter 2: Bakground and related work. In this hapter, we brie�y sur-

vey the major onepts underlying the two researh trends adressed in this thesis,

namely natural language generation (Setion 2.1) and omputer-assisted language

learning (Setion 2.3) and we situate our work within these broad areas. For NLG,

we disuss the omplexity issues in surfae realisation from �at semantis that moti-

vate our researh on surfae realisation optimisation. For CALL, we disuss related

work that motivates our researh on applying NLG tehniques for the generation of

language learning material. Finally, we desribe SemTAG, our underlying grammar

framework, in (Setion 2.2). In doing this, we aim at emphasizing those de�nitions

or features of the underlying grammatial formalism and our spei� grammar im-

plementation that are needed for the disussion of the presented approahes.

Chapter 3: Optimising surfae realisation. Surfae realisation from �at se-

manti is exponential in the size of the input (number of prediations) in the worst

ase. The major auses for this omplexity are the lak of ordering information and

the lexial ambiguity (f. Chapter 2). To optimise TAG-based surfae realisation, we

propose an approah based on an FB-RTG ([Shmitz and Le Roux, 2008℄) enoding

of FB-TAG derivation trees that is inspired from [Koller and Striegnitz, 2002℄. Our

hypothesis is that using this enoding permits simplifying and optimising FB-TAG-

based surfae realisation. We begin by desribing Koller and Striegnitz's approah,

giving the intuitions about our approah, and presenting Shmitz and Le Roux's

FB-TAG to FB-RTG translation in Setion 3.1. We present a new algorithm for

FB-TAG-based surfae realisation based on this enoding ([Gardent and Perez-Bel-

trahini, 2010; Gardent et al., 2011a℄), namely RTGen, in Setion 3.2. We arried out

a omparative evaluation using automatially built graduated test-suites ([Gardent

et al., 2010; Gardent et al., 2011a℄). We disuss the results in Setion 3.3. In Setion

3.4, we ompare our approah with related work on surfae realisation optimisation.

We onlude in Setion 3.5.

Chapter 4: Natural language generation for language learning. The au-

tomati generation of learning ontent and learning ativities has mostly been ad-

dressed by using text analysis and mahine learning tehniques. In this hapter,

we explore an alternative approah whih uses NLG tehniques. We exploit a key

8



onept of the generation from underspei�ed input semantis with a paraphras-

ti grammar, that is, the generation of all alternative paraphrases liensed by the

grammar and the possibility of hoosing among them. Moreover, our grammar-

based generation approah generates sentenes and XFthe generated sentenes are

assoiated with rih linguisti information produed by the generation proess. We

develop a framework, namely GramEx, for the generation of grammar exerises. In

Setion 4.1, we desribe the type of learning ativities we generate. Setion 4.2.1

desribes the approah for the generation of text material that supports pedagogial

goals and learner knowledge onstraints. One the appropriate text material has

been seleted, we an exploit it to build di�erent types of grammar exerises. In

Setion 4.3, we show how Fill-in-the-blank and Shu�e exerises an be derived from

generated text ([Perez-Beltrahini et al., 2012℄). We arried out an evaluation that

shows the usefulness of the approah in terms of exerise prodution. First, we mea-

sure variability, that is, to what extent the degree of variation in the output of the

generation proess permits the generation of varied exerises. Seond, we measure

produtivity, that is, to what extent the same generated sentene serves to reate

di�erent exerises as well as how many exerises an be produed from a given input.

We also evaluate orretness, that is, whether the generated exerises are most of the

time meaningful and orret. In Setion 4.4, we show that the generation approah

niely supports the automati reation of sentene reformulation type of exerises

([Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini, 2012℄). We summarise the work arried out and

onlude in Setion 4.6.

Chapter 5: Conlusions. We draw our onlusions on our partiular surfae

realisation task and its appliation to language learning (Setion 5.1). In Setion

5.2, we give pointers for further researh.
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As we disussed in Chapter 1, one of our driving researh question is �how sentene

generation from underspei�ed logial for an optimised� and the other is �how NLG

tehniques an be exploited for the generation of language learning material�. In

this hapter, we introdue those onepts that we will use throughout the rest of the

thesis and desribe related work on omputer assisted language learning motivating

the researh in this thesis.

First, we summarise the natural language generation task and desribe the om-

plexity issues related to surfae realisation from �at semantis (Setion 2.1). In

Setion 2.2, we desribe the SemTAG grammatial framework in whih our surfae

realiser is based on. Then, in Setion 2.3, we brie�y give an overview of the ICALL

to situate our work and proeed to disuss related work.
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Figure 2.1: NLG pipeline arhiteture

2.1 Natural Language Generation

The tasks arried out by a natural language generator divide in (i) the seletion of

the ontent to be ommuniated and (ii) deisions about how that ontent should

be expressed in the target natural language ([MKeown, 1992℄). Traditionally, these

tasks are thought to be organised in a pipeline arhiteture ([Reiter, 1994℄). A piture

of this pipeline is shown in Figure 2.1.

In the �rst stage, the ontent seletion module selets the ontent to be om-

muniated. In the seond stage, ontent realisation, deisions regarding the text

struture (text planning) and the sentene plan (miroplanning) are taken. Sentene

planning involves deisions about how the ontent is strutured into sentenes (ag-

gregation), the seletion of words and syntati onstrutions (lexialization) and

how to refer to entities (referring expression generation). The last module, the sur-

fae realiser, based on linguisti knowledge about the target language (e.g. grammar

and lexion) transforms an abstrat representation into a syntatially and morpho-

logially orret text. However, in some NLG approahes, these tasks are arried

out together rather than one after the other (for instane, Koller and Stone's (2007)

approah interleaves the generation of referring expressions and surfae realisation)

or in a di�erent order (e.g. in [Banik et al., 2012℄ the referring expression generation

task is arried out after surfae realisation).

The type of input the surfae realiser reeives also marks a di�erent distribution

12



2.1. Natural Language Generation

of labour between the surfae realiser and previous tasks (if we think of a pipeline

arhiteture). For instane, if lexialization deisions have not been taken by the

miroplanner it will be up to the surfae realiser to make lexial hoies. While a

fully spei�ed input determines the output sentene, with an underspei�ed input

the surfae realiser an either output all possible realisations or make the hoie of

the most appropriate realisation (or set of realisations).

Our work in this thesis fouses on the ontent realisation stage. More preisely,

it fouses on a surfae realiser whih, given an underspei�ed input, produes all

possible realisations liensed by a grammar. We exploit this feature for the gen-

eration of language learning exerises. We de�ne a seletion mehanism on top of

the realisation step for hoosing appropriate sentenes for exerise generation ( e.g.

sentenes satisfying a set of syntati and morpho-syntati onstraints for a spei�

pedagogial goal).

In what follows, we give a brief overview of surfae realisation and disuss the

issues that arise in the type of realiser we work with.

Surfae realisation

The surfae realiser maps a text spei�ation into a natural language expression,

hene, it requires linguisti knowledge about the target language. There are di�er-

ent linguisti theories and grammatial formalisms whih have been used to provide

a realiser with the required linguisti knowledge. Examples of funtional theories of

grammar inlude Systemi Funtional Grammar (SFG, [Halliday, 1985℄) and Fun-

tional Uni�ation Grammar (SURGE, [Elhadad et al., 1997℄). Among the grammat-

ial formalisms following the generative grammar approah to the study of syntax

are Head-driven Phrase Struture Grammar (HPSG, [Pollard and Sag, 1988℄), Com-

binatory ategorial grammar (CCG, [Steedman, 2000a; Steedman, 2000b℄), Lexial-

Funtional Grammar (LFG, [Kaplan and Bresnan, 1981℄) and TAG (the grammatial

formalism our generator is based on, f. Setion 2.2), all of them providing phrase

struture onstitueny desriptions. Meaning-Text Theory (MTT, [Meluk, 1988℄) is

another linguisti framework used in generation whih desribes language at di�er-

ent levels, from semantis to phonetis, providing a representational model for eah

level and a map from one level to the next; the syntati level (Syntati Struture

(SyntS)) relies on a dependeny grammar. Finally, Performane Grammar (PG,

[Kempen and Harbush, 2002℄) is a psyho-linguistially motivated formalism de-

sribing natural language syntax in terms of phrase struture but at the same time

modelling the syntati proessing phenomena enountered during language produ-

tion (e.g. inrementality).

13



Chapter 2. Bakground and related work

In parsing, the surfae form is known and the goal is to build a syntati stru-

ture. In generation, it is a meaning representation that has to be mapped into a

surfae form, and in doing this other questions arise, for instane, in whih on-

text is this meaning used? whih possible onstrutions does the language o�er to

express this meaning? ([Reiter and Dale, 1997℄). Therefore, surfae realisers have

been proposed whih are based on generation-oriented grammars whih allow for

linguisti desriptions in linguisti dimensions (e.g. funtional) other than form.

generation-
oriented
grammar

For instane, KPLM/Nigel ([Matthiessen and Bateman, 1991℄) relies on Systemi

Funtional Grammar (SFG, [Halliday, 1985℄) fousing on haraterising language in

terms of funtion rather than struture. General purpose well known surfae realisers

whih rely on a generation-oriented linguisti resoures are (in addition to KPML)

RealPRO (based on MTT), FUF/SURGE, NITROGEN and HALOGEN.

However, the idea of using the same grammar both for parsing and generation

emerges with the hope of eonomising resoures development e�orts ([Reiter and

Dale, 1997℄). Reusing wide-overage grammars developed for parsing is an attra-

tive alternative. These grammars used both for parsing and generation, namely

reversible grammars, are equipped with a ompositional semantis and desribe re-

reversible
grammar

lations between meaning and form. With a reversible grammar, a parser onstruts

meaning representations for a given sentene, whereas a generator takes as input a

meaning representation and builds those sentenes that are assoiated by the gram-

mar with the given meaning. A surfae realiser using suh reversible grammars is

alled a reversible realiser. The input to this type of realiser is, in general, less spe-

i�ed than the input for those realisers geared towards a unique result disussed in

previous paragraphs. For instane, given an input meaning suh as that in (5a)

6

,

among many others, the sentenes in (5b-g) would be produed.

(5) a. o�er(tex, tammy, wath)

b. Tex o�ers a wath to Tammy.

. Tammy is o�ered a wath by Tex.

d. A wath is o�ered by Tex to Tammy.

e. A wath is o�ered to Tammy by Tex.

f. It is Tex that o�ers a wath to Tammy.

g. .....

For our partiular appliation of NLG for language learning, we draw on a sur-

fae realiser of the seond type (i.e. one using a reversible grammar equipped with

ompositional semantis). A priori, these surfae realisers are not out�tted with a

6

In the form of �skeletal propositions� (f. [Reiter and Dale, 1997℄)
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2.1. Natural Language Generation

mehanism for speifying hoies among di�erent natural language expressions (e.g.

di�erent surfae forms for a given meaning representation). However, as we will see

in Chapter 4 the grammatial framework (f. Setion 2.2.5) in whih our surfae

realiser builds on permits speifying form hoies.

In what follows, we turn to the disussion of a partiular type of meaning rep-

resentation, ��at semanti formula�, and disuss the omplexity issues arising for

surfae realisation from this representation. Our surfae realiser is based on this

semanti representation.

2.1.1 Surfae realisation from �at semantis: omplexity issues

Lexialist grammars (i.e. grammars assuming that the information neessary to build

sentene struture and meaning omes from lexial items) are typially assoiated

with a semanti representation that an be seen as a bag of lexial prediates. Suh

grammatial frameworks onsist of a set of lexial rules and simple operations whih

do not introdue meaning to ombine them ([Whitelok, 1992℄). Examples of suh

frameworks are Head-driven Phrase Struture Grammar (HPSG, [Pollard and Sag,

1988℄) and the grammatial formalism we use in this thesis, namely Tree Adjoining

Grammar ([Joshi et al., 1975; Joshi, 1987℄).

Two onrete �at semanti frameworks are Minimal Reursion Semantis (MRS,

[Copestake et al., 2001; Copestake et al., 2005℄) and LU �underspei�ed logi�

([Gardent and Kallmeyer, 2003℄). The latter builds on MRS ([Copestake et al.,

2001℄) and the language proposed by Bos (1995) for underspei�ed semanti repre-

sentations; and it is the semanti framework that we use in this thesis (in Setion

2.2.4 we present it and desribe how it is integrated in the TAG grammar).

The motivation behind using �at semantis is disussed in detail in [Copestake et

al., 2001; Gardent and Kallmeyer, 2003℄. In brief, there are two main motives. One

onerns the problem of logial form equivalene of Shieber (1993), that is, whih

of the syntati variants of a logial form does the grammar is assoiated with?

For instane

7

, (6a) and (6b) are syntatially di�erent formulae but equivalent in

meaning. The seond motive onerns the problem of determining a partiular sope

reading of a given sentene. For instane, (7b) and (7) are two di�erent readings

for the sentene in (7a).

(6) a. λx[fierce(x) ∧ (black(x) ∧ cat(x))]
b. λx[cat(x) ∧ (black(x) ∧ fierce(x))]

(7) a. Every dog hases a at.

7

Example taken from [Copestake et al., 2005℄.
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∃t

∧

named ∃pe

t ∧

bake pie

e t p p

Figure 2.2: Tree for the semanti representation in (8b).

b. ∀x(dog(x) ⇒ ∃y(cat(y) ∧ chases(x, y)))
. ∃y(cat(y) ∧ ∀x(dog(x) ⇒ chases(x, y)))

Conventional �rst-order representations of natural language meaning use reur-

sion (or hierarhial struture) to model the meaning of some natural language ex-

pression as the meaning built from its sub-expressions. The example (8b) shows a

meaning representation in �rst-order logi of the sentene in (8a). The subformula

orresponding to the VP phrase bakes a pie (i.e. ∃pe(bake(e, t, p) ∧ pie(p))) models

the fat that the VP is omposed of a transitive verb and a diret objet NP. The

semanti representation in (8b) an be represented as a tree (see Figure 2.2).

(8) a. Tex fait une tarte. (Tex bakes a pie)

b. ∃t(named(t, T ex) ∧ ∃pe(bake(e, t, p) ∧ pie(p)))

. properq(t, named(t, T ex), exists(p, pie(p), bake(e, t, p)))

d. {l1 : named(t, T ex), l0 : properq(t, l1, l2), l2 : exists(p, l3, l4),

l3 : pie(p), l4 : bake(e, t, p)}

Furthermore, in linguistis the semantis of a quantifying determiner, i.e. une, a-

ording to the generalised quanti�ers theory, is that of establishing a relation between

the its nominal argument (restrition of the quanti�er) and an external property or

verb (sope). A propernoun expresses determination. Following Copestake et al.'s

(2005) three-arguments syntax for generalised quanti�ers, we an express the mean-

ing of the sentene in (8a) as the semanti formula in (8). The �rst argument of the

quantifying determiner orresponds to the quanti�ed variable, the seond and third

arguments orrespond to its restrition and sope, respetively. We an give a tree

representation of this formula as shown in Figure 2.3. The restrition and sope are

represented as two daughters of the node orresponding to the determiner.

This tree struture an be �attened if the prediate (or set of prediates) at eah

node is identi�ed with a �label�, and then, the labels are used to refer to subformulae

ourring as arguments of other prediates. For instane, in Figure 2.4, the labels
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properq(te)

named(t, T ex) exists(p)

pie(p) bake(e, t, p)

Figure 2.3: Tree for the semanti representation in (8).

l0 : properq(t, l1, l2)

l1 : named(t, T ex) l2 : exists(p, l3, l4)

l3 : pie(p) l4 : bake(e, t, p)

Figure 2.4: Disonneted tree representation with labelled prediates.

l1 and l2 label the prediations orresponding to the restrition and sope of the

generalised quanti�er properq respetively ([Copestake et al., 2005℄). Furthermore,

the obtained labelled prediates stand in an n-ary ommutative and assoiative on-

juntion. As a result, they are onsidered as a set (or bag if there exist repeated

elements) of prediations. The formula in (8d) shows a �at semanti representation,

more preisely, a MRS representation, of the sentene in (8a).

As is well-known, surfae realisation from �at semantis is a omputationally

expensive task ([Brew, 1992; Kay, 1996; Koller and Striegnitz, 2002℄). Proofs of its

NP-ompleteness are given by Brew (1992) and Koller and Striegnitz (2002).

One �rst reason for the exponential omplexity of surfae realisation is the lak

lack of order in the
input

of ordering information. Contrary to parsing, in generation from �at semantis there

are no string positions to guide the proess (e.g. in hart parsing only adjaent edges

are onsidered for ombination). Supposing that eah literal in the input semantis

selets exatly one grammatial struture and that there are n literals, in a worst ase

on�guration, there would be 2n possible ombinations among the seleted strutures.

In pratie, there are possible restritions on struture ombination. Flat semanti

formulae an be used for �indexing�, that is, for imposing some onstraints on the

ombinations of seleted strutures. Most existing realisers impose the onstraint

that only onstituents with non overlapping semantis and ompatible indies an

be ombined (for instane in [Kay, 1996; Carroll et al., 1999; Carroll and Oepen, 2005;

White, 2004℄).

Beause of these onstraints, the exponential omplexity manifests in modi�a-

tion ([Brew, 1992; Kay, 1996℄). Given a set of k modi�ers all modifying the same

modification
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struture, all possible intermediate strutures will be onstruted, i.e. 2k. For in-

stane, there are 23 = 8 possible subsets of modi�ers in �ere little blak at :

(9) at,

�ere at,

little at,

blak at,

�ere little at,

�ere blak at,

little blak at,

�ere little blak at

To this, it should be added that the order among modi�ers is underspei�ed

modifiers
ordering

in �at semanti representations. Therefore, for eah 2k set of modi�ers we have to

onsider the k! possible orderings.

As Kay pointed out, the situation is serious if we onsider that these 2k inter-

mediate inomplete strutures might be further ombined into larger phrases. For

instane, towards building the sentene The �ere little blak at sleeps, the following

proliferation of
intermediate
incomplete
structures

inomplete sentenes will be build: The at sleeps, The little at sleeps, and so on.

A seond reason for the exponential omplexity of surfae realisation is lexial

ambiguity. In surfae realisation from �at semantis, the literals in the input will

lexical ambiguity

probably selet more than one grammatial struture (or lexial entry). Lexial

ambiguity an ome from di�erent soures:

• Synonyms might be given the same semanti representation (e.g. (10)).

(10) the ase of fast and quikly

• Di�erent uses of verbs: transitive and intransitive or the same lexial item

with di�erent funtions: noun or verb (e.g. (11) and (12)) whih might have

overlapping semanti representations.

(11) the ase of love that is transitive and intransitive

(12) the ase of plae that is a noun and a transitive verb

• If the grammar is paraphrasti i.e., assoiates several syntati strutures with

the same semantis (e.g. (13)).

(13) John destroyed the astle quikly

The destrution of the astle by John was quik

So, given an input �at semantis with n literals, if Lexi is the number of lexial

entries assoiated with eah literal li in the input semantis, then, the number of

sets of lexial items overing the input semantis is: Πi=n
i=1Lexi. The two soures of
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omplexity (lexial ambiguity and lak of input ordering) interat by multiplying out

so that the potential number of ombinations of seleted grammatial strutures is:

nb. modifications
to the same entity

nb. literals
in the input 
semantics

nb. lexical 
entries associated
to each literal

INPUT
GRAMMAR

ADJUNCTION

Di�erent solutions have been proposed to ope with the task omplexity. Related

work addressing modi�ation inludes: verifying inaessible semanti indies ([Kay,

1996; Carroll and Oepen, 2005℄), delayed insertion of modi�ers ([Carroll et al., 1999;

Gardent and Kow, 2005℄), hunking the input logial form ([White, 2004℄), among

others. Our approah relies on ambiguity paking and a mehanism to ontrol pro-

liferation of intermediate strutures based on ideas from Kay (1996) and Carroll and

Oepen (2005).

Carroll and Oepen's (2005) approah relies on loal ambiguity paking to deal

with lexial ambiguity, whereas the approahes proposed in [Gardent and Kow, 2006;

Koller and Striegnitz, 2002; Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a℄ aim at reduing the

initial searh spae by �ltering out pointless onstituent ombinations.

In partiular, unlike generating from a bag of prediates, Kanazawa (2007) shows

that for generation from hierarhial and ordered input meaning representations (as

well as for parsing from an input string) there exists a polynomial runtime algorithm.

The partiular generation task in [Kanazawa, 2007℄ onerns �exat generation�, i.e.

the input logial form is expeted to exatly math that of the grammar. However,

Kanazawa (2011) proposes a way to apply the framework to generation from under-

spei�ed input in whih the di�erent sope readings might be ompatly represented

in the input to the generation algorithm.

It is thus important to observe that �at semanti representations suh as MRS

([Copestake et al., 2005℄) maintain hierarhial information, e.g. quanti�ers' restri-

tion or sope, as we have seen at the beginning of this setion. That is, hierarhial

information is merely represented in di�erent way. For instane, Copestake (2009)

shows that MRSs an be translated into semanti dependeny graphs. These stru-

tural information ontained in MRS representations ould be exploited to guide the

ombination of grammar onstituents during generation.

We will disuss related work on optimisation of surfae realisation from �at se-

mantis in more detail in Chapter 3.
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2.2 The SemTAG grammar

In this setion, we desribe SemTAG the spei� grammatial framework that we

use for sentene generation, SemFraG the Frenh version and SemXTAG the English

one. SemTAG is a Feature Strutures Based Lexialised Tree Adjoining Grammar

(FB-LTAG) augmented with a uni�ation-based ompositional semantis.

First, we will review the underlying grammatial formalism, FB-LTAG, and the

integrated semanti representation language, LU , and reap on those onepts (e.g.

derivation trees) whih are entral in our approahes to surfae realisation (Chapter

3) and also used in the generation of transformation-based grammar exerises (Chap-

ter 4). Next, we disuss partiular features related to our grammar implementation.

2.2.1 Tree Adjoining Grammar

Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG, [Joshi and Shabes, 1997℄ �originally introdued in

[Joshi et al., 1975; Joshi, 1985℄ ) is a grammatial formalism designed to desribe

natural languages.

Grammars desribing natural languages struture need to aount for linguisti

dependenies, suh as subategorisation (eg. verb subategorisation) and �ller-gap

dependenies (e.g. wh-movement). These dependenies an be at an unbounded

distane, nested or rossed. As it is well known, natural languages an not be

desribed by ontext free grammars. Some languages, e.g. Swiss-German ([Shieber,

1985℄) and Duth ([Bresnan et al., 1982℄), ontain ross-serial dependenies.

TAG models these dependenies within a bounded struture, namely a tree, i.e.

dependenies an be de�ned between nodes of a tree. Reursion is fatorised from

the basi unit desribing dependenies and is implemented through a omposition

operation, namely adjuntion, whih permits rewriting a node of one tree with an-

other tree. As orollary of this adjuntion operation, loally de�ned dependenies

might be �strethed� making them arbitrarily distant (unboundedness) and ertain

types of ross-dependenies an be aounted for (f. [Joshi, 1985℄). The latter is one

of the formal properties that makes TAG fall in the lass of mildly-ontext sensitive

grammars.

De�nition

Formally, a tree adjoining grammar is a quintuple 〈Σ, N, I,A, S〉 with Σ a set of

terminals, N a set of non-terminals, I a �nite set of initial trees, A a �nite set of

auxiliary trees, and S a distinguished non-terminal (S ∈ N). Initial trees are trees

whose leaves are labelled with substitution nodes (marked with a downarrow: ↓) or
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NP

Tammy

S

NP↓ VP

V

parle

⇒

S

NP VP

Tammy V

parle

Figure 2.5: Example of substitution operation in TAG

S

NP VP

Tammy V

parle

VP

VP* Adv

fort

⇒

S

NP VP

Tammy VP Adv

V fort

parle

Figure 2.6: Example of adjuntion operation in TAG

terminal ategories. Auxiliary trees are distinguished by a foot node (marked with a

star: ∗) whose ategory must be the same as that of the root node. In both, initial

and auxiliary trees, internal nodes are labelled by non-terminal symbols. Trees in

the set I ∪ A are alled elementary trees. The tree obtained by omposition of

two elementary trees is alled derived tree.

Two tree-omposition operations are used to ombine trees: substitution and

adjuntion. Substitution (Figure 2.5) replaes a leave non-terminal node X of an

initial tree with another tree with root node X. The substituted tree should be

derived from an initial tree. A tree with no substitution node is alled a omplete

tree. Adjuntion (Figure 2.6) inserts an X-type auxiliary tree into an initial or

derived tree at a non-terminal node labelled by X (the non-terminal node should

not be substitution node).

Adjuntion onstraints. The de�nition of the tree-omposition operations given

above states two onstraints: the nodes where the operations take plae should be

labelled with the same non-terminal symbol and adjuntion annot take plae at a

substitution node. In addition, adjuntion onstraints allow to speify (linguistially

motivated) restritions stating, for instane, whih auxiliary trees an adjoin into a

given node. Thus, nodes in TAG elementary trees an be marked with a (i) seletive

adjuntion onstraint, SA(T ), stipulating that only trees in the set T , with T ⊆ A,

an adjoin (note: adjuntion is not ompulsory), (ii) a null adjuntion onstraint,

NA, disallowing any adjuntion, or (iii) an obligatory adjuntion onstraint, OA(T ),
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requiring that an auxiliary tree member of T ⊆ A adjoins into the node.

In the next setion, we introdue Lexialised TAG (LTAG) and desribe TAG's

embedding in a feature strutures based uni�ation framework (Feature Based TAG

(FB-TAG or FTAG)).

2.2.2 Feature Strutures Based Lexialised TAG

Lexialised TAG

Aording to Shabes et al. (1988), a grammar is lexialised if it onsists of: (i)

a �nite set of strutures eah assoiated with a lexial item, alled the anhor of

the orresponding struture, and (ii) an operation or operations for omposing these

strutures.

Lexialised grammars assoiate lexial items with elementary strutures desrib-

ing their possible syntati on�gurations. In pratie, as shown in [Shabes et al.,

1988℄, parsing algorithms bene�t from lexialised grammars. The parsing proess

an be divided in two stages. In a �rst stage, the parser selets only those elemen-

tary strutures that orrespond to lexial items in the input string, viz. sub-grammar

seletion. In a seond stage, the parser ombines the seleted strutures. The om-

bination step takes advantage of the fat that an elementary struture orresponds

to a token in the input string

8

and therefore it an be used only one in a given

parse. Moreover, sine the sub-grammar used for parsing is seleted aording to the

input string, non-loal information might be used to guide the ombination. These

advantages also exist in generation with lexialised grammars, as illustrated by the

generation algorithm proposed in [Gardent and Kow, 2006℄ and the algorithm we

will disuss in Chapter 3.

In Lexialised TAG (LTAG), at least one terminal symbol, namely the anhor,

must appear at the frontier of all initial or auxiliary tree. That is, the anhor is a leaf

node of the elementary tree (for instane, fort in the auxiliary tree in Figure 2.6). El-

ementary trees serve as a omplex desriptions (e.g. subategorization and argument

realization information) of the anhor.

Two linguistially relevant formal properties of (L)TAG

Extended domain of loality. In a grammar formalism the domain of loality refers

to the domain where spei�ations about di�erent grammatial aspets an be stated

together. These grammatial aspets are onstitueny, onstraints, (e.g. agreement),

8

Either beause it orresponds to exatly one or beause the ommitment to one struture among

several has been made.
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2.2. The SemTAG grammar

syntati and semanti dependenies, word-order and uni�ations ([Joshi, 1987℄). In

ontext-free grammars (CFG) and CFG-based grammar formalisms, the domain of

loality is the one level tree orresponding to a rule. Therefore, for instane, the

dependeny between a verb and its subjet and objet arguments annot be spei�ed

within the same rule. In ontrast, beause TAG elementary trees an have arbitrary

depth, these dependenies an be spei�ed within the same tree (i.e. domain). The

fat that an elementary tree ontains the lexial anhor arguments its known as

prediate argument o-ourrene.

Fatorise reursion from the domain of dependenies. In ontrast to CFG(-based)

that writes reursion into the phrase struture rules, TAG de�nes a �nite set of

simple sentene elementary strutures and uses adjuntion to produe more omplex

onstrutions. Elementary trees are minimal strutures where dependenies (e.g.

subategorization and �ller-gap) are spei�ed. That is, dependenies are de�ned

loally and made distant through the adjuntion operation.

Feature Strutures Based LTAG

In brief, a Feature Struture is a set of attribute-value pairs, where a value may be

either atomi or another feature struture. Feature strutures an be ordered based

on the information they ontain (i.e. arrying less information or more information).

This ordering is known as subsumption ordering. Uni�ation is a (partial) operation

on feature strutures. Informally, that is, if the information ontained in two feature

strutures is onsistent (uni�ation is possible) they an be ombined into a new one

ontaining the information of the two original ones.

Feature strutures are used for expressing onstraints. Di�erent grammatial

frameworks for natural languages inorporate on top of a CFG skeleton a feature uni-

�ation system to speify ertain onstraints relative to some linguisti phenomena

(e.g. subjet-verb agreement). The TAG extension with a feature base uni�ation

framework (FB-TAG) was proposed by Vijay-Shanker and Joshi (1988). The obje-

tive was to improve the desriptive apaity of TAG. By adding feature strutures to

elementary trees, it is possible, for instane, to state onstraints between dependent

nodes within the same elementary tree.

In a FB-TAG, of whih an example is given in Figure 2.9, the tree nodes are

deorated with two feature strutures (alled top and bottom). The operations of

substitution and adjuntion are then reformulated in terms of uni�ation of appropri-

ate feature strutures, thus allowing the onstraints on substitution and adjuntion

to be modelled by the suess or failure of uni�ations. On substitution, the top

of the substitution node is uni�ed with the top of the root node of the tree being
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Figure 2.7: Substitution operation in an FB-LTAG
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t∪tr
br

A

tf
b∪bf

Figure 2.8: Adjuntion operation in an FB-LTAG

substituted in. On adjuntion, the top of the root of the auxiliary tree is uni�ed with

the top of the node where adjuntion takes plae; and the bottom features of the foot

node are uni�ed with the bottom features of this node. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 illustrate

this. At the end of a derivation, the top and bottom of all nodes in the derived

tree are uni�ed. FB-TAG feature strutures are non-reursive and onsist of sets of

feature/value pairs where the value is either a onstant, a disjuntion of onstants,

or a uni�ation variable. Uni�ation variables an furthermore be o-referened with

any other value ourring in the same elementary tree.

Following the example in Figure 2.9, on substitution, the top feature struture

of the root node of αtatou will unify on substitution with the NP node of αparle (i.e.

[nb : sg] ⊔ [nb : B]). On adjuntion, the top feature struture of the root NP node

of βla will unify with the NP node of αparle (i.e. [nb : sg] ⊔ [nb : N ]). Furthermore,

the initial tree α
parle

enfores a subjet-verb agreement onstraint between the verb

node and the subjet NP node through the feature strutures deorating these nodes

with the o-referened variable B.

Besides desribing dependenies among nodes within elementary trees, features

strutures assoiated with nodes an express other onstraints about how trees an

ombine (or not) with other trees. That is, we an express adjoining onstraints

(disussed above). Given that adjuntion is suessful if the uni�ation sueeds,

we an state seletive onstraints (SA) by speifying features values that will ause
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β
la

NP

[nb : N ]

Det NP*[nb : N ]

la

α
tatou

NP

[nb : sg]

tatou

α
parle

S

NP↓ [nb : B]
VP[nb : B]

V

[nb : sg=B]

parle

β
fort

VP

VP* Adv

fort

Figure 2.9: Example feature-based tree adjoining grammar (N and B are a uni�ation

variables, sg is a onstant, and [f : v] is a feature struture with feature f and feature

value v).

uni�ation to sueed with desired ombinations or fail otherwise. Similarly, given

that at the end of the derivation top and bottom features strutures are uni�ed, we

an model obligatory adjuntion (OA) by stating ontraditing features in the top

and bottom of a node where we want ompulsory adjuntion.

The small grammar in Figure 2.10 illustrates the implementation of SA with

feature strutures. The bottom feature struture of the tree α
hanter

states that the

mode of the subordinate lause is equal to in�nitive (md : inf ). Therefore, the

auxiliary tree α
veut-2

, whih takes an in�nitive lause as argument, will suessfully

adjoin into α
hanter

. That is, the bottom feature of the root node in α
hanter

uni�es

with the bottom feature of foot node in α
veut-2

. This is graphially shown by the

dotted line arrows from α
veut-2

to α
hanter

. From the resulting derived tree we read

the sentene Tammy veut hanter (Tammy wants to sing). However, the tree α
veut-1

will be disarded as uni�ations during adjuntion into α
hanter

will fail, preventing

the generation of the ungrammatial sentene *Tammy veut que hanter (*Tammy

wants that to sing).

2.2.3 TAG derivations

TAG is a tree-generating system: in the derivation proess, non-terminals of a tree

are rewritten by omplete trees. As a result of a derivation a phrase-struture tree

is produed whih is the derived tree. The set of derived trees onstitutes the objet

language. The struture that reords information about the derivation proess, i.e.

how the elementary trees were ombined into a phrase-struture tree is the derivation

tree. Figure 2.11 shows an example of derived and derivation trees.

In a derivation tree, nodes are labelled with the names of TAG elementary trees.

In addition, if the grammar is lexialised, the nodes would also be named with the

lexial items anhoring the elementary trees. Edges are labelled with a desription
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α
veut-1

S[md : ind|subj]

NP↓ VP S

NA

Tammy V que S∗
[md : subj]
[md : subj]

veut

α
hanter

S[md : inf ]

VP

[md : inf ]
[md : inf ]

V

[md : inf ]

hanter

α
veut-2

S[md : ind|subj]

NP↓ VP S

NA

Tammy V S∗
[md : inf ]
[md : inf ]

veut

Figure 2.10: Example feature-based tree adjoining grammar illustrating the implemen-

tation of SA with feature strutures ([f : v] is a feature struture with feature f and

feature value v, md is the mode feature, and inf |ind|subj are onstant values desribing the
di�erent mode types).

S

NP VP

Det NP VP ADV

V

la tatou parle fort

(a) Derived tree

α
parle

1 2

α
tatou

β
fort

0

β
la

(b) Derivation tree

Figure 2.11: Parse trees for La tatou parle fort (The armadillo speaks loudly) using the

grammar of Figure 2.9. In the derivation tree, plain lines indiate adjuntion and dotted

ones substitution. For simpliity, tree names are replaed with the lemmas anhoring eah

elementary tree. The number on the upper right of eah tree name gives the Gorn address

of the node onto whih the tree was inserted.

of the operation used to ombine the TAG trees whose names label the edge verties.

The edge labels inform the operation type, i.e. substitution or adjuntion, and an

identi�ation of the node in the target tree where the operation took plae, i.e.

a Gorn address

9

. When a tree γ is substituted or adjoined into a tree τ , in the

derivation tree, the node for γ is said to be a dependent of the node for τ .

LTAG derivation trees are of partiular interest due to two key fats: (i) lexi-

alisation of elementary trees and (ii) enapsulation within elementary trees of the

syntati/semanti arguments of the lexial anhor. In the derivation proess, the

9

�A Gorn address (Gorn, 1967) is a method of identifying and addressing any interior node within

a tree data struture from a phrase struture rule desription or parse tree. The Gorn address is a

string made up of a series of one or more integers separated by dots, e.g., 0 or 0.0.1. The j-th hild

of the i-th node has an address i.j. � (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gorn_address)
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2.2. The SemTAG grammar

substitution and adjuntion operations establish links or �dependenies� between

lexial items anhoring the omposed trees ([Abeillé and Rambow, 2000℄). The de-

pendeny strutures shown by TAG derivation trees have been analyzed in di�erent

works. In order to transfer formal properties from TAG to Meaning-Text Theory

(MTT, [Meluk, 1988℄), Rambow and Joshi (1994) ompare derivation trees with

deep syntati dependeny strutures, namely DSyntS for MTT. On the other hand,

Candito and Kahane (1998) ompare derivation trees with semanti dependeny

graphs, namely SemS in MTT. Although, in both ases, several points of similar-

ities are enumerated, di�erenes between the dependeny strutures in MTT and

derivation trees are reported. Below, we repeat some of the derivation tree features

desribed in these omparisons whih underlie the ideas of our approah to semanti-

based hart indexing (Setion 3.2.2) and syntati transformations desribed (Setion

4.4.2):

• Funtion words required by the lexial anhor's subategorization frame are

inluded in elementary trees and thus not present in the derivation trees (e.g.

prepositions).

• Beause elementary trees orrespond to a semanti unit, nodes in the derivation

tree orrespond to semanti units (e.g. idioms). As Candito and Kahane

(1998) laimed, we an see them as semanti units assoiated with linguisti

information.

• There is one daughter node for eah verb argument (due to single substitution

steps) while there might be any number of daughter nodes for adjunts (ad-

juntions). Though, for prediative auxiliary trees, the diretion is inverted:

they appear as daughters of the node representing their argument.

2.2.4 FB-LTAG with semantis

To assoiate semanti representations with natural language expressions, the FB-

LTAG is modi�ed as proposed by Gardent and Kallmeyer (2003). Eah elementary

tree is assoiated with a �at semanti representation. For instane, in Figure 2.12,

the trees for Tex and hanter are assoiated with the semantis l6 : tex(x6) and l7 :

chanter(e7, x7), respetively. Importantly, the arguments of a semanti funtor are

represented by uni�ation variables whih our both in the semanti representation

of this funtor and on some nodes of the assoiated syntati tree. For instane,

in Figure 2.12, the semanti index x7 ourring in the semanti representation of

hanter also ours on the subjet substitution node of the assoiated elementary

tree. The value of semanti arguments is determined by the uni�ations resulting
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NP

xv ,lv

Det NP*x1,ln

une

l1 : ∃(x1, hr, hs),
hr ≥ ln, hs ≥ lv

NPx2,l2

tatou

l2 : tatou(x2)

Se5,l5

NP↓x3,l5
VPe5,l5 S*

e6

V

e5,l5

voit

l5 : voit(e5, x3, e6)

VP

e3,l4

VP*e3,l4 ADV

souvent

l3 : souvent(e3)

NP

x6,l6

Tex

l6 : tex(x6)

Se7,l7

NP↓x7,l7
VPe7,l7

V

e7,l7

hanter

l7 : chanter(e7, x7)

Figure 2.12: An FB-TAG augmented with an uni�ation-based ompositional semantis.

For the sake of larity, feature strutures are abbreviated, feature perolation has been

simpli�ed preluding the possibility that adjuntion modi�es feature values and only the

semanti feature values relevant for semanti onstrution are indiated. C

x,l
/Cx,l abbrevi-

ate a node with ategory C and a top/bottom feature struture inluding the feature-value

pairs { index : x, label : l}.

from adjuntion and substitution. For instane, the semanti index x7 in the tree

for hanter is uni�ed during substitution with the semanti index labelling the root

node of the tree for Tex . As a result, the semantis of Tex hante is {l6 : tex(x6), l7 :

chanter(e7, x6)}.

As explained in [Gardent and Kallmeyer, 2003℄, the semanti representation lan-

guage used (LU �underspei�ed logi) (based on the formalisms de�ned in [Copestake

et al., 2001℄ and [Bos, 1995℄) is a uni�ation-based language whih desribes �rst or-

der formulae in the sense that the model of a given LU formula is a set of �rst order

formulae. For instane, the formula in Figure 2.13 desribes the �rst order formula

∃x1.(tatou(x1) ∧ souvent(e5) ∧ voit(e5, x1, e7) ∧ tex(x6) ∧ chanter(e7, x6))

More generally, LU formulae are �at, underspei�ed FOL formulae. They are �at

in that the tree struture of a FOL formulae is transformed into a onjuntion of

labelled formulae whereby the label of eah formula is used to indiate its position

in the initial tree struture. LU formulae are furthermore underspei�ed in that the

sope of sope bearing operators (quanti�ers, modal, negation) is spei�ed by under-
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Se5,l5

NPx1,l5 VPe5,l5 Se7,l7

Det NPx1,l2 VPe5,l5 ADV NPx6,l7 VPe7,l7

Ve5,l5 Ve7,l7

une tatou voit souvent Tex hanter

l1 : ∃(x1, hr, hs), hr ≥ l2, hs ≥ l5, l2 : tatou(x1),

l3 : souvent(e5), l5 : voit(e5, x1, e7), l6 : tex(x6), l7 : chanter(e7, x6)

Figure 2.13: Derived tree and semantis for Une tatou voit souvent Tex hanter (An

armadillo often sees Tex sing).

onstrained soping onstraints between so-alled holes (written h, hi) and labels

(written l, li). Thus, the formulae of LU onsist of labelled elementary prediations

(l : Rn(i1, . . . , in) with R an n-ary relation and ij variables over individuals and/or

labels/hole onstants), soping onstraints (h ≥ l with h a hole onstant and l a label

onstant) and onjuntions (φ,ψ with ψ, φ formulae of LU ). The models desribed

by LU formulae are de�ned by the set of possible �pluggings� i.e., injetions from the

holes of a formula to the labels of this formula. The following example illustrates

this. Suppose the sentene in (14) is assigned the LU formula (15).

(14) Every dog hases a at

(15) l0 : ∀(x, h1, h2), h1 ≥ l1, l1 : D(x), h2 ≥ l2, l2 : Ch(x, y), l3 : ∃(x, h3, h4), h3 ≥

l4, l4 : C(y), h4 ≥ l2

Only two pluggings are possible for this formula in (15) namely {h1 → l1, h2 →

l3, h3 → l4, h4 → l2} and {h1 → l1, h2 → l2, h3 → l4, h4 → l0}. They yield the

following (16) meaning representations for (14):

(16) a. l0 : ∀(x, l1, l3), l1 : D(x), l2 : Ch(x, y), l3 : ∃(x, l4, l2), l4 : C(y)

b. l0 : ∀(x, l1, l2), l1 : D(x), l2 : Ch(x, y), l3 : ∃(x, l4, l0), l4 : C(y)

For more details on the interpretation of LU and on the semanti representations it

permits assoiating with a grammar of natural language, see [Gardent and Kallmeyer,

2003℄.

The example in Figure 2.12 shows how a semanti representation is onstruted,

i.e. how a semanti formula is build for a natural language expression (parsing).

However, the FB-TAG equipped with a uni�ation-based ompositional semantis
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NP↓x2,l5
VPe5,l5 S*
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voit

l5 : voit(e5, x2, e7)

VPe5,l4
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l3 : souvent(e5)
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x6,l6
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l6 : tex(x6)

Se7,l7

NP↓x6,l7
VPe7,l7

V

e7,l7

hanter

l7 : chanter(e7, x6)

Figure 2.14: An FB-LTAG augmented with a uni�ation-based ompositional semantis

that produes the sentene Tammy voit souvent Tex hanter (Tammy often sees Tex sing)

from the given semanti representation ∃x2.(tammy(x2) ∧ souvent(e5) ∧ voit(e5, x2, e7) ∧
tex(x6) ∧ chanter(e7, x6)).

is a reversible grammar and thus it is possible to go the other way around, i.e.

build a natural language expression for a semanti formula (generation). In the

latter ase, the semanti formula is given. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2.14, the

arguments of the semanti funtor l7 : chante(e7, x6) are onstants values and so

are the semanti indies labeling the nodes of its assoiated syntati tree (idem for

l5 : voit(e5, x2, e7)). During tree ombination, the onstant values of the semanti

indies labeling tree nodes either permit or avoid ertain ombination of trees. For

instane, the substitution of the tree for Tammy into the NP node of hanter will

fail due to the index feature-values that do not unify. Preventing in this way the

generation of the sentene Tex voit souvent Tammy hanter (Tex often sees Tammy

sing). Therefore, as a result of tree ombination the orret sentene �aording to

the given meaning representation� Tammy voit souvent Tex hanter (Tammy often sees

Tex sing) is obtained.

2.2.5 SemTAG

The spei� FB-LTAG equipped with uni�ation-based ompositional semantis that

we use, i.e. SemTAG, is not written tree by tree but instead is ompiled from a

metagrammar spei�ation. More preisely, the grammar is written and ompiled
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SE,L

NP↓X,L
VP

E,L
E,L

V⋄E,L
NP↓Y

L : PRED(E,X, Y )

Se5,l2

NP↓x1,l2
VP

e5,l2
e5,l2

V

e5,l2
NP↓x2

faire

l2 : faire(e5, x1, x2)

Figure 2.15: Elementary tree shema for a transitive verb (left) and the tree shema

anhored by the lemma faire (bake) (right).

using the XMG grammar development framework ([Crabbé et al., 2012℄).

In a lexialised TAG, the lexion onsists of a set of elementary strutures assoi-

ated with lexial items (i.e. there is no distintion made between lexion and gram-

mar). However, onrete TAG implementations (following the approah in XTAG

[XTAG Researh Group, 2001℄) represent this in a fatorised way. That is, for in-

stane, instead of repeating exatly the same tree for eah verb in the lexion: manger

(eat) and préparer (to do), they fator out the lexial item and leave the tree as a tree

shema. The plae (node) where the lexial item used to be is alled anhor node

(marked with a ⋄), and eah time that a tree shema is instantiated with a given

lexial item, it is said that the tree shema is anhored by the lexial item. Figure

2.15 shows an example of tree plus semanti shema.

SemTAG is implemented following this representation and onsists of (i) a set of

tree shemas, (ii) a syntati lexion assoiating lexial items with tree shemas (a

set of tree shemas grouped into a tree family �as de�ned in the next paragraph),

and (iii) a morphologial lexion assoiating lemmas with words.

In TAG, an elementary tree is the maximal syntati projetion of a lexial item,

i.e. a maximal linguisti representation re�eting the subategorisation properties of

the lexial item. Furthermore, lexial items, for instane, verbs, need to be assoiated

to di�erent elementary trees aording to their di�erent voie alternations (e.g. ative

and passive), the di�erent realisation of their arguments (e.g. left and liti), and

the di�erent type of lause they an anhor (e.g. relative lause and interrogative

lause). Therefore, in TAG, there might be several elementary trees assoiated with a

lexial item with a given subategorization frame. All these elementary trees sharing

the same subategorisation frame are grouped together into so-alled tree families.

Figure 2.16 shows some of the trees ontained in the family of trees for transitive

verbs, e.g. manger (eat).

Besides the redundany eliminated by the fatorization into tree shemas and
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a.

S

NP↓ VP

V⋄ NP↓

b.

S
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d.

S

CL↓ VP
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f.

S

VP NP↓ S

CL V C VP NP↓

e être qui V⋄

g.

S

NP↓ VP PP

V V P NP↓

être V⋄ par

Figure 2.16: Some tree shemas within the transitive verb family. (Note: feature strutures

and semantis are not shown for the sake of larity).

syntati lexion, XMG permits to take advantage of the fat that there might be

several tree shemas per family, and in general in the whole grammar, whih share

ommon sub-trees (or tree fragments). The idea is that in an XMG metagrammar

these shared strutures are desribed only one and then ombined to produe om-

plete tree strutures. The tree shemas in SemTAG are ompiled from an XMG

fatorised metagrammar.

Suintly

10

, in XMG, the (meta)grammar designer de�nes (minimal) linguisti

desriptions, e.g. phrase-struture tree fragments, whih are given a name. Next,

these named tree desriptions an be ombined by onjuntion or disjuntion. Some

of the trees listed in Figure 2.16 share subtrees orresponding, for example, to a

nominal subjet noun phrase or share the verb phrase struture. Therefore, these

shared tree fragments are de�ned as a linguisti unit, i.e. a tree desription, and given

a linguistially meaningful name. This name permits referring to the tree desription

as a whole, then we say that the tree desription is abstrated by that name. Figure

2.17 shows the tree desriptions used by the XMG rule:

ActiveT ransitiveV erb → CanonicalSubject∧ Active ∧CanonicalObject (2.1)

This rule produes the tree (a.) in Figure 2.16. However, it is possible to de�ne

10

For a omplete desription of grammar development in XMG we refer the reader to [Crabbé et

al., 2012℄.
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S
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VP
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CanonicalObject

⇒

S

NP↓ VP

V⋄ NP↓

CanonicalSubject
Active

CanonicalObject

Figure 2.17: Simpli�ed XMG metagrammar example.

more abstrat rules. (2.2) below desribes the trees (a.), (.) and (g.) (and the

liti-passive one not shown) in Figure 2.16.

Subject → (CanonicalSubject∨ CliticSubject) (2.2)

ActiveT ransitiveV erb → Subject∧ Active ∧ CanonicalObject (2.3)

PassiveT ransitiveV erb → Subject∧ Passive ∧CanonicalObject (2.4)

As an be seen in Figure 2.17, the ompiled tree is assoiated with the names

of the tree desriptions from whih it was built. These tree desription names are

alled tree properties. As these tree properties summarise (or abstrat) syntati

tree desriptions, it is not needed to analyze the phrase-struture of a given tree γ to

know whether it ontains a left or liti subjet. Instead, the set P (γ) of tree prop-

erties assoiated to γ an be used to hek whether the tree property CleftSubject

or CliticSubject is a member of the set. We will see in Chapter 4 how tree proper-

ties assoiated to elementary trees are used (i) to speify syntati onstraints over

sentenes and (ii) to desribe syntatially related sentenes to generate grammar

exerises for language learning.

The two grammar implementations we work with are:

SemFraG. An FB-LTAG for Frenh implemented by Crabbé (2005) and extend

with semantis by Gardent (2008).

SemXTAG. An FB-LTAG for English whih is a reonstrution of the XTAG

grammar ([XTAG Researh Group, 2001℄) implemented by Alahverdzhieva (2008)

and extended with uni�ation-based ompositional semantis as desribed in [Gardent

and Kallmeyer, 2003℄.
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2.3 Computer Assisted Language Learning

Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) is the �eld onerned with the study,

CALL

development and use of omputer appliations in language teahing and language

learning ([Levy, 1997; Levy and Hubbard, 2005℄). CALL is an interdisiplinary �eld.

interdisciplinary
field

Levy's (1997) work reports on its relation to applied linguistis, omputer siene

and psyhology. Later on, Kern (2006) and Amaral (2011) stress the importane of

CALL researh taking into aount CALL pratitioners (teahers and learners), Se-

ond Language Aquisition (SLA) researhers, linguists and omputer sientists. In

partiular, Zok (1996), Nerbonne (2003), and Meurers (2012) highlight the opportu-

nities for and hallenges of integrating tehnology from Natural Language Proessing

(NLP) researh in CALL appliations.

Aording to Kern (2006) (in turn extending from Levy (1997)), CALL tehnol-

ogy an be seeing to play di�erent roles. Providing (i) instrution, evaluation and

tutor, tool, medium
view

feedbak in di�erent language areas and skills (e.g. grammar, voabulary, writing,

et) as a tutor, (ii) aess to visual, audio or any material useful for language learn-

ing, as well as resoures and tools suh as ditionaries, grammar and style hekers,

and onordanes for orpus analysis as a tool, and (iii) the tehnologial means

within whih language learning an take plae, for instane, sites for interpersonal

ommuniation (e.g. multi-user virtual environments), as a medium.

Learning ativities in CALL vary from workbook-style exerises, suh as Fill-in-

activity types

the-blank, multiple-hoie and mathing, to more interative ativities that promote

ontextualised, language-in-use and ulturally informed language learning. For in-

stane, Li and Topolewski (2002) and Amoia et al. (2012) embed grammar exerises

within a game in a virtual environment, the Croquelandia adventure game ([Sykes

et al., 2008℄) fouses on pragmatis by teahing how to make request and to apolo-

gise in Spanish, and Zip&Terry ([Li and Topolewski, 2002℄) and Thethis ([Segond et

al., 2005℄) provide dialogues in simulated situations. Interative or situated learning

ativities provide settings that favor �unonsious� proesses involved in seond lan-

guage aquisition ([Krashen, 1982℄). Nevertheless, learner �awareness� of linguisti

phenomena in the target language has been shown to be important to foster learning

([Long, 1991; Shmidt, 1995; Long, 1996℄).

Not all of the existing CALL appliations make use of NLP tehniques. For

instane, Hot Potatoes (http://hotpot.uvi.a/) provides a set of tools whih

failitate the manual edition of exerises: the exerise question, the expeted solution

and adequate feedbak. However, these tasks an be automated. In the searh for

automation, Intelligent CALL (ICALL) appliations inorporate tehniques from

ICALL
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NLP and expert systems. Current NLP researh for language learning fouses on

providing support for (i) the reation of learning material and (ii) the detetion and

evaluation of learner errors and generation of personalised feedbak.

Most of the learning material reated by ICALL appliations onsists of so-alled

activity types and
learner input

objetive test items. That is, test items suh as multiple-hoie questions, Fill-in-the-

blank and loze exerise items, whose answer is strongly onstrained (the range of

objective test items

possible answers is very small or �xed) and an therefore be predited and heked

with high auray. There also exist less onstrained ativity types, suh as Fill-

in-the-blank without hints other than the sentene wherein the blank appears or

make-a-sentene exerises from a given set of words, whih expet a larger set of

orret answers. Bahman and Palmer (1996) name the �rst type of ativities seleted

response and the latter limited prodution. Aording to Bahman and Palmer, the

relation between a test item of a given ativity type (input given to the learner) and

the riteria for orretness (the set of expeted orret answers) is an important point

in the evaluation of usefulness in test development. Moreover, the learner's input is,

in general, evaluated through string mathing against a target orret answer (or a set

thereof) and the type of feedbak is restrited to �orret/inorret�. Automatially

providing detailed feedbak is a di�ult task whih involves interpreting the, often

ill-formed, learner input, determining errors and proposing a orretion.

The motivations for designing ativities that onstrain the learner input are dis-

ussed in [Amaral and Meurers, 2011℄. First, parsers annot rely on the lexial and

learner input
analysis

syntati properties of the language to redue the searh spae. Beause these regu-

larities might not be followed in the learner language. In addition, tehniques suh

as mal-rules (augmenting the grammar with rules that desribe learner errors) or

relaxation (eliminate ertain onstraints from the grammar) inreases the parsing

omplexity. Seond, a possibly more di�ult task than the evaluation of form is

meaning evaluation (e.g. determining whether the answer given by the learner to

a reading omprehension question is orret). ICALL systems generally evaluate

meaning based on surfae form; therefore, as there are many ways in human lan-

guages to express the same meaning ICALL systems should be able to deal with

signi�ant variation in learner input.

To provide detailed and personalised feedbak, an ICALL system needs not only

feedback
generation

to model the target language and be able to analyze learner input. It might also

need to represent the learner knowledge about the target language as well as the

instrutional sheme that the system might enfore; i.e. a learner model and an

instrutional model. For instane, Mihaud and MCoy (2000) propose a multi-

omponent model where the representation of the learner grammar pro�ieny is
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used both to evaluate learner input and to automatially deliver instrution that is,

as they said, �at the frontier� of learner ompetene (f. [Krashen, 1982; Vygotsky,

1986℄).

Our NLG-based approah aims at the reation of grammar textbook style of ex-

erises items. It an be thought as a omponent part of a language tutoring system.

That is, it ould be embedded into a system that implements a learner model, evalu-

ates learner input and assesses learner language skills, provides detailed feedbak and

proposes an instrutional model. Furthermore, our exerise generation approah an

be integrated with 3D environments resulting in more interative ativity ([Amoia

et al., 2012℄). On one hand, it is more meaningful as the ontent of the exerise goes

with the virtual environment. On the other hand, it might be more engaging as it is

ombined with gaming elements. We show how the NLG-based approah supports

the reation of exerises with a seleted answer (e.g. Fill-in-the-blank giving enough

information so as to redue the possible answers to one) as well as limited prodution

exerise types (e.g. Shu�e or rewrite-a-sentene type of exerises where there might

be di�erent orret alternative answers). In the next setion, we review related work

on the generation of learning ontent and learning ativities.

2.3.1 Automati authoring of learning material

As aforementioned, muh of researh works in ICALL address the reation of learning

material relying on NLP tehniques. Two major subtasks are in fous. One is

onerned with the searh of appropriate text material and the other one with the

reation of learning ativities and test items.

Text retrieval

Some researh work in CALL has foused on the readability-based retrieval of text.

The main goal is to develop CALL tools that failitate reading and voabulary pra-

tie. This work aims at seleting text that is appropriate to the learner omprehen-

sion apabilities (i.e. omprehensible learner input [Krashen, 1982℄) and in orre-

spondene with a given learning stage ([Pienemann, 1998℄). To this end, most of the

proposed approahes rely on readability measures omputed on douments seleted

from large orpora or the web.

Heilman et al. (2008) desribe a searh system, namely REAP Searh. A us-

tomised searh interfae permits the spei�ation of pedagogial onstraints: reading

level and text length, in addition to topi and a set of target words. This interfae

aesses a database of douments that is reated by rawling the web based on a
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set of target words and further annotating and �ltering the retrieved douments by

di�erent riteria. Some of the used riteria are date of the doument, size, reading

level and text quality. They use a language model that predits reading level. While

in the urrent approah preditions are based on lexion models, a new approah is

being explored whih also inludes syntati features. The objetive behind this is

to extend the available riteria for seleting text allowing the teahers to fous on

grammatial features, e.g. hoose a text with simple grammar onstrutions.

The LAWSE prototype ([Ott et al., 2010℄) develops a speialised searh engine

whih allows teahers to look for texts that satisfy ontent and relevant language

properties requirements. This approah assoiates to eah doument a set of sum-

mary properties (i.e. a set of property-value pairs). These properties ould sum-

marise any relevant feature whih ould be assoiated to the text and that admits a

unique value. For instane, the number of words in the text, the ratio of gerunds to

all verb forms or, any readability measure. In addition to the regular query terms

spei�ed by users, queries ontain a set of onstraints based on these properties whih

speify the desire range of values for eah property.

Heilman et al. (2008) show that a great deal of doument �ltering is needed (1% of

the originally downloaded douments remain in the database of seleted douments)

as well as the �nal teaher judgment on the selet text. While they are valuable

tools providing teahers and intermediate or advaned learners with �real life� texts

for reading and voabulary training, it is not lear how muh they would help in

produing learning material for beginners or that targets training of spei� grammar

points. Both projets agree that the web might not provide enough reading material

for beginners. As a solution to this issue, Ott et al. (2010) propose the use of text

simpli�ation tehniques.

Automati generation of exerise and test items

Developing exerise and test items manually is a time-onsuming task. Mitkov et al.

(2006) evaluate the e�ieny gain in using a omputer-aided environment to generate

test items and the quality of the generated items. The e�ieny is measured by

omparing against manual edition of test items, they found that when using the

system the teaher spends in average 1 minute and 36 seonds against 6 minutes

and 55 seonds in average per item by doing it manually

11

. To evaluate the quality

of the items, they run two experiments in whih students were tested using a set of

both (semi-)automatially and manually generated test items. They also found that

11

This numbers are related to the ��rst post-editing experiment� (see [Mitkov et al., 2006℄), similar

results are reported for a seond one.
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the quality of the (semi-)automatially generated items is aeptable and ompares

favourably with hat of manually produed exeries.

Thus, an important strand of researh in ICALL addresses the automation of

exerise spei�ations relying on NLP tehniques ([Mitkov et al., 2006; Heilman and

Eskenazi, 2007; Karamanis et al., 2006; Chao-Lin et al., 2005; Coniam, 1997; Sumita

et al., 2005; Simon et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2007; Lee and Sene�, 2007℄). Mostly, this

work targets the automati generation of objetive test items. These approahes use

large orpora and mahine learning tehniques to automatially obtain the stems

(sentenes from whih the exerise is built), questions (exerise question), the keys

(orret answers) and the distrators (inorret answers) that are required by suh

test items. Example (17) shows a multiple-hoie exerise item illustrating this

terminology, i.e. the parts we identi�ed in the proess of generating an exerise

item.

12

(17) (Q): Do you have a ditionary? Yes, I have a good .......

a. some b. one . another d. it e. mine

stem: Do you have a ditionary? Yes, I have a good one.

question: Do you have a ditionary? Yes, I have a good .......

keys: one

distrators: some, another, it, mine

Mitkov et al. (2006) generate multiple-hoie questions to test fatual knowledge

onveyed in a given soure text. To do this, the question generator identi�es a term

in the given text, then, by using simple rules transforms the sentene ontaining

the term into a wh-question sentene, �nally, it hooses a set of distrators. To

extrat terms, they identify nouns and NPs after parsing the input text, and then use

various riteria (e.g. most frequent term and NP following ertain regular expression

patterns) to selet the andidate terms. An example of test item from [Mitkov et al.,

2006℄ is shown in (18).

(18)

stem (soure lause): Transitive verbs require objets.

question: Whih kind of verbs require objets?

keys: transitive verbs

distrators: modal verbs, phrasal verbs, ative verbs

Heilman and Eskenazi (2007) generate �related words� questions using an auto-

matially extrated thesaurus. Their generated items target voabulary pratie and

assessment, given a word the learner should point to the appropriate set of related

12

Example extrated from http://a4esl.org/.
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words (e.g. words that are near math or opposites). An example of generated item

from [Heilman and Eskenazi, 2007℄ is shown in (19).

(19)

question: Whih set of words are most related in meaning to �rejet�?

keys: {aept, oppose, approve}

distrators: {pray, forget, remember}, {invest, total, owe}, {persuad, onvine,

anger }

Simon et al. (2010) generate multiple-hoie questions that aim at assessing vo-

abulary in ontext. They rely on a distributional thesaurus and olloations to

build the items. Given a key word, they produe an item where the distrators are

the set of words related to the key word, aording to a thesaurus, but whih do

not our with a key's olloation. Then, a sentene is retrieved from a orpus that

ontains the key word and the olloation. Chao-Lin et al. (2005) also target the

generation of multiple-hoie items targeting the evaluation of voabulary in ontext.

That is, given a word and its intended meaning, they use word sense disambiguation

tehniques to �nd sentenes in whih the word is uses with the intended meaning.

Lin et al. (2007) design multiple-hoie questions that aim at understanding the

meaning of adjetives in a given text. Lee and Sene� (2007) generate multiple-hoie

items fousing on prepositions.

All these approahes to the omputer-aided generation of test (and exerise) items

have shown to be useful in reduing the time spent by language instrutors while

still providing items of quality omparable to those manually produed. Nevertheless,

these approahes fous mainly on reading omprehension and voabulary, perhaps

with the exeption of Lee and Sene� (2007) who fous on prepositions. Further, the

type of items are mostly intended for testing intermediate or advaned learners.

There is some work, however, that targets the generation of grammar exerises.

grammar exercises

By grammar exerises, we mean those exerises that aim at pratiing spei� lin-

guisti phenomena of the targeted language, for instane, prepositions, pronouns,

verb voie, verb forms, et. Thus, Chen et al. (2006) desribe a system alled FAST

whih supports the semi-automati generation of multiple-hoie and error dete-

tion exerises while Aldabe et al. (2006) present the ArikiTurri automati question

generator for onstruting Fill-in-the-blank, Word Formation, multiple-hoie and

error detetion exerises. These approahes are similar to the approah we propose

in Chapter 4. First, a bank of sentenes is built whih are automatially annotated

with syntati and morpho-syntati information. Seond, sentenes are retrieved

from this bank based on their annotation and on the linguisti phenomena the ex-

erise is meant to illustrate. Third, the exerise question is onstruted from the
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retrieved sentenes. There are important di�erenes however.

First, in these approahes, the soure sentenes used for building the test items

are seleted from orpora. As a result, they an be very omplex and most of the

generated test items are targeted for intermediate or advaned learners. In addition,

some of the linguisti phenomena inluded in the language shools urriula may

be absent or insu�iently present in the soure orpus ([Aldabe et al., 2006℄). In

ontrast, our generation based approah permits ontrolling both the syntax and the

lexion of the generated exerises.

Seond, while, in these approahes, the syntati and morpho-syntati annota-

tions assoiated with the bank sentenes are obtained using part-of-speeh tagging

and hunking, in our approah, these are obtained by a grammar-based generation

proess. As we shall see in Chapter 4, the information thus assoiated with sen-

tenes is riher than that obtained by hunking. In partiular, it ontains detailed

linguisti information about the syntati onstruts (e.g., left subjet) ontained

in the sentenes in the generation bank. This permits a larger overage of the lin-

guisti phenomena that an be handled. For instane, we an retrieve sentenes

whih ontain a relativised left objet (e.g., This is the man whom Mary likes who

sleeps) by simply stipulating that the retrieved sentenes must be assoiated with

the information Cleft Objet).

To sum up, our approah di�ers from most existing work in that it targets the

prodution of syntatially and lexially ontrolled grammar exerises rather than

produing grammar exerises based on sentenes extrated from an existing orpus.

2.3.2 Natural Language Generation in CALL

As we suggested in Chapter 1, NLG tehniques have been little explored within the

ontext of ICALL. Here, we disuss four NLG-based approahes. They are di�erent

to ours in terms of goals and generation frameworks though in some ases, ideas

overlap.

One of the systems is a writing tutor alled COMPASS-II ([Harbush et al., 2008b;

Harbush et al., 2009; Harbush and Kempen, 2010℄). COMPASS-II provides a writ-

ing environment for seond language learning of German whih markedly di�ers from

others. Instead of letting the learner produe a text and then parsing it to hek

grammatiality and provide feedbak, their approah uses a generator to assist the

learner in an inremental (�sa�olded�) sentene prodution providing in this way

aurate feedbak. The system relies on a grammar-based (Performane Grammar

(PG, [Kempen and Harbush, 2002℄)) generator. Grammatial information is en-

oded in lexial entries, alled elementary treelets. In its graphial interfae, the
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learner an selet words from a lexion, anhoring a treelet, and ompose them into

a sentene (or phrase). The system (i) monitors the struture (i.e. treelet) ombina-

tion and (ii) veri�es, on demand by the learner, the �nal word order assigned to the

sentene. In both ases, it provides feedbak based on the information provided by

the generator. What COMPASS-II and our approah have in ommon is that both

rely on a same onept: paraphrases. In their ase, it is exploited to (a.) evaluate

the �nal phrase tree struture reated by the learner omparing against all possible

strutures liensed by the grammar for the hosen lexial items and (b.) on demand

show to the learner of all possible realisations for the hosen set of words. In our

ase, it is exploited to generate ontrolled and varied grammar exerises.

The �Sentene Fairy� ([Harbush et al., 2007; Harbush et al., 2008a℄), based on

the same paraphrase generator, is a tutor system to teah essay writing to elementary-

shool hildren (indeed German as �rst language). The tutor simulates a �writing

onferene�

13

senario. Three exerise types are available: story reonstrution, sen-

tene ombining, and word order. Exerise items of these type are automatially

generated based on a story abstrat representation. The system provides an in-

terfae, the �teaher mode�, where the instrutor an enter simple lauses making

up a story and spei�es rethorial relations thereof ([Harbush et al., 2012℄). The

lauses are parsed (using the same grammatial framework) and stored in a kind of

MRS representation (f. Setion 2.1). Rethorial relations between lauses are also

stored as prediations. For instane, when produing a sentene ombining exerise,

the generator will produe a set of possible syntati realisations for eah of two

sentenes together with verbalisations of the rethorial relations. The task of the

learner is to hoose an adequate ombination of them. The Sentene Fairy system

exploits sentene generation in a similar manner we do. The underlying idea being

to generate varied exerises from few simple input (this will be disussed in 4.3.1).

Both COMPASS-II and Sentene Fairy systems show how NLG an be used to

provide limited prodution type of ativities getting around the issues of evaluating

ill-formed input from the learner.

Foused on error detetion and providing relevant feedbak, Zamorano-Mansilla

(2004) desribes an approah based on the KPLM sentene generator. Conretely,

he foused on deteting errors in Fill-in-the-blank exerises and providing relevant

feedbak. The exerise items (i.e. question and orret answer) are build automat-

ially from stored sentenes. To evaluate whether the word provided for the blank

13

The text of a story is read and understood, and modi�ed to get a better oherent and �uent ver-

sion disussing alternative syntati onstrutions and lexial hoies in groups under the diretion

of a tutor (a teaher).
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by the learner is orret, the system ompute the paths through systemi-grammar

(SFG, [Halliday, 1985℄) for both solutions (the expeted answer and the answer pro-

vided by the learner) and ompiles a set of grammatial features for eah. Feedbak

on the origins of learner errors is given based on these sets of features, explaining

the di�erene between the learner and orret solution. For instane, in Zamorano-

Mansilla's example, for the given exerise item Don't put your feet ..... the table, if the

learner answer is the preposition with, the system will provide feedbak using the set

of features olleted for her answer, i.e. {aompaniment-proess}, and those for the

orret answer, i.e. {spatio-temporal-proess}.

Zok and Quint (2004) fous on the generation of exerises based on templates

and entries from a ditionary. Their approah is goal-driven as eah syntati tem-

plate is assoiated with a goal (e.g. omparison or de�nition) and the learner hooses

the sentene to be generated based on intention (goal) rather than on the syntati

form (template) itself. Our exerise generation approah, by relying on a grammar-

based generator, fouses on providing varied and syntax-ontrolled exerise types. It

would be interesting to integrate in our grammar a pragmati or funtional dimension

as proposed in [Zok and Quint, 2004℄.

In this hapter, we have situated our generation approah and highlighted the

omplexity issues that we will address in Chapter 3. We have desribed in detail

the grammatial framework, namely SemTAG, in whih our generator builds upon.

We will make use of the de�nitions, properties and features disussed in this hapter

about SemTAG in the remaining of the thesis. In Chapter 4, we will put to work

the SemTAG-based generation approah for the generation of grammar exerises for

language learning.
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Eah sentene derivation in a TAG ([Joshi and Shabes, 1997℄) yields both a

derived tree representing the phrase struture of the sentene and a derivation tree

speifying how the elementary TAG trees used to build this derived tree were om-

bined (f. Setion 2.2). Interestingly, the derivation trees generated by TAG form

a regular tree language ([Vijay-Shanker et al., 1987℄). Furthermore, TAG deriva-

tion trees have been shown to provide an intermediate representation from whih

both a sentene and its semanti representation an be derived ([De Groote, 2002;
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Pogodalla, 2004; Kanazawa, 2007; Shieber, 2006℄). They also have been shown to fa-

ilitate the reformulation of sentene generation with TAG into a onstraint problem

([Koller and Striegnitz, 2002℄) or a planning problem ([Koller and Stone, 2007℄) for

whih optimisation tehniques exists. In other words, TAG derivation trees provide

a pivot language whih supports both parsing (going from a sentene to its possi-

ble syntati strutures and semanti representations) and generation (going from

a semanti representation to one or more sentenes). Moreover, derivation trees

onstitute a simpler language keeping the neessary information from the derived

language (e.g. how elementary trees are ombined) and leaving aside details about

phrase struture.

In this hapter, we propose a sentene realisation approah for FB-TAG equipped

with a ompositional uni�ation-based semantis whih makes use of a feature-based

Regular Tree Grammar of TAG derivation trees (FB- RTG, [Shmitz and Le Roux,

2008℄) translation. We show how the use of this FB-RTG based approah, while pro-

viding an exat grammar of TAG derivation trees (the FB-TAG-toFB-RTG transla-

tion preserves all feature information) permits optimising surfae realisation.

3.1 Introdution

The high worst-ase omplexity of surfae realisation from �at semantis stems from

the interation between the lak of ordering onstraints in the input and lexial

ambiguity (f. Setion 2.1). Contrary to parsing where the input is a string, i.e. an

ordered list of words, the input to surfae realisation is a bag of literals. This lak of

onstraints on the input potentially results in an unguided exploration of all possible

ombinations whih in e�et is exponential in the number of literals present in the

input semantis. Moreover, in a lexialist grammar, suh as SemTAG, a given literal

is assoiated with many di�erent grammatial strutures, the number of possibilities

to be explored is very high.

Various tehniques have been proposed to ope with this ombinatoris and help

improving pratial run-times. To restrit the ombinations tried during generation,

Kay (1996) and Carroll and Oepen (2005) propose a hart-based generation algorithm

in whih only onstituents with non overlapping semantis and ompatible indies

are onsidered for ombination. Kay (1996), Carroll et al. (1999) and Gardent and

Kow (2006) propose various tehniques to restrit the ombinatoris indued by

intersetive modi�ers all applying to the same struture. To lessen the e�et of

lexial ambiguity, Koller and Striegnitz (2002) and Gardent and Kow (2007) desribe

two alternative tehniques for reduing the initial searh spae. Carroll and Oepen
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word labels valeny

likes ∅ { subj,obj,adv* }
Peter { subj,obj } ∅
Mary { subj,obj } ∅

Figure 3.1: Example of TDG parse tree and lexion.

(2005) use �paking� to redue the number of strutures built during generation by

grouping equivalent ones. We will disuss related work on e�ient surfae realisation

in Setion 3.4. However, �rst, we present Koller and Striegnitz's (2002) proposal from

whih ours is inspired.

3.1.1 On the generation of derivation trees

Koller and Striegnitz's (2002) proposal arises from the observation that surfae re-

alisation from �at semantis has ombinatorial properties similar to the problem of

parsing free word order languages. A natural question then is whether it is possible to

make use of existing tools for parsing free word order languages for generation from

�at semantis. They propose to enode generation with TAG as dependeny parsing

with Topologial Dependeny Grammar (TDG, [Duhier and Debusmann, 2001℄),

whih together with its parser, is developed onsidering the problem of parsing free

word order languages.

In a TDG grammar, the parse tree is an unordered tree whose nodes are in one-

to-one orrespondene with the words in the sentene and whose edges are labelled

with syntati relations. Word order in TDG is initially free but there is a separate

mehanism to speify onstraints on linear preedene. The lexion assoiates words

with a set of lexial entries eah of them speifying di�erent dependeny onstraints.

Eah lexial entry spei�es two sets of labels: labels is the set of allowed labels as

inoming edges and valeny the set of allowed outgoing edge labels. See Figure 3.1

14

for an example of TDG parse tree and TDG lexion orresponding to the sentene

Peter likes Mary. In this example, the lexial entry for likes spei�es that it does not

aept any inoming edge, thus it ould only be used to label a root node in the tree,

but requires two ompulsory outgoing edges, labelled subj and obj, and any number

of outgoing edges labelled adv. The entries for Peter and Mary, on the ontrary, do

not allow any outgoing edge but require one inoming edge whose label should be

in the labels set: subj, obj. The parser builds all trees that an be built using a

lexial entry for eah word in the input sentene.

14

Example extrated from [Koller and Striegnitz, 2002℄
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Koller and Striegnitz's enoding. The TAG variant they onsider is a TAG

grammar ([Joshi and Shabes, 1997℄) without feature strutures but with a syntax-

semantis interfae in whih non-terminal nodes of elementary trees are deorated

with semanti indies (an example grammar is shown in Figure 3.2). Eah elementary

tree is assoiated with a semanti representation.

The idea underlying this enoding is to obtain a dependeny grammar that mod-

els how a TAG elementary tree ould be use in a derivation. That is, given a TAG

elementary tree, (i) whih operations (substitution or adjuntion) an take plae

at whih of its nodes and (ii) how the given tree ould be ombined (substituted

or adjoined) into another tree. The derived dependeny grammar onsists of a set

of lexial entries eah of them derived from a TAG elementary tree in the original

grammar. These lexial entries are assoiated with two sets of onstraints. One of

the sets, alled valeny, models point (i) and the other, alled labels models point

(ii).

The enoding an be summarised as follows. Let us assume a TAG grammar

G as introdued in previous paragraphs (for whih an example was provided in

Figure 3.2). The enoding makes use of two types of edge labels: substitution (Subst)

and adjuntion (Adj). An edge with a substitution label SubstA,i,p from α to β

indiates that β should be plugged into the p-th substitution node in α that has

label A and index i. subst(A) is de�ned as the maximum number of ourrenes

of A as the label of substitution nodes within any elementary tree of G, and p takes

values from subst(A). An edge with an adjuntion label AdjA,i from α to β spei�es

that β adjoins into some node in α with label A and index i admitting adjuntion.

Given an elementary tree τ in G with root label ategory A, root semanti index i,

and lexial anhor w, a lexial entry lw is built in the following way:

• labels set

� if τ is an initial tree, then lw aepts inoming edges labelled as SubstA,i,p

where p ∈ subst(A).

� if τ is an auxiliary tree, then lw aepts inoming edges labelled as AdjA,i.

Eah label AdjA,i enodes an adjuntion site whih is determined by the

ategory A and index i.

• valeny set

� lw requires one outgoing edge label for eah substitution node of τ labelled

as SubstB,x,p, where B is the ategory label of the node, x the semanti

index deorating the node, and p is the p-th substitution with label B : x

in τ .
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NP: v

Det

NA
N↓: v

une

N: v

voiture

S: e

NP↓: t VP: e NP↓: v

V: e

ahète

NP: t

Tex

N: v

N*: v ADJ

NA

rouge

Figure 3.2: An example of TAG grammar variant used in Koller and Striegnitz for the

Frenh version of the sentene Tex ahète une voiture rouge (Tex buys a red ar), with

semantis { tex(t), ahète(e, t, v), voiture(v), rouge(v) }.

atom labels valeny

start ∅ { SubstS,e,1 }
ahète { SubstS,e,1 } { SubstNP,t,1, SubstNP,v,2,

AdjV P,e∗, AdjV,e∗ }
tex { SubstNP,t,1, SubstNP,t,2 } { AdjNP,t∗ }
indef { SubstNP,v,1, SubstNP,v,2 } { AdjNP,v∗, SubstN,v,1 }
voiture { SubstN,v,1 } { AdjN,v∗ }
rouge { AdjN,v } ∅

Table 3.1: Enoding of the grammar in Figure 3.2

start tex achete voiture indef rouge

su
bs
tNP,t

,1

substS,e,1

substN,v,1

substNP,v,2

adjN,v

Figure 3.3: Dependeny tree

� lw requires an arbitrary number (possibly zero) of outgoing edge labels

for eah adjuntion site in τ labelled as AdjB,x, where B is the ategory

of the node and x the semanti index deorating the node.

A speial entry for the start symbol is added with valeny SubstS,k,1, where S is

the root ategory and k is the semanti index with whih generation should start. By

applying the enoding to the TAG grammar in Figure 3.2 the dependeny grammar

shown in Table 3.1 is obtained (olumn atom refers to the semanti prediate).

Parsing with the enoded grammar produes a parse tree (an example is shown

in Figure 3.3) whih is very lose to a TAG derivation tree: nodes are labelled with

elementary trees, edges represent substitution and adjuntion operations. From this

parse tree (derivation tree) the derived tree ould be trivially onstruted.

Generation using a onstraint based dependeny parser. Koller and Strieg-
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Chapter 3. Optimising surfae realisation

nitz's (2002) approah showed favorable results in its evaluation and omparison

with other approahes. They ahieved omparable running times to those obtained

in [Carroll et al., 1999℄ (and reported later improvements of Carroll et al.'s (1999)

algorithm) for the following sample sentenes:

(20) The manager in that o�e interviewed a new onsultant from Germany.

(21) Our manager organised an unusual additional weekly departamental onferene.

Earlier on, Gardent and Thater (2001) proposed using a onstraint based parsing

approah for generation with a variant of TAG: in whih elementary tree desriptions

are assoiated with semantis and tree nodes are deorated with semanti indies.

They use a Desription Grammar (DG) enoding where the basi building units are

tree desriptions instead of trees. The DG takes an axiomati view of the grammar

(rather than generative, i.e. derived trees onstruted as a sequene of rewriting

steps). In their enoding, a tree desription is a onjuntion of literals that speify

either the label of a node (with ombining onstraints) or the position of a node

relative to other nodes (dominane links). The authors report that the performane

of the onstraint-based generation approah dereases with the length of the input.

Several remarks need to be done about what has been disussed so far. First,

both approahes, i.e. Gardent and Thater (2001) and Koller and Striegnitz (2002)

approahes, bene�t from the onstraint-based enoding of the global onstraints

stated by the grammar. In partiular, the propagation step, one a deision (or

hoie) in the proess of generation has been taken, �lters out those variable values

whih are inonsistent with the urrent state of the problem. In other words, the

propagation step dynamially prunes the searh spae.

Seond, a di�erene between the approah in [Gardent and Thater, 2001℄ and the

approah proposed by Koller and Striegnitz (2002) is that the former builds derived

trees while the latter builds derivation trees. By building the derivation tree, the

seond approah only needs to take into aount essential information about how

trees ould be ombined. In ontrast, the �rst approah needs to keep trak of the

internal struture of the elementary tree.

Finally, Koller and Striegnitz's (2002) onstraint based dependeny parser imple-

ments two important mehanisms to deal with ambiguity and intersetive modi�ers.

The so-alled �seletion onstraints� restrit whih lexial entry should be seleted

for a node. When more than one lexial entry applies for a node and they ontain

�shared information� this information is assigned to the node without ommitting

to any thereof. In other words, the parser implements a paking mehanism. Fur-

thermore, they allow for multiple adjuntions in a node, this permits to get rid of
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3.1. Introdution

the 2n intermediate strutures as well as the n! possible ways to order the n given

modi�ers.

It is di�ult to assess how muh of the e�ieny is due to the parser and how

muh to the grammar onversion. Intuitively however, the motivation underlying

the onstrution of a derivation rather than a derived tree is that e�ieny might

be inreased beause the ontext-free derivation trees (i) are simpler than the mildly

ontext sensitive trees generated by an FB-TAG and (ii) permit drawing on e�ient

parsing and surfae realisation algorithms designed for suh grammars.

3.1.2 Using the RTG enoding of TAG derivation trees: RTGen

The enoding proposed by Koller and Striegnitz (2002) models how a TAG elemen-

tary tree an be used in a derivation leaving phrase struture information aside.

The parse tree obtained in Koller and Striegnitz's approah an be seen as a TAG

derivation tree. Its nodes are labelled with TAG elementary trees and the edges are

labelled with the type of operation and the tree node at whih the operation took

plae. In fat, their dependeny grammar enoding of TAG desribes the sort of

dependeny strutures shown on TAG derivation trees.

Taking inspiration from Koller and Striegnitz's (2002) approah, we formulate

the TAG based surfae realisation task as the problem of building derivation trees

rather than derived trees. However, to model TAG elementary trees partiipation

in a derivation we rely on another grammar formalism: feature-based regular tree

grammars ([Shmitz and Le Roux, 2008℄).

The language of TAG derivation trees is a regular tree language, i.e. an be gen-

erated by a regular tree grammar (f. [Vijay-Shanker et al., 1987; Shieber, 2006℄).

Di�erent (equivalent) enodings of regular tree grammars of TAG derivations exist,

but alike Koller and Striegnitz (2002) they do not take into aount feature stru-

ture information. Based on this observation, Shmitz and Le Roux (2008) de�ne

feature-based regular tree grammars and a translation from FB-TAG to FB-RTG.

The translation of the feature strutures allows the transfer of all the linguisti in-

formation from the FB-TAG of derived trees to the FB-RTG of derivation trees.

Intuitively, eah TAG elementary tree is represented as the fragment it on-

tributes to a derivation tree. Eah elementary tree is enoded as a rule of an RTG

grammar ([Comon et al., 1997℄, we given the RTG de�nition in the next setion) of

the form C → γ(R1 · · ·Rn) where: (i) C de�nes the type of ontribution the ele-

mentary tree provides to a derivation, i.e. in whih operation it ould partiipate in,

(ii) R1, · · · , Rn desribe the requirements of the elementary tree within a derivation,

i.e. whih type of operations should/might take plae on that tree, and (iii) γ is the
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Chapter 3. Optimising surfae realisation

elementary tree name. The diagram below illustrates a step in a derivation where a

tree α has been ombined with the trees α1 · · ·αi−1, αi+1 · · ·αk and γ. In turn, the

tree γ needs to be ompleted and requires either the adjuntion or substitution of

TAG elementary trees satisfying R1 · · ·Rn.

α

α1 · · ·αi−1 C αi+1 · · ·αk

⇒

α

α1 · · ·αi−1 γ αi+1 · · ·αk

R1 ..... Rn

This is very lose to the lexial entries of the dependeny grammar enoding of

Koller and Striegnitz (2002), the right-hand side orresponds to the inoming edges

or labels set and the seond to the outgoing edges or valeny set.

Contrary to the approahes in [Gardent and Thater, 2001℄ and in [Koller and

Striegnitz, 2002℄, this enoding embodies a generative view of grammar: derivation

trees are onstruted as a sequene of rewriting steps. To build derivation trees with

FB-RTG we need an algorithm that implements the derivation relation de�ned for

RTG, the major requirement here being that the algorithm should be �guided� by

the input semantis. To this end, we implement an algorithm that is a variant of the

Earley algorithm ([Earley, 1970℄) whih provides a mixed strategy for the onstru-

tion of the derivation tree: both top-down preditions and bottom-up ompletions.

We developed a surfae realiser based on this algorithm alled RTGen.

RTGen's generation algorithm also needs to deal with lexial ambiguity and the

lak of ordering information in the input �at semantis. RTGen draws on Kay's

(1996) and Carroll et al.'s (1999) hart generation approahes, and makes use of the

now standard semanti riteria proposed in [Kay, 1996; Carroll et al., 1999℄ to redue

the number of ombinations tried out by the realiser. Based on ideas from [Carroll

and Oepen, 2005℄, RTGen implements a loal ambiguity paking tehnique whih

has shown to improve realisation run-times in pratie.

In what follows, we �rst present the FB-TAG to FB-RTG translation (Setion

3.1.3), we then present the RTGen realiser we developed (Setion 3.2).

3.1.3 Converting SemTAG to FB-RTG

First, we will present the TAG to RTG onversion i.e., the onversion for a grammar

without feature strutures. Then, we go on to indiate how feature strutures are

onverted. For a omplete desription of this FB-TAG to FB-RTG onversion, we

refer the reader to [Shmitz and Le Roux, 2008℄.
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A regular tree grammar ([Comon et al., 1997℄) is a grammar whose rules rewrite

a non-terminal symbol as a tree whose internal nodes are eah labelled with a termi-

nal symbol and whose leaf nodes are eah labelled with a terminal or non-terminal

symbol.

Formally, an RTG is a 4-tuple G = (S,N , F,R) onsisting of an axiom S, a �nite

set N of zero-arity non-terminal symbols with S ∈ N , a set F (disjoint with N ) of

terminal symbols eah having a �xed arity, and a �nite set R of prodution rules

of the form A → β, with A a non-terminal of N and β a term over F ∪N . A

term over some set of �xed-arity symbols M is de�ned reursively as a symbol of

M applied to n arguments with n equal to the arity of the symbol and eah of the

arguments being a term over M . A set of �xed-arity symbols is also alled a ranked

alphabet, and the set of terms over the ranked alphabet M is written T (M).

The language desribed by an RTG is a regular tree language. A given RTG

G = (S,N ,F ,R) desribes the language onsisting of all terms t over F suh that

the axiom S an be rewritten as t via a series of rewrites liensed by the rules in R.

In other words, to derive a term of the language, we start from the axiom and apply

rules until we have a term ontaining no non-terminal symbols.

More formally, the derivation relation →G assoiated to G is a relation on pairs

of terms of T (F ∪N ) suh that s→G t if and only if there is a rule A→ α ∈ R suh

that substituting α for an instane of A in s gives t; and the language generated by

G, denoted by L(G), is {s ∈ T (F) | S →+
G s} with →+

G the transitive losure of →G.

The subsript G on the symbols →G and →+
G an be omitted if the grammar is lear

from the ontext.

As is well known ([Vijay-Shanker et al., 1987; Shieber, 2006℄), RTG an be used

to generate the derivation trees liensed by a TAG grammar. Intuitively, the RTG

representation of a TAG elementary tree is a rule that rewrites the requirement

satis�ed by that tree as a loal tree whose root is the tree name and whose leaves

are the introdued requirements. A substitution / adjuntion requirement for a tree

of root ategory X is written as XS and XA, respetively.

Figure 3.4 shows in the right side the rules of an example RTG whih desribes

the derivation trees of the toy TAG grammar depited in the left part of the �gure.

The RTG terminals ({ the, man, runs, often, ǫ}) refer to the elementary trees of

the TAG grammar while its non-terminals ({NPS , SS , NPA, V PA, VA, SA,DetA})

desribe the adjuntion and substitution requirements that an be introdued by

an elementary tree. Further, eah elementary tree t in the input TAG gives rise to

an RTG rule whose left hand side (lhs) expresses the syntati requirement that t

an satisfy and whose right hand side (rhs) expresses the syntati requirements it
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NP

man

S

NP↓ VP

V

runs

VP

often VP*

NP

Det NP*

the

r1. NPS → man(NPA)
r2. SS → runs(SA NPS V PA VA)
r3. V PA → often(V PA)
r4. NPA → the(NPA DetA)
r5. NPA → ǫ
r6. SA → ǫ
r7. VA → ǫ
r8. V PA → ǫ
r9. DetA → ǫ

Figure 3.4: Example RTG desribing the derivation trees of a toy TAG.

introdues. If the tree is an auxiliary tree, it an satisfy an adjuntion requirement

and the ategory labelling the lhs of the RTG rule is subsripted with A. If it is

an initial tree, the lhs ategory of the RTG rule is subsripted with S to indiate

that it an satisfy a substitution requirement. Further, eah node in the elementary

tree whih either requires a substitution or allows for an adjuntion introdues a

daughter node in the rhs RTG term whose ategory re�ets the allowed/required

adjuntion/substitution. To apture the fat that adjuntion is optional, there are

additional rules allowing any adjuntion requirement to be rewritten as the symbol

ǫ, a terminal symbol of the RTG.

We just saw how to map a TAG to an RTG of TAG derivations. Shmitz and

Le Roux (2008) further extend this mapping to FB-TAG as follows. In the resulting

FB-RTG, eah non-terminal symbol on the left and right side of a rule is marked up

with a feature struture with top and bottom attributes. For a symbol on the right

side, the values of those attributes are equal to the top and bottom feature strutures

of the orresponding TAG tree node (substitution node or adjuntion site). For the

symbol on the left, they are the interfae of the tree to any node into whih the tree

is inserted. When an initial tree is inserted into a substitution node of another tree,

its root node's top uni�es with the substitution node's top. Thus, the interfae of

the initial tree is its root node's top, and this appears as the top attribute of the

symbol on the left side of the orresponding RTG rule. For an auxiliary tree, the

interfae is the top of the root node and the bottom of the foot node (f. Setion

2.2.2), so these appear as the top and bottom, respetively, of the left side of the

orresponding rule.

To run some examples, let's take up again the example grammar in Figure 3.2

Setion 3.1.1 but this time we build the SemTAG version (i.e. an LTAG with feature

strutures and semantis). The resulting grammar is shown in Figure 3.5.

There will generally be o-indexed feature values in a rule. In a substitution rule
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NP

b:

[

idx B

det +

]

DET NP*

t:

[

idx B

det -

]

b:







idx v

label l2

det -







une

l1 : une(v, hr, hs),
qeq(hr, l2)

S

b:







idx O

label P

mode ind







NP↓

t:











idx t

label L1

det +

fun suj











VP

t:

[

idx O

label P

]

b:

[

idx E

label LE

]

NP↓

t:











idx v

label L2

det +

fun obj











V

t:

[

idx E

label LE

]

b:

[

idx e

label l5

]

ahète

l5 : achete(e, t, v)

NP

b:







idx v

label l2

det -







voiture

l2 : voiture(v)

NP

b:







idx v

label l2

det D







NP*

t:







idx v

label l2

det D







b:

[

det -

]

ADJ

rouge

l2 : rouge(v)

NP

b:











idx t

label l6

det +

nomProp +











Tex

l6 : tex(t)

Figure 3.5: An example SemTAG sub-grammar seleted for the input {l1 :
une(v, hr, hs), qeq(hr, l2), l2 : voiture(v), l2 : rouge(v), l5 : achete(e, t, v), l6 : tex(t)} or-

responding to the sentene Tex ahète une voiture rouge (Tex buys a red ar). Note: apital

letters represent variable values (underspei�ed feature values).

suh as (22), whih is a translation of the Tex tree from Figure 3.5, the top value

of the left side symbol is equal to the top feature struture of the root node of the

tree, and therefore is o-indexed with the top value of the right side symbol that

embodies that node. In an epsilon rule suh as (23), the top and bottom values

on the left side are o-indexed with eah other to enfore the requirement that the

top and bottom feature strutures of eah node in the derived tree must unify (f.

Setion 2.2.2).

(22)

NPS
[

top

1

]

→ Tex(NPA














top

1
T

bottom









idx,label t,l6

det +

nomProp +























)
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(23)
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r5. NPS
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]
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det +
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l6 : tex(t)

r6. NPA





t

1
P

b

1
P





→ ǫ r7. SA





t

1
P

b

1
P





→ ǫ

Figure 3.6: FB-RTG translation of the SemTAG sub-grammar shown in Figure 3.5

Figures 3.5 and 3.6

15

illustrate the FB-TAG to FB-RTG onversion explained in

previous paragraphs.

The derivation relation de�ned for FB-RTGmakes use of ombinations of rewrites

and uni�ations of terms. The FB-RTG de�ned by Shmitz and Le Roux (2008)

derivation relation

15

Note that in the translation from the tree for une the indew variable B is translated with the

value v, this is beause when the foot node ontains a top feature struture it is kept for further

uni�ation, here for simpliity we already take the orresponding value for the variable B.
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is a 5-tuple G = (S,N ,F ,D,R), where S,N ,F ,R are de�ned as in the RTG ver-

sion. In addition, an FB-RTG inludes an extra set, that is the set D of features

strutures; and the rules in the set R are of the form, as illustrated previously by

examples, (A, d) → a((B1, d
′
1), ..., (Bn, d

′
n))) where B,B1, ..., Bn are non-terminals

and d, d′1, ..., d
′
n are features strutures. The derivation relation of an FB-RTG G

→G is de�ned (f. [Shmitz and Le Roux, 2008℄) as follows. Two pairs of terms

from T (F ,N × D) and their set of substitutions stand in a derivation relation

(s, e) →G (t, e′) i�: ∃ ontext C in s and rule (A, d) → a((B1, d
′
1), ..., (Bn, d

′
n)))

in R with fresh variables in the feature strutures, a struture d′, and a uni�ation

σ verifying:

s = C[(A, d′)], t = C[a((B1, σ(d
′
1)), ...(Bn, σ(d

′
n)))],

σ = mgu(d, e(d′)) and e′ = σ ◦ e

Below, we follow some steps of an example FB-RTG derivation with the grammar

in Figure 3.6

16

to illustrate the working of the feature struture uni�ations and

how eah derivation step embodies a tree ombination operation (substitution or

adjuntion of the original TAG grammar). We start the derivation from the initial

symbol S = SS and apply rule r2 (derivation steps (0:) and (1:)). The step (2:)

expands the �rst right-hand side non-terminal of (1:), i.e. SA, using the epsilon rule

r7, this step is equivalent to a top and bottom feature strutures uni�ation of a

node in TAG terms. To expand the next non-terminal of (1:), NPS , there are two

andidate rules: r3 and r5. We hoose the rule r5, orresponding to the tree for

Tex . Then, the NPA non-terminal in (3:) is further expanded using the epsilon rule

r6. When unifying the left-hand side of r6 with NPA in (3:), the top and bottom

feature strutures are uni�ed. As all uni�ation steps sueed the partial derivation

sueeds, but it is only in step (4:) that we know that the hoie of the rule r5 was

the right one.

16

We omit some features �label, nomProp, mode and fun� to simplify the example
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idx t
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If on the ontrary, we would have hosen the sequene of rewriting steps using

rules r3, r4, r1, r6, the derivation would have failed as we would have enountered a

uni�ation failure in the last step (applying epsilon rule r6) due to the feature idx.

Below, the unsuessful derivation steps:
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6: (ǫA, {2p 7→
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idx v

det +

]
, 2p 7→ 211t})
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The derivation in the seond NPS of (1:) involves the appliation of the sequene

of rules r3, r4, r1, r6. Note that in step (i+1:), if we apply rule r6 we obtain a feature

uni�ation failure (i.e. in TAG terms, if after substituting the tree voiture into the

tree ahete we try to unify the top and bottom features of the node where substitution

took plae). Similarly, if we would have tried the derivation sequene r3, r1, r4, r6,

we would have found a feature uni�ation failure (i.e. again, in TAG terms, if we

look the orresponding elementary trees in the FB-TAG grammar in Figure 3.5, the

suessful derivation sequene is adjoining the tree for rouge into the tree for voiture).

(24)

0: ((S,[
t: Top

]), {})

1: ((achete( · · · · · · NPS
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Figure 3.7 shows a omplete derivation for the sentene Tex ahète une voiture

rouge (Tex buys a red ar) with the FB-RTG grammar of Figure 3.6.

α
ahete

ǫ α
Tex

ǫ ǫ α
voiture

ǫ β
rouge

β
une

ǫ

Figure 3.7: FB-RTG derivation.
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Shmitz and Le Roux (2008) argue that derivations in FB-RTG are not very

preditive, beause substitution sites are only fully de�ned one all adjuntions have

taken plae. Figure 3.8a shows a derivation tree for the sentene One of the ats has

aught a �sh with the normal FB-RTG translation that exempli�es their point. That

is, the subjet/verb agreement in the main verb node is only determined in step (5:),

i.e. after all adjuntions have taken plae. More generally, Shmitz and Le Roux's

observation is that substitution sites admit their expansion by most of the initial

trees beause their root top feature struture is often underspei�ed (e.g. trees for

voiture and Tex in FB-TAG grammar in Figure 3.5).

Thus, Shmitz and Le Roux propose two ways of enoding an FB-TAG. The

one we have seen so far, i.e. FB-RTG, and another variant whih is a left orner

left-corner
transformed
grammar

transformation, viz. left-orner FB-RTG. This transformation enfores derivations

in a di�erent order: adjuntions at root nodes are applied �rst, i.e. before the initial

tree substitution. Figure 3.8b illustrates suh a derivation for the same sentene. In

this ase, information about subjet/verb agreement beomes available earlier, i.e.

after the �rst adjuntion.

1: α
aught

[

agr x=3sg

]

2: α
ats

6: β
has

[

agr x=3sg

]

8: α
�sh

3: β
the

7: ǫ 9: β
a

4: β
one_of

10:ǫ

5: ǫ [x 7→ 3sg]

(a)

1: α
aught

[

agr x=3sg

]

2: ǫ 6: β
has

[

agr x=3sg

]

8: ǫ

3: β
one_of

[x 7→ 3sg] 7: ǫ 9: β
a

4: β
the

10: α
�sh

5: α
ats

(b)

Figure 3.8: FB-RTG derivation tree (a.) and left-orner FB-RTG derivation tree (b.) for

the sentene One of the ats has aught a �sh. Node labels of the derivation trees start with

αs and βs indiating whether they orrespond to an initial or auxiliary tree respetively.

To obtain derivations in reversed order, initial trees and auxiliary trees that

adjoin at root positions are translated in a slightly di�erent way

17

. An example of a

transformed RTG grammar is shown in Figure 3.9. New ε-rules of rank 1 performing

top/bottom uni�ations and rewriting only non-terminals subsripted with S, e.g.

NPS , are introdued. Root nodes of initial trees are not present in the right-hand

side of the orresponding FB-RTG rule, beause there will be no root adjuntion

17

Auxiliary trees that do not our at the root are translated in the same way, auxiliary trees

that our at root positions are translated in both ways.
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NP

man

S

NP↓ VP

V

runs

VP

often VP*

NP

Det NP*

the

r1. NP → man
r2. S → runs(NPS V PA VA)
r3. V PA → often(V PA)
r4. NPA → the(NPA DetA)
r5. NP → the(NP DetA)
r6. NPS → ǫ(NP )
r7. VA → ǫ
r8. NPA → ǫ
r9. V PA → ǫ
r10. DetA → ǫ

Figure 3.9: Example of left-orner transformed RTG desribing the derivation trees of a

toy TAG (the same as that of Figure 3.4).

taking plae at root nodes of initial trees. We an think of the left-orner translated

auxiliary trees that adjoin into root positions as playing the role of initial trees where

the foot node ats as a sort of substitution node.

The features in the transformed RTG are translated in a di�erent way too (f.

[Shmitz and Le Roux, 2008℄ for a formal de�nition about the translation of the

features in the left-orner transformation). In Figure 3.10, we reall some of the

elementary trees of the FB-TAG example grammar in Figure 3.5. In Figure 3.11, we

show the left-orner FB-RTG rules orresponding to those trees in Figure 3.10. For

FB-RTG rules from initial trees, the lhs top and bottom features are the top and

bottom features of the root node of the orresponding initial tree. For FB-RTG rules

from auxiliary trees adjoining into root nodes, the lhs takes the features from the

root node of the auxiliary tree and the �left-most� non-terminal of the right-hand

side ontains those feature strutures that make up the interfae of the tree (i.e.

those feature strutures that are involved in adjuntions: top of the root node and

bottom of the foot node).

In the present setion, we have explained the FB-TAG to FB-RTG translation.

We desribed how TAG elementary trees are enoded into RTG rules inluding fea-

ture strutures. In our FB-TAG grammar, elementary trees are assoiated with a

uni�ation-based ompositional semantis and tree nodes are deorated with uni�-

ation variables from that assoiated semantis (f. Setion 2.2.4). FB-RTG rules

other than the epsilon rules are also assoiated with a semanti formula ontaining

uni�ation variables. These are arried over as is from the FB-TAG trees to the

FB-RTG rules. This is possible beause feature strutures are preserved and so are

those features orresponding to the uni�ation variables from the assoiated semanti

formula (e.g. idx and label).

In the following setions, we present the ore derivation tree generation algorithm
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Figure 3.10: Reall of elementary trees for une, voiture, rouge from the grammar in Figure

3.5
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ǫ-rule of rank 1

Figure 3.11: Left-orner FB-RTG translation of the trees voiture, rouge une of the Sem-

TAG grammar fragment shown in Figure 3.10

based on the FB-RTG enoding

18

of FB-TAG.

18

Both the original and the left-orner transformed one.
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3.2. RTGen surfae realisation algorithm

3.2 RTGen surfae realisation algorithm

SemTAG (the FB-TAG for English and Frenh desribed in detail in Setion 2.2) is

a wide-overage reversible grammar whih assoiates natural language expressions

with syntati trees and meaning representations. When used for generation, the

input is a meaning representation (�at semantis representation of the form disussed

in 2.2.4) and the output is the set of strings assoiated by the grammar with the

given meaning. Furthermore, in the same way that lexialised grammars permit

stating a parsing algorithm in two major stages: sub-grammar seletion and struture

ombination (f. Setion 2.2.2), they also enable this division in generation. The

di�erene being that instead of seleting strutures from the grammar for lexial

items in the input string; in generation, we selet grammar strutures assoiated

with semanti representations from the input semantis. Thus, our SemTAG based

surfae realisation algorithm (similarly to existing ones, e.g. [Gardent and Kow, 2007;

Koller and Striegnitz, 2002℄), starts from a meaning representation and pipelines

three main phases:

• Lexial seletion selets from the grammar those elementary trees whose

semantis subsumes part of the input semantis.

• Tree ombination systematially tries to ombine trees using substitution

and adjuntion.

• Retrieval unpaks the generation forest and extrats the yields from omplete

derivation trees, thereby produing the generated sentene(s).

Given an input semantis φ, the lexial seletion step will selet those items

from the grammar, whose semanti representation ψ uni�es with part of the input

semantis φ. For instane, given the input semantis in (25-a), the lexial items

in Figure 3.12 will be seleted. We reall from Setion 2.2.4, that the uni�ation

variables ourring in the lexial semantis also our in the feature strutures of the

elementary trees. After a lexial item is seleted (uni�ation of lexial semantis and

part of the input semantis), the semanti indies of the input semanti formulae are

propagated in the elementary trees' feature strutures.

(25) a. φ = {l1 : tammy(x1), l2 : tex(x2), l3 : regarde(e3, x1, x2), l3 : souvent(e3)}

b. Tammy regarde souvent Tex. (Tammy often looks at Tex)

The RTGen algorithm manipulates RTG rules desribing the ontribution of the

SemTAG elementary trees to the derivation tree rather than the elementary tree

themselves. In what follows, we desribe the other two steps of surfae realisation,

namely tree ombination and retrieval (i.e. unpaking and string extration).
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SA,C

NP↓X,L
VP

A,C
E,L

V⋄E,L
NP↓Y

regarde

L : regarde(E,X, Y )

Se3,l3

NP↓x1,l1
VP

e3,l3
e3,l3

V

e3,l3
NP↓x2

regarde

l3 : regarde(e3, x1, x2)

Figure 3.12: The lexial item in the left is seleted given the input semantis in (25),

{L : regard(E,X, Y )} ⊑ ψ. Note that e3, x1, x2 are onstants. Thus, in the generation

proess, x1 would never be instantiated with x2 or any other onstant.

3.2.1 RTGen's base algorithm

Given an FB-RTG enoding GFB−RTG from the sub-grammar GFB−TAG resulting

from the lexial seletion phase, the algorithm desribed in [Perez-Beltrahini, 2009℄

omputes L(GFB−RTG), i.e., the generation forest.

This base algorithm ([Perez-Beltrahini, 2009℄) integrates several ideas and teh-

niques from the parsing literature. It draws on Pereira and Warren (1983) and

Shieber et al.'s (1995) dedutive parsing framework for uni�ation-based grammati-

al formalisms. To avoid the repeated omputation of intermediate strutures om-

mon to several larger parse strutures, it integrates Kay's (1986) hart mehanism.

Finally, the adopted parsing strategy is an Earley style algorithm ([Earley, 1970℄)

adapted to support generation from a �at semantis.

In essene, RTGen implements a hart-based Earley-style algorithm for the FB-

RTG enoding of SemTAG. Table 3.2 skethes the Earley-style generation algorithm

stated as a dedution system ([Shieber et al., 1995℄). The standard item repre-

sentation is the pair [(A, d) → Ta((B1, d1), .., •(Bi, di), ..., (Bn, dn)), ψ]. In the �rst

omponent, the dot in the prodution marks the point reahed in the generation of

the derivation tree. The non-terminal symbols (Bi, di) in the dotted rule are omplex

non-terminals from the FRTG rules (i.e. a non-terminal symbol, syntati ategory

and operation type, Bi and a feature struture di). Ta is the ranked terminal of the

FRTG rule (i.e. is the elementary tree family). The seond omponent of the item,

ψ, is a �at semanti formula. In the items, we do not keep trak of string positions,

as is usually done when parsing a string, but rather we keep the assoiated semanti

formula. The algorithm starts from the initial fat, the axiom, [S′ → •SS , ∅]. Note

that in this item the non-terminal symbol SS is the axiom in the FRTG grammar

while the seond omponent represents the empty semantis. As we are generat-

ing from an input semantis (i.e. the semanti input to the realiser), the subset of
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the input semantis analysed so far is empty. On the other hand, in the goal item

[S′ → SS•, φ] the dot at the end of the item prodution means that the whole deriva-

tion tree with root SS has been traversed. At this point, the semantis φ should be

exatly the input semantis. Further, inferene rules are assoiated with a set of

onstraints (side onditions [Shieber et al., 1995℄). In Table 3.2, �where�-statements

desribe onstraints regarding semanti overage.

Table 3.2: RTGen derivation tree generation algorithm (dedutive system).

Axiom

[S′ → •SS , ∅]

Goal [S′ → SS•, φ] where φ is the input semantis.

Predition

[(A, d) → Ta(α • (B, di) β), ϕ]

[(B,σ(d′)) → Tb(•(B1, σ(d′1)), ..., (Bn, σ(d′n))), ψ]

where (B, d′) → Tb((B1, d
′
1), ..., (Bn, d

′
n)) is a rule in the grammar

with assoiated semantis ψ, σ = mgu(di, d
′) and ϕ ∩ ψ = ∅

α, β are sequenes of non-terminals

Completion

[(A, d) → Ta(α • (B, di) β), ϕ] [(B, d
′) → Tb(ρ •), ψ]

[(A, σ(d)) → Ta(α (B,σ(di)) • (C, σ(di+1)) δ), ξ]

where σ = mgu(di, d
′), ϕ ∩ ψ = ∅ and ϕ ∪ ψ = ξ

α, β, ρ, δ are sequenes of non-terminals

The dedution proedure implemented in RTGen follows from the agenda-driven,

hart-based dedution proedure proposed in [Shieber et al., 1995℄. Its generi steps

are:

1. Initialise the hart as an empty set of items and the agenda with the axiom

items.

2. Repeat the following steps until the agenda beomes empty:

• Selet an item from the agenda trigger item.

• Add the item to the hart (if not already ontained in)

• Generate all the items that are immediate onsequenes of the trigger

item and the items in the hart. Add the new items to the agenda.

3. If the goal item is in the hart, then the goal is proved; otherwise it is not.

In what follows, we disuss the tehniques inluded in the RTGen derivation
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tree generation algorithm ([Perez-Beltrahini, 2009; Gardent and Perez-Beltrahini,

2010℄).

Chart based generation

While applying the inferene rules we want the derived items (or onsequenes) to be

�ahed�, so they an be re-used instead of being re-omputed when needed again in

future omputations. Tabulation tehniques are motivated by onsidering problems

whih display a high degree of redundant omputations and aim at keeping a ahe

of the omputed elements. A hart data struture in hart-based parsing algorithms

([Kay, 1986℄) provides suh a ahe mehanism. One major ause for redundany

in Natural Language parsing (and generation) lies in the inherent ambiguity of nat-

ural language and thereby of its grammar. In partiular, in our ase, beause the

grammar used is a wide-overage lexialised grammar, lexial ambiguity (the number

of grammatial units assoiated with eah word or lexial semantis) is very high.

Indeed, for one lexial item there might be several families with several trees. Fur-

thermore, we might hoose to explore not just one but all possible solutions. Hene,

this proess generates several intermediate results whih are used to build several

distint derivations.

Subsumption based bloking of new items. As a result of applying the in-

ferene rules, new items are produed and we want them to be stored in the hart.

However, we need to verify that these new items have not already been produed.

This veri�ation, in the RTGen algorithm, involves subsumption heking ([Shieber

et al., 1995℄). The reason is that the RTG grammar rules ontain feature strutures

with underspei�ed features values (f. Figure 3.5), and sometimes underspei�ed

syntati ategory (as in the ase of epsilon rules). Therefore, newly derived items

may di�er only in terms of instantiations. Instead of keeping every di�erently instan-

tiated item, the idea is to keep only the most general form whih would be available

in the hart for further utilization in di�erent operations. Thus, we have to hek

whether a more general item has already been stored in the hart. In short, a new

item should be added to the hart only if no subsuming (more general) item already

exists in it.

Agenda based ontrol. To ontrol the appliation of the inferene rules, we have

hoosen an agenda-driven hart algorithm (f. previous setion). Derived items are

not diretly plaed into the hart but stored in the agenda (i.e. an auxiliary storage

struture). The use of an agenda allows the ustomization of the searh strategy.
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Spei�ally, implementing the agenda as a stak would provide a depth-�rst searh

strategy, whereas implementing it as a queue would result in a breadth-�rst searh.

The di�erene in the searh strategy does not a�et the results produed by the

seleted tree traversal. In the RTGen algorithm the agenda is a stak.

Redundany heking in the agenda. As pointed out by Shieber et al. (1995),

we an arry out a step in advane by verifying the existene of derived items when

they are added into the agenda.

Paked Shared Generation Forest

A paked shared forest ([Billot and Lang, 1989℄) is a ompat representation of a po-

tentially huge searh spae. In parsing, a paked forest is the ompat representation

of all possible hierarhial strutures overing the same phrase string. In ontrast,

in generation (Figure 3.13), a paked forest is a ompat representation of one or

few hierarhially (di�erent) strutures overing the same string plus several di�er-

ent strutures with their orresponding strings overing the same input semantis

([Langkilde, 2000; Carroll and Oepen, 2005℄).

S

Tex ahète une voiture rouge

Une voiture rouge est ahètée par Tex

{l1 : une(v, hr, hs), qeq(hr, l2), l2 : voiture(v),
l2 : rouge(v), l5 : acheter(e, t, v), l6 : tex(t)}

Figure 3.13

To onstrut a paked shared generation forest, the RTGen algorithm relies on

two onepts: (i) the �o�ine� generation of derivation trees ([Shieber et al., 1995℄)

and (ii) �item equivalene�, i.e. subsumption-based heking of new edges with iden-

tial semanti overage ([Carroll and Oepen, 2005℄).

Information about how a given item in the hart was obtained (i.e. derivation

history) is not stored in the hart together with the item. Instead, the derivation

history is separately represented by means of pointers towards hart items. At the

end of the generation proess, the generation forest represents a set of derivation

trees, whih ould be extrated in a subsequent step.

Figure 3.14 shows an exerpt of the hart data struture for the generation from

the semanti input φ. The arrows illustrate pointers from onsequent items to an-
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(5) [(SS , d
′) → •, φ]

(3) [(SS1, d
′
1) → τactive(•α1), {...}] (4) [(SS2, d

′
2) → τpassive(•α2), {...}]

(1) [(NPS , d
′
3) → •,

{l1 : une(v, hr, hs), qeq(hr, l2),
l2 : voiture(v), l2 : rouge(v)]}

(2) [(NPS , d
′
5) → •, {l6 : tex(t)}]

φ = {l1 : une(v, hr, hs), qeq(hr, l2), l2 : voiture(v), l2 : rouge(v), l5 : acheter(e, t, v), l6 : tex(t)}

Figure 3.14: Example of items in a hart (exerpt) and generation forest for the generation

from φ of the sentenes Tex ahète une voiture rouge and Une voiture rouge est ahètée par

Tex .

teedent items. For instane, items 1 and 2 are used in the derivation of items 3

and 4 �sharing�, further in the derivation, items 3 and 4 will be merged into item 5

�paking.

This paked shared forest mehanism omes almost for free from Earley-style

hart-based dedution framework, pointers and subsumption heking of new items.

Though, the ompatness of the forest ould be further improved.

As aforementioned, the veri�ation whether an item already exists in the hart

onsists in heking if there exists in the hart a more general item. If suh item

does exist, the new item is onsidered as already existing and paked together with

the item already present in the hart. However, if the new item happens to be more

general than the one in the hart, the new item is also added to the hart without

paking taking plae. This mehanism is alled proative paking (f. [Oepen and

Carroll, 2000℄). An alternative solution in this ase would be to replae the more

spei� hart item by the newer more general, and then paking them together. But

this implies that previous derivations involving the existing more spei� item need

to be revised. This alternative mehanism is alled retroative paking by Oepen and

Carroll (2000). In RTGen's algorithm we have implemented proative paking whih

is the straightforward solution. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to investigate

how RTGen algorithm ould be modi�ed to integrate retroative paking.

In this paking shema, ative items of the form [X → •αY ] and [X → •βY ]

might be also paked into a single entity when reahing a derivation point at an item

of the form [X → •Y ]. However, di�erenes in α and β ould have been fatored

out by de�ning a more �abstrat� equivalene riteria onsidering only ertain in-
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formation present on them. This an be ahieved by applying restritors ([Oepen

and Carroll, 2000℄) on the grammar rules. A restritor that removes most of the

grammatial features would result in a very ompat generation forest representa-

tion and in a more laborious unpaking phase. The appropriate hoie of restritors

determines the optimality of paking.

Indexing

In string parsing, hart items standardly ontain two indies, pointing at the start

and end positions of the reognised span over the input string. These positions help

not only in ensuring orretness but also in improving e�ieny, as two edges are only

onsidered for ombination whenever they are adjaent. In this way, the number of

non-produtive attempts at applying the inferene rules is redued. In our problem,

beause the input to surfae realisation is a �at semanti formula, there are no string

positions to use. Instead, we use the information given by the semanti indies in

the semanti formulae as proposed in [Kay, 1996; Carroll et al., 1999℄.

Based on these proposals, RTGen implements the following mehanism for in-

dexing items in the hart. Eah item is assoiated with two semanti indexes that we

alled index and dotted-index. Moreover, we distinguish between ative and passive

items. For ative items, the index index is the semanti index assoiated with the

left-hand side of the rule and the dotted-index is the semanti index assoiated with

the ative symbol (symbol after the dot) in the right-hand side. For passive items,

we require both indies to oinide, that is we the dotted-index has the same value

as the index, in fat, as the item is passive there is no ative symbol.

Semanti �lter. A semanti �lter is implemented based on the standard idea of

item overage ([Kay, 1996; Carroll et al., 1999℄). In our algorithm, we use this as

desribed in the previous setion (preonditions regarding semantis in the inferene

rules). First, the semanti �lter in item predition permits the predition of new

edges only if the semanti of the newly predited item is disjoint with the semanti

of the ative one. This means that, we only predit items that would suessfully

ombine with others, at least from the semanti overage point of view. Seond,

the semanti �lter in the item ombination takes plae allowing or not those item

ombinations. That is, heking if their semanti does not over the same lexial

items. When edges are ombined their semantis are too.
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3.2.2 Extensions to the base algorithm

Further exploiting semanti indies

The indexing mehanism desribed in the last setion, though useful in some ases,

is not always e�etive. As we have seen in the FB-RTG example grammar in Figure

3.6 (Setion 3.1.3 p.54), for some non-terminal symbols, the index feature (idx) value

is underspei�ed (i.e. a uni�ation variable that has not yet being instantiated). In

general, this orresponds to non-terminal symbols in the righ-hand side of the rules

stemming from internal phrasal nodes of the FB-TAG elementary trees. But also

the value of the idx feature might be under-spei�ed for non-terminal symbols of the

left-hand side of the rules.

Therefore, we extend the indexing mehanism to use the semanti information,

i.e. the semanti indies, present in the semanti prediates assoiated with eah rule

to better guide the predition and ompletion operations. We ombine information

about semanti indies (distinguished index and argument indies) in the prediates

of the input semantis ([Copestake, 2008; Copestake, 2009℄) with information about

the type of the non-terminals (representing substitution or adjuntion sites).

In predition from an ative item of the form (A, d) → •(B, d1)α with semantis

rel(x1, x2, .., xn), only new items stemming from rules whose left-hand side uni�es

with the non-terminal symbol (B, d1) (as stated before, Table 3.2) and whose asso-

iated semantis has some index belonging to the set x1, x2, ..., xn will be reated.

During predition this onstraint helps in reduing the work arried out. It might

happend that the idx features in the left-hand side of the FB-RTG rules are under-

spei�ed (see for instane, rules r3. and r4 orresponding to initial trees in Figure

3.6 p.54).

For ompletion, given a semanti prediate of the form rel(x1, x2, .., xn) assoi-

ated to some item, we di�erentiate two sets of semanti indies. One, is the single set

that we all o�ered index omprised of the distinguished index ([Copestake, 2008;

Copestake, 2009℄), i.e. x1. The other, is the set of argument indies that we

all required indies, i.e. x2, ..., xn. Given an ative item of the form [(A, d) →

•(B, d1) α, ψ], it will be ombined with a passive item [(B, d′) → •γ, φ], if (B, d1)

and (B, d′) unify and their semantis do not overlap (as before Table 3.2) and if:

- (B, d1) is of type subst, the intersetion of the set required indies of the ative

item with the set o�ered index of the passive item is not empty.

- (B, d1) is of type adj, the intersetion of the set o�ered index of the ative item

with the set required indies of the passive item is not empty.
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Bloking the proliferation of inomplete intermediate strutures

In the FB-RTG derivation of the noun phrase Une voiture rouge followed in Setion

3.1.3 we have hoosen at eah step the suessful expansions. Our algorithm will

systematially try all possible ombinations and will therefore, produe intermediate

inomplete strutures suh as Une voiture (f. Setion 2.1.1 where we disuss the lak

of ordering information and intersetive modi�ation problem).

Following Kay (1996) and Carroll and Oepen's (2005) approah for bloking in-

termediate inomplete strutures, we add a onstraint on the omposition operation.

That is, when ombining a passive item with an ative one at a given substitution

node X, it is required that the lower level derivation tree fragment (passive item)

inserted into a higher level derivation tree struture (ative item) overs all seman-

ti prediations that have a semanti index in ommon with the semanti index

assoiated to node X.

To illustrate the working of this onstraint let us take again the FB-RTG gram-

mar in Setion 3.1.3 p.54. We draw below a simpli�ed version of the rules, i.e. only

non-terminals and index features, that we will use for the example:

r1. NPA





t

1

b

[

idx v

]





→ une( NPA





t

1
T

b

[

idx B

]





DetA )

l1 : une(v, hr, hs), qeq(hr , l2)

r2. SS → achete( SA





t

1
T

b

[

idx O

]





NPS

[

t

[

idx t

]

]

V PA







t

[

idx O

]

b

[

idx E

]







VA







t

[

idx E

]

b

[

idx e

]







NPS

[

t

[

idx v

]

]

)

l5 : achete(e, t, v)

r3. NPS

[

t

1

]

→ voiture( NPA





t

1
T

b

[

idx v

]





)

l2 : voiture(v)

r4. NPA

[

t

1

]

→ rouge( NPA





t

1
T

b

[

idx v

]





AdjA )

l2 : rouge(v)

r6. NPA





t

1
P

b

1
P





→ ǫ r7. SA





t

1
P

b

1
P





→ ǫ
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Let us also assume that the input semantis is that given in (26) for the sentene

Tex ahète une voiture rouge. At some point of the generation proess for this sentene,

the partial derivation given by the ative item (3.1) will be produed. Following a

sequene of bottom-up ompletions RTGen's algorithm will also produe the passive

item in (3.2), orresponding to the noun phrase une voiture rouge and the one in

(3.3), orresponding to the noun phrase une voiture. This last one is also liensed by

the rules of the grammar and will be derived, nevertheless it does not ontain the

modi�er rouge.

Both of the omplete items, (3.2) and (3.3), ould be used to rewrite the ative

symbol after the dot in the ative item (3.1). And further two new passive items

would be onstruted. One resulting from the ombination of (3.1) with (3.2) orre-

sponding to the sentene Tex ahète une voiture rouge. The other obtained from the

ombination of (3.1) with (3.3) orresponding to the sentene Tex ahète une voiture.

This last been an inomplete sentene beause it does not over the input semantis.

(26) {l5 : achete(e, t, v), l6 : tex(t), l2 : rouge(v), l2 : voiture(v) l1 : une(v, hr, hs), qeq(hr, l2)}

[SS → achete( SA NPS V PA VA • NPS
t

[

idx v

]

), {l5 : achete(e, t, v), l6 : tex(t)}] (3.1)

[NPS









t

[

idx v

]

b

[

idx v

]









→ voiture( NPA
b

[

idx v

]

• ), {l2 : rouge(v), l2 : voiture(v) l1 : une(v, hr, hs), qeq(hr, l2)}]

(3.2)

[NPS









t

[

idx v

]

b

[

idx v

]









→ voiture( NPA
b

[

idx v

]

• ), {l2 : voiture(v) l1 : une(v, hr, hs), qeq(hr, l2)}] (3.3)

To blok the onstrution of suh inomplete sentenes (i.e. 3.1 ombined with

3.3). The blokin gonstraint veri�es that when rewriting the non-terminal NPS

after the dot in 3.1 all prediations in the input semantis ontaining the v index are

overed by the passive item used to rewrite the non-terminal. As 3.3 does not over

l2 : rouge(v), it will not be ombined with 3.1.

Unpaking the generation forest

The unpaking of the generation forest onsists in extrating eah individual deriva-

tion tree out of the derivation forest. To do this, the basi extration proedure starts

from eah goal item of the form [S′ → SS•, φ] where φ is the input semantis (f.
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α-hante

α-tatou

β-gentille

β-petite

β-dort

β-la

Figure 3.15: Derivation tree with an NP ontaining two pre-modi�ers and a relative

lause. Sentene La gentille petite tatou qui dort hante (The kind small armadillo that

sleeps sings).

Setion 3.2.1) in the hart, and systematially extrats all di�erent possible deriva-

tion trees from the ombination of all di�erent possible derivations at eah paking

point.

In partiular, di�erent orderings of noun modi�ers are paked into a single in-

termediate derivation struture. For instane, given the following NP with 3 in-

tersetive modi�ers, An easy introdutory linguisti ourse the di�erent orderings (i.e.

permutations) of the three modi�ers, and in turn, their di�erent derivations, will be

paked into a single hart item. For the ase of intersetive modi�ers paking, to

extrat only one derivation tree with the best modi�ers orderings we ould rely on a

data-driven approah. For instane, Mithell et al. (2011) propose an n-gram based

model to obtain the best order for a given set of prenominal modi�ers. This model

was found to outperform other approahes, in a semi-supervised setting obtaining

large amounts of data by using an automati parser.

We integrated Mithell et al.'s n-gram approah in our unpaking proedure. In

this approah, the n-gram model is built on extrated multiple modi�ers NPs �this

gave better results than building the n-gram model based on entire sentenes. An

extrated NP (also alled in [Mithell et al., 2011℄ as �simple NP�) is a maximal

NP that inludes pre-modi�ers suh as determiners and adjetives but no post-

nominal onstituents suh as prepositional phrases or relative lauses. When the

unpaking proedure detets a paked NP item we build all alternative NP sub-

phrases (f. string extration in next setion) rank them and hoose the one (and

the orresponding sub-derivation tree) with highest sore. One triky point about

integrating Mithell et al.'s (2011) approah is how to �detet the simple NP�. If we

look at Figure 3.15, the sub-derivation that orresponds to the NP ombines the pre

and post modi�ers. Then, we need to seletively extrat ertain onstituents from

the NP whih form a simple NP and do the ranking based on these phrases.
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3.2.3 String extration from derivation trees

As Shmitz and Le Roux (2008) point out, the string language of TAG an also be

enoded in a FB-RTG provided the FB-RTG of TAG derivations is extended with

topologial information along the lines of Kuhlmann (2007). This means that words

ould be extrated in the appropriate order without the need of expliitly building

the phrase struture tree (i.e. derived tree). In what follows, we explain how we

extend the enoding of Shmitz and Le Roux to support string extration from the

derivation tree.

Main points from Kuhlmann's (2007) framework

We will �rst give the intuitions behind the proedure whih we follow to read-o� the

strings diretly from derivation trees instead of building the orresponding derived

tree. For more details and formal de�nitions we refer the reader to [Kuhlmann, 2007℄.

Kuhlmann (2007) draws on the observation that lexialised grammars an be

seen as generators of dependeny trees. If the grammar is lexialised then there is

a one-to-one orrespondene between the nodes in a derivation tree and the words

(or positions) in the derived string, Figure 3.16 shows an example. Then, if the

nodes of the derivation tree are ordered aording to string positions of their anhors

a dependeny struture

19

is obtained. The dependeny struture is said to be

�indued� by the derivation.

α-ahète

α-Tex α-voiture

β-rouge

β-une Tex ahète une voiture rouge

Figure 3.16: One-to-one orrespondene between nodes in a derivation tree of a lexialised

grammar and words of the generated string.

In order to haraterise grammatial formalisms in terms of the type of depen-

deny strutures that their derivations indue, Kuhlmann (2007) de�nes an algebrai

framework. First, in this algebrai framework he shows: (i) how dependeny stru-

tures an be enoded into terms over a ertain signature of order annotations and (ii)

19

A dependeny struture for a sentene ~w = w1......wn is the direted graph on the set of positions

for ~w that ontains an edge i → j if and only if wj depends on wi.
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de�nes a dependeny algebra where order annotations are interpreted as omposition

operations on dependeny strutures. Then, this framework is used to haraterise

the types of dependeny strutures produed by di�erent grammatial formalisms.

To formalise the link between grammar derivations and dependeny strutures, he

starts by de�ning an algebra of the grammar derivations (derivation algebra). From

this algebrai de�nition of the grammar, a string algebra and linearisation algebra

are further de�ned. It follows from the linearisation algebra that produtions (i.e.

rules) of the grammar in a derivation an be seen as order annotations.

Here, we are not interested in the indued dependeny struture per se, but

in the linearisation of tree nodes. To introdue the main onepts of Kuhlmann's

framework, we will start by reviewing the algebrai haraterization of projetive

dependeny strutures and how ontext-free grammar derivations indue this type

of dependenies.

In a dependeny struture there are two relations, governane: the dependeny

relation between nodes, and preedene: a total order of the nodes of the graph.

When imposing a global order (post or pre order) on the nodes in a tree, a dependeny

struture is obtained. The governane relation is the same but the nodes are ordered.

Figure 3.17(a-b) shows a tree and a dependeny struture indued by imposing an

order (that of pre-order traversal of the tree) on tree nodes.

However, by giving the order following a tree traversal strategy suh as pre-order,

the position of a node with respet to its hildren is tied to the traversal strategy.

There is a more �exible way to de�ne order for the nodes of a tree that is not

determined by the traversal strategy. It is to assoiate eah node with its position

relative to its hildren (if any) and make the traversal strategy use this information.

For instane, in the tree in Figure 3.17() eah node is assoiated with information

(a list) of its order with respet to the order of its hildren. In this example, the tree

node 1 is annotated with [215℄, in terms of a traversal order this means that the �rst

hild node 2 is visited �rst, then the parent node himself, i.e. 1, and �nally the hild

node 5. If this tree is traversed aording to these order annotations, the nodes are

linearised as shown in 3.17(d). The loal tree formed by a node u and its hildren

is alled treelet, and a tree is a treelet-ordered tree if eah of its nodes is annotated

with a total order on the nodes in the treelet rooted at that node.

Order annotations. The list-based order annotations (e.g. tree in Figure 3.17()

an be seen as a ranked set Ω and treelet-ordered trees as terms over this set TΩ .

The sequenes in Ω are �node names� rather than onrete nodes. The node names

are solved aording to the term struture (i.e. their position, e.g. 1st hild, 2nd

hild, et.). Figure 3.18 shows the term for the treelet-ordered tree of Figure 3.17().
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1

2 5

3

4

(a.)

1 2 3 4 5

(b.)

1[215]

2[23] 5[5]

3[43]

4[4]

(.)

2 4 3 1 5

(d.)

Figure 3.17: A hildren-ordered tree (a.) and the dependeny struture indued by a pre-

order traversal (b.) and a treelet-ordered tree (.) and the dependeny struture obtained

by treelet-order traversal.

<102>

<01> <0>

<10>

<0>

Figure 3.18: Term for the treelet-ordered tree of Figure 3.17.

Up to here, we have informally desribed how projetive dependeny strutures

an be enoded as terms over order annotations (f. [Kuhlmann, 2007℄ for the om-

plete de�nition with the dependeny algebra using the order annotations to build

the dependeny struture). Hereafter, we will see how an algebrai view on a gram-

matial formalism (we follow the ase of ontext-free grammars) is set up to relate

derivation strutures of grammatial formalisms to dependeny strutures. Again,

we are not interested in the resulting dependeny strutures but in how we assoiate

these order annotations to the derivations of a grammar formalism.

So now, how to assoiate derivations with this kind of order annotations? The

starting point is to take an algebrai view of the given grammatial formalism. For

instane, in the ase of a lexialised CFG G the set of produtions P of G an

be turned into an algebra and the derivations an be seen as terms in this algebra.

Further, a string algebra an be de�ned as having a string omposition operation that

takes as domain the set of terms in the derivation algebra. For instane, for eah

prodution p = A→ A1 · · ·Ak−1 ·a ·Ak · · ·Am of G with A,A1, ..., Am non-terminals

and a a terminal symbol and ~a strings of terminal symbols, the string omposition

operation is de�ned as:
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fp(~a1, ...,~am) = ~a1 · · · ~ak−1 · a · ~ak · · · ~am

.

Eah omposition operation fp onatenates the anhor (i.e. the terminal symbol

a) of p and the strings obtained from the sub-derivations in the order spei�ed by p.

Further, instead of evaluating derivations into strings of words (anhors of the

produtions in the derivation), it is possible to obtain a list of the nodes of the deriva-

tion, i.e. a linearization. For this, a linearization algebra is de�ned. To this end, for

the ase of a CFG G, a omposition operation fp is de�ned whih onatenates node

positions (e.g. gorn addresses) in the derivation struture. Then, for eah prodution

p = A→ A1 · · ·Ak−1 ·a ·Ak · · ·Am with A,A1, ..., Am non-terminals and a a terminal

symbol. A omposition operation fp is de�ned as follows, being ~u strings of node

addresses (e.g. gorn addresses) and pfxi a funtion that pre�xes nodes with node

addresses:

fp(~u1, ..., ~um) = pfx1(~u1) · · · pfxk−1(~uk−1) · ǫ · pfxk(~uk) · · · pfxm(~um)

.

Eah omposition operation fp of the linearization algebra onatenates a root

node (i.e. the anhor of p) and appropriately pre�xed (i.e. pfx applied) sub-

derivations in the same order as they would be onatenated in the string algebra.

As G is lexialised, the linearization algebra de�nes a bijetion between the set of

nodes in the derivation tree t and the set of positions in the derived string. Important

to note is the fat that if we read the anhors of the produtions in the derivation

tree in the order spei�ed by the linearization we obtain the derived string.

Then, the linearisation semantis of the derivations in the CFG mimis the

treelet-ordered tree traversal. Hene, the produtions of the grammar an be seen

as order annotations and eah derivation tree an be seen as a treelet-ordered tree.

So, the translation between a derivation tree in a CFG and a projetive dependeny

struture (represented as terms as desribed at the beginning of this setion) an be

obtained by relabeling the produtions of G as order annotations as follows:

A→ A1 · · · Ak−1 · a · Ak · · ·Am ↔ 〈1 · · · (k − 1) · 0 · k · · ·m〉

We have suintly disussed the elements that we need from Kuhlmann's frame-

work for the ase of CFGs. We will now see how this framework applies to our
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1 2 3 4 5

(a.)

1

2 3

5 4

(b.)

1[1232]

2[2,5] 3[34]

5[5] 4[4]

(.)

<0121>

<0,1> <01>

<0> <0>

(d.)

Figure 3.19: (a) Dependeny struture, (b) tree, () blok-ordered tree and (d) term.

grammar framework. That is, how we assoiate RTG rules with the kind of order

annotations seen so far.

Extrating strings from TAG derivation trees

As is known from [Bodirsky et al., 2005; Kuhlmann, 2007℄, TAGs produe well-nested

dependenies with blok-degree at most 2. We explain these two onepts with the

example in Figure 3.19(a). The yield of the tree node 2 in the dependeny struture

in (a.) falls into two disontinuous spans, i.e. into two bloks, one is the blok [ 2 ℄

and the other is [ 5 ℄. Sine this is the maximal number of bloks per yield, in the

entire dependeny struture D in (a.), it is said that the blok degree of D is 2. The

dependeny struture in 3.19(a) is well-nested in that the edges 1 → 2 and 2 → 5

overlap but the node 2 dominates 5.

Given the tree in Figure 3.19(b), it is possible to de�ne a traversal order (o

preedene relation) based on order annotations to order the nodes in the tree in suh

a way to indue the dependeny in Figure 3.19(a). List-based order annotations an

be de�ned in similar way as done in the previous setion, the di�erene is the order

annotations needed to aount for disontinuity. The tree in Figure 3.19(b) an be

annotated as shown in Figure 3.19(). The tree traversal strategy works in a similar

way as desribed for single list-based order annotations. We an follow the traversal

example of tree 3.19()

20

. The root node 1 is labelled with the order [1232], this

means that the yield of node 2 is distributed in two spans. So, we list node 1 then

its daughter node 2. The traversal of the sub-tree rooted at node 2, is de�ned by

the two-blok list-based order annotation [2, 5]. The �rst omponent stipulates that

the urrent node, i.e. 2, should be visited (linearised). After proessing the �rst

omponent, the traversal ontinues at root node (i.e. [1232]) with the hild node

3. From this hild, we list nodes 3 and 4. Then, the order annotation follows by

hild node 2 (i.e. [2, 5]), and, at this time, the traversal ontinues with the seond

20

These trees are alled blok-ordered trees and they follow ertain requirements on the lists

annotating the nodes, see [Kuhlmann, 2007℄ p.40 for the omplete de�nition.
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SNA

a R D

B C

α1

B

b

α2

C



α3

D

d

α4

RNA

a R D

B ∗ C

β1

Figure 3.20: Toy TAG grammar

omponent of the order annotations, i.e. with node 5. The result of this traversal

gives the node linearisation 12345. If we replae node labels in the order annotations

with node positions (i.e. 1st, 2nd hild and 0 for urrent node) we get the term

annotations shown in Figure 3.19(d).

We have previously seen how the rules of CFG an be seen as de�ning order

annotations. We will see now how TAG elementary trees an also de�ne order an-

notations.

To analyse the string or linearization semantis of TAG elementary trees, we will

follow an example using the toy grammar in Figure 3.20

21

. In a TAG derived tree,

we an read the yield string by reading the leaf (terminal) nodes from left-to-right.

Similarly, to understand the string order in a TAG elementary tree we have to look at

the nodes in its frontier from left-to-right. Let us look at the tree α1 in Figure 3.20.

Sine no adjuntion an take plae at the root of α1, the leftmost leaf in a possible

derivation starting from α1 is the leaf node labelled with the terminal symbol a.

Then, the following leaf node is the node labelled with the non-terminal symbol B.

However, before the string material that might ome from B we have to onsider that

an adjuntion might take plae at the internal node R of α1. More preisely, after

the leaf node yielding the string a we expet the string material ontributed by the

left half (with respet to the foot node) of a possibly adjoined tree (eg. β1). Then,

all string material of the left half of an adjoined tree preedes the string material

that is dominated by the adjuntion site, i.e. B followed by C. All the material in

the right half of the adjoined tree follows the ontent ontributed by C. Finally, at

the right-most leaf of α1 labelled with non-terminal D we expet the string material

ontributed by D. Then, for α1 we have the sequene a R1 B C R2 D of string

material.

On top of an appropriate algebrai formulation of TAG elementary trees (i.e.

our grammar produtions) we an de�ne the string and linearization algebras. As

Kuhlmann points out, from the linearization point of view TAGs orrespond to Cou-

21

The toy grammar example is taken from [Kuhlmann, 2007℄ p.85
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pled Context-Free Grammars (CCFG) with rank at most 2 (CCFG(2), f. [Kuhlmann,

2007℄ for the formal de�nition of CCFG). Then, we follow his de�nition of string al-

gebra and linearization algebra for CCFG (whih are in turn a speial ase of Linear

Context-Free Rewriting Systems (LCFS, [Kallmeyer, 2013℄)). That is, we think of

TAG elementary trees as CCFG rules.

Let us take the example CCFG grammar G from [Kuhlmann, 2007℄, with the

alphabet of non-terminal symbols ΠG = {S/1, R/2, B/1, C/1,D/1} (non-terminal

symbols are ranked, the number after the slash represents the non-terminal's rank),

an alphabet of terminal symbols TG = {a, b, c, d}, and the start symbol of G is

SG = S, the set of produtions is the following:

S → 〈 aR1BCR2D〉 | 〈aBCD〉

R→ 〈 aR1B, CR2D〉 | 〈aB, CD〉

B → 〈b〉, C → 〈c〉, D → 〈d〉

In this grammar, the right-hand side of the rules is a tuple of arity equal to the

arity of the non-terminal in their left-hand side (e.g. R is of rank 2 therefore the

right-hand side of produtions rewriting R are tuples of arity 2). In addition, a non-

terminal symbol appears in the right-hand side as many times as its arity to aount

for its synhronised rewriting (e.g. R appears in the right-hand side of the rules split

into R1 and R2 meaning that they will be expanded at the same time). We an think

of TAG initial trees as CCFG rules with non-terminals of rank 1 at the left-hand side,

and auxiliary trees as rules with non-terminals of rank 2 in the left-hand side. The

right hand-side of the rules would be derived from aommodating non-terminals of

the TAG elementary tree aording to the analysis of its string semantis. Internal

nodes admitting adjuntion are split into two non-terminals. For auxiliary trees

(rules of rank 2), the right-hand side ontent is divided on the tree material to the

left and to the right of the foot.

Thinking of elementary trees as produtions of a CCFG(2) we an reuse the

string and linearization algebras de�ned for CCFGs in [Kuhlmann, 2007℄. But now,

we diretly go to the relabeling operation to obtain the order annotations.

Applying the relabeling funtion for the TAG trees α1 and β1 respetively from

Figure 3.20 but reformulated as CCFG(2) rules as before:

relab(α1) = [012314]

relab(β1) = [012, 314]

relab(α2) = [0]

relab(α3) = [0]

relab(α4) = [0]
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α1-a

β1-a α2-b α3- α4-d

ǫ α2-b α3- α4-d

(a.)

α1-a[012314]

β1-a[012,314] α2-b[0] α3-[0] α4-d[0]

ǫ α2-b[0] α3-[0] α4-d[0]

(a.)

Figure 3.21: (a.) FB-RTG derivation tree and (b.) derivation tree with order annotations

using the grammar in Figure 3.20 for the string aabbccdd.

Finally, these order annotations an be assoiated to eah RTG rule X →

τ(X1, · · · ,Xn) (in turn having been translated from a TAG elementary tree). Figure

3.21(a) show an example derivation tree for the string aabbdd generated by the toy

TAG grammar in 3.20. As now we an assoiate eah node of the derivation tree

with order annotations orresponding to eah RTG rule, Figure 3.21(b) shows the

same derivation tree but nodes are deorated with order annotations. If we traverse

the derivation tree aording to these order annotations, we an linearise its nodes

and further read the derived string. For instane, the annotation [012314] states that

�rst omes the urrent node anhor (i.e. a) then that of its �rst hild (whose ontent

is split in two, note 1 double appearing in the order annotations). This means that

the traversal of the tree now ontinues with the ontent of its 1st hild. On doing

this, it follows the order annotations [012, 314] (a 2-tuple) whose �rst omponent

indiates that �rst omes the ontent of the urrent node (i.e. a), then the ontent

of its 1st hild and 2nd one. The �rst hild is the empty string, the seond is the

terminal b. So far we have linearised the string aab. Before ontinuing with the se-

ond omponent of [012, 314] the traversal returns to its parent (i.e. root node with

annotations [012314]). It proeeds with the 2nd and 3rd hildren whih ontribute

the strings bc, then the seond omponent of the 1st hild (seond omponent of

[012, 314]) and so on. At the end we have read the string aabbccdd.

3.3 Evaluation

To evaluate the performane of the RTGen algorithm, we use gensem ([Gottesman,

2009; Gardent et al., 2010℄) to onstrut two benhmarks. The �rst ontains input

ases involving intersetive modi�ers and the seond ontains input ases of varying

overall omplexity. Using these benhmarks, we examine the impat of the di�erent

optimisations inorporated in RTGen on its performane and we ompare RTGen

with an existing surfae realiser, namely GenI ([Gardent and Kow, 2005℄).
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Chapter 3. Optimising surfae realisation

3.3.1 Surfae realisers: GenI and RTGen on�gurations

GenI

GenI is a TAG-based surfae realiser ([Gardent and Kow, 2005; Gardent and Kow,

2006; Kow, 2007℄) whih enodes a bottom up, tabular realisation algorithm opti-

mised for TAGs. It implements the standard three step strategy (lexial seletion,

tree ombining, sentene extration) desribed in Setion 3.1.2. GenI onstruts

derivation trees bottom-up. It starts from a set of seleted lexial items and tries

to ombine them suessively into larger strutures (derived trees). The searh is

depth-�rst beause the agenda it uses in its hart-based algorithm is implemented as

a stak. Substitution nodes are proessed in a (arbitrarily) �xed order (left-to-right)

to avoid some spurious ombinations stemming from di�erent ways of proessing

nodes. Neither sub-tree sharing nor paking are implemented. Indexing is de�ned

in terms of semanti overage of hart items. Two major optimisations to deal with

the omplexity issues (f. Setion 2.1.1) are a �ltering step and a two-phase tree

ombination (substitution and adjuntion).

Polarity �ltering. GenI's polarity �ltering optimisation (based on [Bonfante et

al., 2004℄) takes plae between the lexial seletion phase and the tree ombination

phase. The objetive is to redue the initial searh spae. As explained in Setion

2.1.1, the number of ombinations that are a priori possible after the lexial seletion

phase is

∏
1≤i≤n ai, with ai the degree of lexial ambiguity of the i-th literal and

n the number of literals in the input semantis.

The motivation for polarity �ltering is based on the observation that not all the

ombinations of the seleted lexial items would lead to a suessful derivation. In

spei�, this �ltering removes all tree sets overing the input semantis suh that

either the ategory of a substitution node annot be aneled out by that of the root

node of a di�erent tree; or a root node fails to have a mathing substitution site. In

pratie, as shown in Figure 3.22 eah lexial item is assigned a polarity signature

(+Cat for eah initial tree with root node ategory Cat; −Cat for eah substitution

node with ategory Cat). Then, the total polarity signatures of eah ombination is

omputed

22

:

αd1 ∗ αtex ∗ αcorey ∗ αe1 = 0

αd1 ∗ αtex ∗ αcorey ∗ αe2 = +1np,−1s

αd2 ∗ αtex ∗ αcorey ∗ αe1 = +1s,−1np

αd2 ∗ αtex ∗ αcorey ∗ αe2 = 0

22

An initial polarity of −1s is onsidered in the omputation of the polarity harge of a given

ombination.
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αd1 : +1np,−2np

NPe3

NP PP NP↓x2

le déménagement P NP↓x1

de

demenager(e3, x1, x2)

αe1 : +1s,−1np

S

NP↓e3 V Adj

est ennuyeux

ennuyeux(e3)

αtex : +1np

NP

x2

hez Tex

l2 : tex(x2)

αd2 : +1s,−2np

Se3

NP↓x1
VPe3

V

e3
NP↓x2

déménage

demenager(e3, x1, x2)

αe2 : +1s,−1s

S

S↓e3 V Adj

est ennuyeux

ennuyeux(e3)

αcorey : +1np

NPx1

Corey

tammy(x1)

Figure 3.22: Seleted lexial items with assigned polarities.

Only those ombinations whose total polarity harge is equal to zero are onsid-

ered during tree ombination.

Polarity �ltering has been shown to redue surfae realisation initial searh spae.

However, this �ltering relies solely on ategorial information � feature information is

not used. Furthermore, auxiliary trees have no impat on �ltering sine they provide

and require the same ategory thereby being �polarity neutral elements�.

Two-phase tree ombination. Another optimisation tehnique is a delayed

modi�ation strategy inspired from [Carroll et al., 1999℄. Applying the omposition

operations (substitution and adjuntion) in two separate phases supports the inte-

gration of a mehanism to deal with the intersetive modi�ers problem. In a �rst

phase, only substitutions are arried out. In a seond phase, modi�ers are added

by applying adjuntion operations. In this way, the multiple modi�ation stru-

tures liensed by modi�ations are produed but they are not multiplied out by the

sentene ontext. This approah provides a mehanism to lessen the impat of in-

tersetive modi�ers. Nevertheless, in the adjuntion phase all possible permutations

of modi�ers are built, i.e. given n modi�ers, n! solutions are produed.
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Di�erent on�gurations of RTGen

FB-RTG and left-orner FB-RTG translation. The derivation tree gener-

ation algorithm of RTGen an be used with both the FB-RTG and the left-orner

FB-RTG translations. Shmitz and Le Roux (2008) argue that the left orner trans-

lation should result in more preditive derivations. This observation might apply

in partiular to our Early-style algorithm, making more aurate top-down predi-

tions and avoiding useless item ompositions. In fat, in the left-orner mode epsilon

uni�ations take plae before and lhs might be more informative (i.e. ontaining

instantiated features that might avoid items ombinations)

23

(f. Setion 3.1.3).

Depending on how muh linguisti information (i.e. feature onstraints from the

feature strutures) is preserved in the FB-RTG rules, several RTGen on�gurations

an be tried out whih eah re�et a di�erent division of labor between onstraint

solving and struture building. To experiment with these several on�gurations, we

exploit the fat that the FB-TAG-to-FB-RTG onversion proedure developed by

Shmitz and Le Roux (2008) permits speifying whih features should be preserved

by the onversion.

RTGen-all. In this on�guration, all the feature struture information present in

the SemTAG elementary trees is arried over to the RTG rules. As a result, tree

ombining and onstraint solving proeed simultaneously and the generated parse

forest ontains the derivation trees of all the output sentenes.

RTGen-level0. In the RTGen-level0 on�guration, only the syntati ategory

and the semanti features are preserved by the onversion. As a result, the grammar

information used by the (derivation) tree building phase is omparable to that used

by GenI �ltering step. In both ases, the aim is to detet those sets of elementary

trees whih over the input semantis and suh that all syntati requirements are

satis�ed while no syntati resoure is left out. A further step is additionally needed

to produe only those trees whih an be built from these tree sets when applying

the onstraints imposed by other features. In GenI, this additional step is arried

out by the tree ombining phase, in RTGen, it is realised by the extration phase

i.e., the phase that onstruts the derived trees from the derivation trees produed

by the tree ombining phase.

RTGen-seletive. Contrary to parsing, surfae realisation only aesses the mor-

phologial lexion last i.e., after sentene trees are built. Beause throughout the

23

Nevertheless, this depends on how the features are designed in the grammar.
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tree ombining phase, lemmas are handled rather than forms, muh of the morpho-

syntati feature information whih is neessary to blok the onstrution of ill-

formed onstituents is simply not available. It is therefore meaningful to only inlude

in the tree ombining phase those features whose value is available at tree ombining

time. In a third experiment, we automatially identi�ed those features from the ob-

served feature struture uni�ation failures during runs of the realisation algorithm.

We then use only these features (in ombination with the semanti features and with

ategorial information) during tree ombining.

3.3.2 Construting benhmarks for sentene generation

Unlike parsing, where the input (strings) an be taken from existing text, sentene

generation requires abstrat input data that is not readily available. Existing ap-

proahes to automated or semi-automated benhmark onstrution for sentene gen-

eration are of two main types depending on the type of sentene realiser used: either

the sentene realiser is based on a reversible grammar and the benhmark items are

onstruted by parsing some sentenes and seleting the appropriate semanti for-

mula from the parser output; or it is not, and the benhmark items are derived by

transformation from a syntatially annotated orpus.

To test a surfae realiser based on a large reversible Head-driven Phrase Struture

Grammar (HPSG), Carroll et al. (1999) use a small test set of two hand-onstruted

and 40 parsing-derived ases to test the impat of intersetive modi�ers on generation

performane. Later on, Carroll and Oepen (2005) present a performane evaluation

whih uses as a benhmark the set of semanti representations produed by parsing

130 sentenes from the Penn Treebank and manually seleting the orret semanti

representations. Finally, White (2004) pro�les a CCG

24

-based sentene realiser using

two domain-foused reversible CCGs to produe two test suites of 549 and 276 〈

semanti formula, target sentene 〉 pairs, respetively.

For realisers that are not based on a reversible grammar, there are approahes

whih derive large sets of realiser input from the Penn Treebank (PTB). For example,

Langkilde-Geary (2002) proposes to translate the PTB annotations into a format

aepted by her sentene generator Halogen. The output of this generator an then

be automatially ompared with the PTB sentene from whih the orresponding

input was derived. Similarly, Callaway (2003) builds an evaluation benhmark by

transforming PTB trees into a format suitable for the KPML realiser he uses.

In all of the above ases, the data is derived from real world sentenes, thereby

24

Combinatory Categorial Grammar
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exemplifying �real world omplexity�. If the orpus is large enough (as in the ase of

the PTB), the data an furthermore be expeted to over a broad range of syntati

phenomena. Moreover, the data, being derived from real world sentenes, is not

biased towards system-spei� apabilities. Nonetheless, there are also limits to

these approahes.

First, they fail to support graduated performane testing on onstruts suh as

intersetive modi�ers or lexial ambiguity, whih are known to be problemati for

surfae realisation.

Seond, the onstrution of the benhmark is in both ases time onsuming. In

the reversible approah, for eah input sentene, the orret interpretation must be

manually seleted from among the semanti formulae produed by the parser. As a

side e�et, the onstruted benhmarks remain relatively small (825 in the ase of

White (2004); 130 in [Carroll and Oepen, 2005℄). In the ase of a benhmark derived

by transformation from a syntatially annotated orpus, the implementation of the

onverter is both time-intensive and orpus-bound ([Callaway, 2003℄). This oinides

with reent results reported in [Belz et al., 2011℄: grammar based surfae realisers

faed a major obstale in onverting the shared task ommon ground input into the

format �expeted� by the system.

To avoid these shortomings take a di�erent approah. We make use of the

gensem ([Gottesman, 2009; Gardent et al., 2010℄) tool to automatially generate

foused benhmarks from the same FB-TAG grammar. In essene, gensem traverses

the grammar to build semanti representations generated by this grammar. To ensure

termination and linguisti overage, user de�ned onstraints are used (we refer the

reader to [Gardent et al., 2010; Gardent et al., 2011a℄ for further details on gensem).

With gensem, we an reate tailored benhmarks that inlude spei� onstrutions

we want to test (e.g. those ases known problemati with lexial ambiguity and

modi�ers). Furthermore, we do not get into issues related to grammar or lexion

overage while evaluating performane. In the next setion, we desribe two test

suites for the evaluation of our surfae realisation algorithm that we generate using

gensem.

Two gensem benhmarks

We use gensem to produe benhmarks that are tailored to test the impat of

optimizations to deal with (i) the intersetive modi�ers and (ii) lexial ambiguity

issues.

The �rst benhmark (Modifiers) was designed to test the realisers on ases

involving intersetive modi�ers. To support only this dimension, it displays little or
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no variation w.r.t. other dimensions suh as verb type and non-modifying adjunts.

It inludes 1 789 input formulae with a varying number (from 0 to 4 modi�ations),

type (N and VP modi�ations) and distribution of intersetive modi�ers (n modi�ers

distributed di�erently over the prediate argument strutures). For instane, the

formula in (27) involves 2 N and 1 VP modi�ation. Further, it ombines lexial

ambiguity with modi�ation omplexities, i.e. for the snore modi�er the grammar

provides 10 trees.

(27) l1 : ∃(x1, hr, hs), hr ≥ l2, hs ≥ l3, l2 : man(x1), l2 : snoring(e1, x1), l2 : big(x1), l3 :

sleep(e2, x1), l4 : soundly(e2)

(A snoring big man sleeps soundly)

The seond benhmark (Complexity) was designed to test overall performane

on ases of di�ering omplexity (input formulae of inreasing length, involving verbs

with a various number and types of arguments and with a varying number of and

types of modi�ers). It ontains 890 distint ases. A sample formula extrated from

this benhmark is shown in (28), whih inludes one modi�ation and two di�erent

verb types.

(28) h1 ≥ l4, l0 : want(e, h1), l1 : ∃(x1, hr, hs), hr ≥ l1, hs ≥ l0, l1 : man(x1), l1 : snoring(e1, x1), l3 :

∃(x2, hp, hw, hu), hp ≥ l3, hw ≥ l4, hu ≥ l5, l3 : monkey(x2), l4 : eat(e2, x2, e3)

(The snoring man wants the monkey to eat)

3.3.3 Comparative results on gensem's benhmarks

To evaluate GenI and the various on�gurations of RTGen base (RTGen-all,

RTGen-level0, RTGen-seletive) with the left-orner transformed FB-TAG-to-FB-

RTG translation, we ran the 4 algorithms in bath mode on the two benhmarks and

olleted the following data for eah test ase:

• Paked hart size : the number of hart items built. This feature is only

appliable to RTGen as GenI does not implement paking.

• Unpaked hart size : the number of intermediate and �nal strutures available

after unpaking (or at the end of the tree ombining proess in the ase of

GenI). Note that RTGen never handles expliitly this number of intermediate

strutures. Even when arrying out unpaking as in that step it fouses only

on suessful strutures.

• Initial Searh Spae (ISS) : the number of all possible ombinations of ele-

mentary trees to be explored given the result of lexial seletion on the input

semantis. That is, the produt of the number of FB-TAG elementary trees

seleted by eah literal in the input semantis.
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• Generation forest (GF) : the number of derivation trees overing the input

semantis.

The graph in Figure 3.23 shows the di�erenes between the di�erent strategies

with respet to the unpaked hart size metri.

A �rst observation is that RTGen-all outperforms GenI in terms of interme-

diate strutures built . In other words, the Earley sharing and paking strategy is

more e�etive in reduing the number of onstituents built than the �ltering and

substitution-before-adjuntion optimisations used by GenI. In fat, even when no

feature information is used at all (RTGen-level0 plot), for more omplex test ases,

paking and sharing is more e�etive in reduing the hart size than �ltering and

operation ordering.

Another interesting observation is that RTGen-all and RTGen-seletive have

the same impat on hart size (their plots oinide). This is unsurprising sine

the features used by RTGen-seletive have been seleted based on their ability to

blok onstituent ombination. The features used in RTGen-seletive mode are wh,

xp, assign-omp, mode, definite, inv, assign-ase, rel-lause, extrated and

phon, in addition to the ategorial and semanti information. In other words, using

all 42 SemXTAG grammar features has the same impat on searh spae pruning

as using only a small subset of them. As explained in the previous setion, this is

probably due to the fat that ontrary to parsing, surfae realisation only aesses

the morphologial lexion after tree ombining takes plae. Another possibility is

that the grammar is under onstrained and that feature values are missing thereby

induing over-generation.
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mark, average unpaked hart size as a

funtion of the ISS omplexity.
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3.3. Evaluation

Zooming in on ases involving three modi�ers, we show in Table 3.3 the average

results for various e�ieny metris

25

. This provides a more detail view of the

performane of the di�erenes among the three RTGen variants.

strategy GF hart unpaked-hart seonds

RTGen-all

RTGen-level0

RTGen-seletive

Table 3.3: Average results on 610 test ases from the Modifiers benhmark. Eah test

ase has 3 modi�ations, distributed in various ways between adjetival and adverbial mod-

i�ations. The seond olumn, Generation Forest (GF), is the number of derivation trees

present in the generated parse forest. The third and fourth olumns show the hart and

unpaked hart sizes, respetively. The last olumn shows the runtime in seonds.

This data shows that running RTGen with no feature information leads not only

to an inreased hart size but also to runtimes that are higher in average than for full

surfae realisation i.e., realisation using the full grammar omplete with onstraints.

Interestingly, it also shows that the seletive mode (RTGen-seletive) permits

improving runtimes while ahieving almost perfet disambiguation in that the aver-

age number of derivation trees (GF) produed is lose to that produed when using

all features. The di�erenes between the two generation forests stems from the fat

that when some features are exluded some more derivation trees might be produed.

Graph 3.24 and Table 3.4 on�rm the results obtained using the Modifiers

benhmark on a testset (Complexity) where input omplexity varies not only with

respet to modi�ation but also with respet to the length of the input and to the

degree of lexial ambiguity. Typially, in a TAG, one word or one semanti literal

may be assoiated either with one tree or with up to several hundred trees (e.g.,

ditransitive verbs and verbs with several subategorisation types). By varying the

type and the number of verbs seleted by the semanti literals ontained in the

input semantis, the Complexity benhmark provides a more extensive way to test

performane on ases of varying omplexity.

We have hosen to use the left-orner mode in the previous evaluation beause

it provided more preditive derivations. Table 3.5 summarises in the upper part

(RTGen base) information about the generation of the sentene Tex looks for a master

program that inludes a module that inludes a ourse. It shows for both the FB-RTG

and the left-orner FB-RTG translations the number of lashes enountered in pre-

25

The two realisers being implemented in di�erent programming languages (RTGen uses Prolog

and GenI Haskell), runtimes omparisons are not neessarily very meaningful. Additionally, GenI

does not provide time statistis. After adding this funtionality to GenI, we found that overall

GenI is faster on simple ases but slower on more omplex ones. We are urrently working on

optimising RTGen prolog implementation before arrying out a full sale runtime omparison.
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Chapter 3. Optimising surfae realisation

strategy GF hart unpaked-hart seonds

RTGen-all

RTGen-level0

RTGen-seletive

Table 3.4: Average results on 335 ases with 10000 < ISS ≤ 100000, from the Complex-

ity benhmark. The olumns show the same performane metris as in Table 3.3.

dition and ompletion. As we an see the left-orner translation is more e�etive

in bloking unwanted preditions. As a result, the number of items entered in the

agenda is smaller (2473 against 1452), despite the fat that the number of rules in

the left-orner FB-RTG is greater as auxiliary trees that adjoin into root positions

are translated into two rules (f. Setion 3.1.3).

26

Note aside, by looking at the rows

�Nb suessful preditions� and �Nb items entered in agenda� we an see the e�et

of subsumption bloking of new edges and paking.

In the bottom part of Table 3.5, we summarise the same information but in this

ase obtained by running RTGen extended. After the optimisations the di�erenes

between the FB-RTG and left-orner FB-RTG disappear. Thus, the optimisations

have a better impat. For instane, in the left-orner FB-RTG translation, instan-

tiated semanti features are available in left-hand sides and therefore provide more

information for preditions and ompletions. In RTGen extended, the indexing meh-

anism relies on the semanti indies of the semanti formula assoiated to eah rule

and blends this information with node type (substitution or adjuntion site) infor-

mation. Therefore, prediations and ombinations are e�etively guided in both the

FB-RTG and left-orner FB-RTG translations.

3.4 Related work on e�ient surfae realisation

3.4.1 Comparison with results in previous work

The results reported in previous work are not diretly omparable with those ob-

tained by other surfae realisers beause of di�erenes in the size of the resoures

(grammars and lexions); in the benhmarks used; in the programming language

used for implementation and in the omputers used for testing. Moreover the e�-

ieny of existing surfae realisers is often not reported on in the literature. In what

follows, we ompare our approah with two realisers for whih suh results were given

namely, the HPSG based surfae realiser desribed in [Carroll et al., 1999℄ and the

26

Note that �predition and ompletion lashes� are illustrative in the sense that the ounts are

per predition per feature. That is, in a failure to predit one rule, there might be more than one

feature in on�it, therefore, summing more than one lash for eah attempt of rule predition.
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FB-RTG left-orner FB-RTG

RTGen base

Predition lashes 437 9498

Completion lashes 4467 2675

Nb suessful preditions 7490 6344

Nb items entered in agenda 2473 1452

RTGen extended

Predition lashes 287 6588

Completion lashes 2 109

Nb suessful preditions 1887 2776

Nb items entered in agenda 429 623

Table 3.5: Summary of the number of preditions running the generation algorithms (Se-

tions 3.2.1 and Setion 3.2.2) for the generation of the sentene (and its liensed paraphrases)

using the SemXTAG English grammar.

plan based approah of Koller and Ho�mann (2010). For this omparison, we run the

extended RTGen-seletive

27

with left-orner enoding instane of RTGen to generate

the sentenes in (29), (30), and (31). The �rst two sentenes are used in [Carroll et

al., 1999℄ to illustrate the realiser e�ieny. The third sentene, is added, to extend

the omparison to a more omplex ase namely, a sentene inluding 4 verbs (main

verb, sentential arguments and relative lauses) and 3 noun modi�ers.

(29) The manager in that o�e interviewed a new onsultant from Germany.

(30) Our manager organised an unusual additional weekly departmental onferene.

(31) Fido thinks John looks for a master program whih inludes a module whih inludes

an easy introdutory linguistis ourse.

In Table 3.7, we show an exerpt of Carroll and Oepen's (2005) reported results.

The results are broken down by average ambiguity rates, the �rst two olumns show

the average number of items and average sentene length in eah partition. The other

olumns show relative CPU time. As explained in by Carroll and Oepen, the olumn

1p− f− orresponds to the baseline algorithm suggested by Kay (1996) implement-

ing a one-phase without paking and without �ltering algorithm. The subsequent

olumn, headed 2p − f−, orresponds to the algorithm proposed in [Carroll et al.,

1999℄ (two-phase proessing of modi�ers, no paking and no �ltering). The last one,

1p + f+, orresponds to the best-performing on�guration reported in [Carroll and

Oepen, 2005℄.

27

Using the set of features: assign-ase, assign-omp, definite, extrated,

idx, inv, mode, rel-lause rmode, wh, xp, rel-lause, phon, noomp-mode,

lemanhor.
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sentene length trees init_searh_spae hart seonds

(29) 11 4 36 676 0.34

(30) 9 24 36 213 0.11

(31) 19 72 793152 989 1.06

Table 3.6: Summary of RTGen run on 3 sample sentenes.

Aggregate nb.items length 1p-f- 2p-f- 1p+f+

100 < trees ≤ 500 22 17.4 53.95 36.80 5.61

50 < trees ≤ 100 21 18.1 51.53 13.12 3.74

10 < trees ≤ 50 80 14.6 35.50 18.55 1.77

0 < trees ≤ 10 185 10.5 9.62 6.83 0.58

Table 3.7: Extrat of the results reported in Carroll and Oepen (2005).

In Table 3.6, we summarise RTGen results on the example sentenes. The olumn

trees shows the number of derivations produed while the olumn init_search_space

orresponds to the number of potential ombinations to be explored (f. Setion

2.1.1). There are 17 trees seleted for think and 36 for looks for and inludes. The last

olumn gives the running time in seonds. We an think of sentenes (29) to belong

to the partition 0 < trees ≤ 10 of Carroll and Oepen's Table. Sentene (30) to be

in the 10 < trees ≤ 50 partition and sentene (31) in 100 < trees ≤ 500. RTGen

runtimes favourably ompare to the results reported in [Carroll et al., 1999℄ in the

three ases onsidered.

Koller and Stone (2007) propose a planning-based approah whih also onstruts

derivation trees rather than derived trees. As disuss in [Koller and Ho�mann, 2010℄,

this planning approah fails to sale to onjuntions of �ve basi lauses suh as The

man greets the man and the man greets the man and the man greets the man and the

man greets the man and the man greets the man. For suh ases, all planners and

planner strategies tries out by Koller and Ho�mann (2010) time out. In ontrast,

RTGen

28

yields the expeted sentene in 2.03 seonds of CPU time. While the

planning approah is an interesting way of dealing with the interations between

surfae realisation and the generation of referring expressions, the grammar-based

approah seems better suited to handle the prodution of well formed sentenes of

arbitrary length and omplexity.

As disussed in Chapter 5, we plan to further evaluate RTGen in a more general

setting, e.g. using Surfae Realisation task data ([Belz et al., 2011℄). This would

allow a more diret omparison with other surfae realisers but require both obtaining

e�ieny results from these alternative realisers and more importantly, transforming

28

RTGen-all, base algorithm and left-orner FB-RTG enoding.
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the SR data into a format ompatible with that expeted by RTGen.

3.4.2 Enoding into another grammatial formalism

As already disussed in Setion 3.1.1, the RTGen approah is losely related to the

work of Koller and Striegnitz (2002) where the XTAG grammar is onverted to a

dependeny grammar apturing its derivation trees. This onversion enables the use

of a onstraint based dependeny parser, a parser whih was spei�ally developed

for the e�ient parsing of free word order languages and is shown to support an

e�ient handling of both lexial and modi�er attahment ambiguity.

Our proposal di�ers from this approah in three main ways. First, ontrary to

XTAG, SemXTAG integrates a full-�edged, uni�ation-based ompositional seman-

tis thereby allowing for a prinipled oupling between semanti representations and

natural language expressions. Seond, the grammar onversion and the feature-based

RTGs used by RTGen aurately translates the full range of uni�ation mehanisms

employed in FB-TAG whereas the onversion desribed by Koller and Striegnitz

(2002) does not take into aount feature struture information. Third, the RTGen

approah was extensively tested on a large benhmark using 3 di�erent on�gura-

tions whilst Koller and Striegnitz's results are restrited to a few hand onstruted

example inputs.

3.4.3 Chart generation algorithm optimisations

Carroll and Oepen (2005) provide an extensive and detailed study of how various

tehniques used to optimise parsing and surfae realisation impat the e�ieny of

a surfae realiser based on a large overage Head-Driven Phrase Struture grammar.

Beause they use di�erent grammars, grammar formalisms and di�erent benh-

marks, it is di�ult to ompare the RTGen and the HPSG approah. However, one

point is put forward by Carroll and Oepen (2005) whih it would be interesting to

integrate in RTGen. Carroll and Oepen show that for paking to be e�ient, it is

important that equivalene be heked through subsumption, not through equality.

RTGen also implements a paking mehanism with subsumption hek, i.e. di�erent

ways of overing the same subset of the input semantis are grouped together and

represented in the hart by the most general one. One di�erene however it that

RTGen will pak analyses together as long as the new ones are more spei� ases.

It will not go bakwards to realulate the paking made so far if a more general

item is found ([Oepen and Carroll, 2000℄). In this ase the algorithm will pak them

under two di�erent groups.
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3.4.4 Statistial pruning

Various probabilisti tehniques have been proposed in surfae realisation to improve

e.g., lexial seletion, the handling of intersetive modi�ers or ranking. For instane,

Bangalore and Rambow (2000a) use a tree model to produe a single most proba-

ble lexial seletion while in White's system, the best paraphrase is determined on

the basis of n-gram sores. Further, to address the fat that there are n! ways to

ombine any n modi�ers with a single onstituent, White (2004) proposes to use a

language model to prune the hart of idential edges representing di�erent modi�er

permutations, e.g., to hoose between �ere blak at and blak �ere at . Similarly,

Bangalore and Rambow (2000a) assume a single derivation tree that enodes a word

lattie (a {�ere blak, blak �ere} at), and uses statistial knowledge to selet the

best linearisation. Our approah di�ers from these approahes in that neither lexial

seletion is �ltered nor ranking is performed. However, it shares some similarities

with respet to intersetive modi�ers handling. Our approah handles only one in-

stane of the n! ordering possibilities thanks to the hart paking strategy during

generation, and extrats only one ordering if the prenominal modi�ation ordering

model is used during the unpaking phase.

3.5 Conlusions and perspetives

In this hapter we presented RTGen, a new surfae realisation algorithm for TAG

based on an RTG enoding of its derivation trees. This enoding failitated the

implementation of an Earley-style hart algorithm with sharing and paking of inter-

mediate strutures. It has also permitted varying the generation algorithm aording

to (i) the two di�erent enodings, the original RTG translation and the left-orner

transformed one, and (ii) the seletive translation of features from the feature stru-

tures. In the implementation of the generator, we have integrated well-known teh-

niques suh as hart indexing, ontrol of proliferation of intermediate inomplete

strutures and paking. Nonetheless, RTGen algorithm ould be further extended.

In the start. Reduing the initial searh spae. The sole mehanism of RTGen to

deal with lexial ambiguity is paking. However, known strategies to takle this issue

ould be also integrated in RTGen. One of these strategies is lexial seletion �ltering

whih has been shown to be drastially e�etive in parsing ([Bangalore and Joshi,

1999; Chen et al., 1999; Gardent et al., 2011b℄) as well as in generation ([Gardent and

Kow, 2005; Espinosa et al., 2008; Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a℄). This �ltering step

might be based on symboli information ontained in the grammar and the input se-
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mantis (e.g. polarity �ltering in GenI [Gardent and Kow, 2005℄), or data-driven (e.g.

hypertagging in OpenCCG [Espinosa et al., 2008℄ using an extended orpus of CCG

derivations, logial forms and sentenes derived from the CCGBank [Hokenmaier

and Steedman, 2007℄ or hierarhial supertagging in FERGUS [Bangalore and Ram-

bow, 2000a; Bangalore and Rambow, 2000b℄). Filtering the initial searh spae

redues the amount of work arried out by the generation algorithm. Nevertheless,

it is important to note that on top of it we need to integrate additional optimisation

strategies (e.g. paking). The polarity �ltering approah is autious in that only infe-

liitous trees are pruned, however, as shown in our evaluation in Setion 3.3.3, muh

work might still remain for the hart generator. Reinforing the same fat, with the

statistial �ltering there is a trade-o� between using a few best lexially seleted items

at the expense of (possibly) loosing overage and using a bigger set of lexial seleted

items augmenting the ost of generation. Moreover, these models require the reation

of an annotated orpus relating input semanti formulae and parse trees. The stan-

dard way to reate this orpus would be to parse with a SemTAG-based parser. How-

ever, it would be interesting to explore how the gensem tool ([Gardent et al., 2010;

Gardent and Kruszewski, 2012℄) ould be used for reating suh a orpus ([Hwa,

2000℄).

In the forest. In the past deade, purely symboli sentene generation algo-

rithms have evolved through the inorporation of data-driven tehniques into hybrid

symboli-statistial generation algorithms ([Carroll et al., 1999; Carroll and Oepen,

2005; White, 2004; Espinosa et al., 2008; Nakanishi et al., 2005℄). A ommonality

among these approahes is that all of them rely on a paked shared forest, in addition

to statistial models to prune during or at the end of the generation proess. RTGen

provides an algorithm for TAG whih builds a paked shared forest. Thus, for exam-

ple, in a similar way as we hoose the order of pre-modi�ers, we ould implement a

seletive unpaking mehanism based on a language model (e.g. [Langkilde, 2000℄).

RTGen paking riteria ould be relaxed in order to obtain more ompat forests.

For instane, by not onsidering some features as well as some right-hand side non-

terminals of RTG rules paking of ative edges ould be favoured. Going further,

we ould take the following riteria for paking passive edges: onsider as equivalent

edges with the same semanti overage though possibly di�erent root (or left-hand

side ategory), similarly to [Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a℄ γ-trees whih do not

speify exatly how they are inserted into another tree. For instane, in this way

edges for S: Tammy adore la tatou(Tammy loves the armadillo) and NP : La tatou

que Tammy adore(The armadillo that Tammy loves) would be paked into a [NP|S℄
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passive edge.

In onlusion, one interesting feature of hybrid approahes to NLG is that nat-

urally support a distintion between items (or ombinations thereof) whih an be

safely ignored beause they annot our in a valid phrase struture tree (e.g. using

polarity �ltering) and those whih should be preferred base on statistial information

(e.g. using n-grams). These approahes have being applied to NLG for example by

White (2004) and Rambow and Joshi (1994). For future work, it would be interesting

to explore whih approahes ould be used to further extend RTGen.
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Chapter 4

Natural language generation for

language learning
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Grammar exerises in textbooks are not built from arbitrary text material, the de-

sign of textbooks for language learning is informed by evidene from language learn-

ing and aquisition researh and teahing experiene ([Krashen, 1982; Pienemann,

1998; Biber and Conrad, 2010℄). In general, their syntax and voabulary are tailored

to the lesson topi and in aordane with a given language level. Usually, these
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exerises are edited by hand. Even though there exist authoring tools suh as Hot

Potatoes

29

([Winke and MaGregor, 2001℄) (f. Chapter 2.3) that provide a graph-

ial interfae where the teaher an reate di�erent types of exerises, ultimately,

the exerises are reated by hand. The language teaher manually enters the text

that serves as the stem for the exerise and further edits it, for instane by seleting

blanks in a Fill-in-the-blank exerise type. In addition, the teaher must provide

the solutions and the assoiated feedbak messages. Another example along these

lines is the system Lämpel developed within the ontext of the Allegro projet

30

. In

the �nal projet evaluation report, the authors of Lämpel indiate that around 100

exerises of di�erent types have been edited by language teahers sine the platform

was made available in 2011. In ontrast, the approah we propose for automating

exerise edition was shown to automatially provide around 5000 exerises from 50

input semanti formulae.

Our SemTAG-based natural language generation approah aims at automatially

produing syntatially and lexially ontrolled grammar exerises for language learn-

ing. A key feature of this approah is that beause the grammar onstitutes a rih

linguisti resoure desribing natural language, the sentenes produed by the gen-

eration proessed are automatially assoiated with detailed linguisti information.

This permits speifying �ne-grained linguisti onstraints for seleting adequate ex-

erie stems and supports further proessing for building grammar exerises. An-

other important aspet of the approah is the input underspei�ation mehanism

endorsed by our generator together with the paraphrasti power and overage of the

grammar. This alleviates ontent edition sine from the underspei�ed input, we an

obtain several syntatially and morpho-syntatially distint output sentenes.

In this hapter, we desribe our approah for automatially generating grammar

exerises. We start by desribing the task of grammar exerises generation and

introdue the framework we propose, namely GramEx (Setion 4.1). In Setion 4.2,

we desribe how we obtain appropriate exerise stems for building grammar exerises

using a onstraint language over the syntati and morpho-syntati properties of

the SemTAG grammar and retrieving those generated sentenes that satisfy the

onstraints modelling a given exerise. In Setion 4.3, we show how to generate

Fill-In-the-Blank (FIB) and Shu�e exerise types. In Setion 4.4, we move on to

the generation of transformation-based type of exerises and present an approah

for generating pairs of sentenes that are related by a syntati transformation. We

evaluate the framework on several dimensions using quantitative and qualitative

29

http://hotpot.uvi.a/

30

http://www.allegro-projet.eu/
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4.1. Introdution

metris as well as a small sale user-based evaluation. Finally, we wrap up with a

disussion of onlusions and perspetives (Setion 4.6). Throughout this hapter,

our referene grammar book is the Tex's Frenh Grammar online grammar book.

Pedagogial goals as well as most of the examples are taken from it.

4.1 Introdution

To generate grammar exerises we need some �soure� text material (i.e. sentenes

or phrases) from whih onrete exerises an be built. We all this text material

exerise stem. Grammar exerises pursue di�erent pedagogial goals; and these

exercise stem

pedagogial goals impose syntati onstraints on the stems used to build these

exerises. In pratie, exerise stems are onstrained by the:

stems for specific
pedagogical goals

Goal linguisti phenomena. Sentenes for exerising on a given pedagogial

goal should enompass the spei� linguisti phenomena pursued by that pedagogial

goal. For instane, given the pedagogial goal of learning relative lauses, a sentene

used to build a grammar exerise satisfying that goal might ontain a relative pro-

noun, e.g. dont in (32).

(32) Tex: Le livre dont je suis l'auteur est un roman historique.

Tex: The book of whih I'm the author is an historial novel.

Preferred linguisti phenomena. The ontent and the ordering of the ontent

in grammar books is arefully hosen by grammar books writers ([Krashen, 1982;

Pienemann, 1998; Biber and Conrad, 2010℄). Certain grammar strutures are pre-

ferred to be introdued in earlier stages than others. Therefore, additional onstraints

might be plaed on the general syntati on�guration of the seleted sentenes. Let

us onsider the ase of an introdutory lesson where the pedagogial goal is learning

adjetives. In this ase, sentenes ontaining �simpler� grammatial onstrutions,

suh as (33) might be preferred. In ontrast, more omplex sentenes (e.g. exam-

ple (32)) with passive onstrutions and relative lauses, among others, might be

avoided.

(33) Tammy a une robe ravissante.

Tammy has a ravishing dress.

Granularity of the pedagogial goal. A pedagogial goal of learning adjetives

ould be pursued in whih sentenes ontaining any adjetive type might be used as
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learning material. However, more �ne grained pedagogial goals ould be de�ned;

for instane, the pedagogial goal of learning irregular adjetives. In this ase, stem

sentenes for exerises on this pedagogial goal should inlude those adjetives that

are of type irregular.

The �rst milestone of our approah is the generation of exerise stems that satisfy

these pedagogial onstraints. The next step, is the onstrution of onrete exerise

items . That is, from generated stems we want to produe both the exerise question

exercise item:
question and
solution

(Q) and the expeted solution (S) �as well as alternative orret solutions in some

ases. In (34), we an see two examples of question and solution, one (34a) for a

Fill-in-the-blank and the other (34b) for a transformation type of exerise.

(34) a. Give the orret form of the adjetive indiated in parentheses.

Q: Tammy a une voix . (doux, 'soft') (Tammy has a soft voie.)

S: doue

b. Rewrite eah question using the form spei�ed in parentheses, est-e que or

n'est-e pas.

Q: Tex aime Bette? (est-e que) (Tex loves Bette?)

S: Est-e que Tex aime Bette?

In the following setions, we desribe the GramEx framework for the generation

GramEx

of grammar exerises. That is, we will see in Setion 4.2 how exerise stems are

produed by GramEx; and how these stems are further proessed to form the ques-

tion (Q) and solution (S) of Fill-in-the-blank, Shu�e, and Reformulation exerises

(Setions 4.3 and 4.4).

4.2 Generating exerise stems

To generate exerise stems, GramEx proeeds as follows. First, a generation bank is

onstruted using surfae realisation tehniques. This generation bank stores sen-

tenes that have been generated together with the detailed linguisti information

assoiated by the generation algorithm with eah of these sentenes. Next, stem sen-

tenes that permit exerising the given pedagogial goal are retrieved from the gener-

ation bank using a onstraint language. This language permits de�ning pedagogial

goals in terms of the linguisti properties assoiated to the generated sentenes (f.

Setion 2.2.5).

4.2.1 Construting a Generation bank
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4.2. Generating exerise stems

Sentene (Si):

Tammy a une voix doue

Semantis (σi):

L0:proper_q(J HR HS) L1:named(J tammy_n)

L1:indiv(J f sg) qeq(HR L1) A:un_d(C RH SH)

B:indiv(C f sg) qeq(RH B) B:doux_adj(S C) B:voix_n(C)

G:avoir_v(E J C) G:event(E pres indet ind)

Morpho-syntati and syntati properties (Li):

{lemma: "Tammy",

lemma-features: {anim:+,num:sg,det: +,wh:-,at:n,fun:subj,xp: +,gen:f},

synProperties: {propername}},

{lemma: "avoir",

lemma-features: {aux-re�:-,inv:-,pers:3,pron:-,num:sg,mode:ind,aspet:indet,

tense:pres,stemhange:-,�exion:irreg},

synProperties: {CanObj,CanSubj, Ative, n0Vn1}},

{lemma: "un",

lemma-features: {wh:-,num:sg,mass:-,at:d,gen:f,def:+},

synProperties: {determiner}},

{lemma: "voix",

lemma-features: {fun:obj,wh:-,at:n,num:sg,mass:-,gen:f,�exion:irreg},

synProperties: {noun}},

{lemma: "doux",

lemma-features: {num:sg,gen:f,�exion:irreg,at:adj},

synProperties: {Epith,EpithPost}}

Derivation Tree (τi):

Tn0V n1− 323-avoir:{Ative,CanSubj,CanObj}
(num:sg,tse:pst,mode:ind,pers:3)

Tpropername− 109-tammy:{Propername}
(fun:subj,gen:fem,num:sg,pers:3)

Tnoun− 223-voix:{Noun}
(fun:obj,gen:fem,num:sg)

TEpithPost− 1257-doux:{EpithPost}
(gen:fem,num:sg)

TdetQuantifier − 105-un:{Determiner}
(gen:fem,num:sg)

Figure 4.1: Linguisti information assoiated by GraDe with the sentene Tammy a un

voix doue (Tammy has a soft voie).

The generation bank is a olletion of sentenes assoiated with a representation

generation
bank

of their semanti ontent and a detailed desription of their syntati and morpho-

syntati properties. In other words, a generation bank is a set of (Si, Li, σi, τi)

tuples where Si is a sentene, Li is a set of linguisti properties true of that sentene,

σi is its semanti representation, and τi is its assoiated derivation tree.

Figure 4.1 shows the linguisti information assoiated with the sentene Si,

Tammy a une voix doue (Tammy has a soft voie), output by our generator. The

semanti representation of the sentene is given by σi, a MRS (Minimal Reursion
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Semantis, [Copestake et al., 2001℄) representation. Eah lexial item in the derived

sentene is assoiated with a set of morpho-syntati and syntati properties Li.

That is, a set of feature-value pairs ourring as values of the lemma-features �elds

and a set of syntati properties, i.e. items ourring in the synProperties �elds.

The last omponent is the SemTAG derivation tree τi whih provides strutural in-

formation. As an be seen at the bottom of Figure 4.1, tree nodes are labelled with

(i) the name of an elementary tree, (ii) the set of tree properties assoiated with

the elementary tree, (iii) the lexial item anhor of the tree, and (iv) a subset of

the linguisti properties from Li assoiated to the lexial anhor. Importantly, the

derivation tree provides information about relations between lexial items, we will

see more details about this in Setion 4.4.2.

To produe those tuples, we use the GraDe grammar traversal algorithm de-

sribed in [Gardent and Kruszewski, 2012℄. Given a grammar G and a set of user-

de�ned onstraints, this algorithm generates sentenes liensed by G. The user-

de�ned onstraints are either parameters designed to onstrain the searh spae and

guarantee termination (e.g., upper-bound on the number and type of reursive rules

used or upper-bound on the depth of the tree built by GraDe); or linguisti pa-

rameters whih permit onstraining the output (e.g., by speifying a ore semantis

the output must verbalise or by requiring the main verb to be of a ertain type).

core semantics

Note, that we mean by ore semantis a set of literals desribing prediate/argument

and modi�er/modi�ee relationships and not a full semanti spei�ation as the one

used in the grammar (f. Setion 2.2.4). Indeed, the job of GraDe is to omplete

this input ore semantis turning it into a well-formed full semanti representation.

Here, we use GraDe both to generate from manually spei�ed semanti input; and

from a grammar (in this ase an existing grammar is used and no manual input need

to be spei�ed). As explained in [Gardent and Kruszewski, 2012℄, when generating

from a semanti representation, the output sentenes are onstrained to verbalise

that semantis but the input semantis may be underspei�ed thereby allowing for

morpho-syntati, syntati and temporal variants to be produed from a single se-

mantis. For instane, given the input semantis L1:named(J bette_n) A:le_d(C RH

SH) B:bijou_n(C) G:aimer_v(E J C), GraDe will output among others the following

variants:

Bette aime le bijou (Bette likes the jewel), Bette aime les bijoux (Bette likes

the jewels), C'est Bette qui aime le bijou (It is Bette who likes the jewel), C'est

Bette qui aime les bijoux (It is Bette who likes the jewel)), Bette aimait le bijou

(Bette liked the jewel), Bette aimait les bijoux (Bette liked the jewels), ...

When generating from the grammar, the output is even less onstrained sine all
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derivations ompatible with the user-de�ned onstraints will be produed irrespetive

of semanti ontent. For instane, when setting GraDe with onstraints restriting

the grammar traversal to only derive basi lauses ontaining an intransitive verb,

the output sentenes inlude among others the following sentenes:

Elle hante (She sings), La tatou hante-t'elle? (Does the armadillo sing?), La

tatou hante (The armadillo sings), Chaun hante -t'il (Does everyone sing?

), Chaun hante (Everyone sings), Quand hante la tatou? (When does the

armadillo sing?) Quand hante quel tatou? (When does whih armadillo sing?),

Quand hante Tammy? (When does Tammy sing?), Chante-t'elle? (Does she

sing?) Chante -t'il? (Does he sing?), Chante! (Sing! ), Quel tatou hante ?

(Whih armadillo sings?), Tammy hante-t'elle? (Does Tammy sing?), Tammy

hante (Tammy sings ), une tatou qui hante hante (An armadillo whih sings

sings ), C'est une tatou qui hante (It is an armadillo whih sings ) , ...

4.2.2 Retrieving Appropriate Sentenes

To enable the retrieval of sentenes that are appropriate for a given pedagogial

goal, we de�ne a onstraint language on the linguisti properties assigned by GraDe

to sentenes. We then express pedagogial goals onstraints in that language; and

we use the resulting spei�ations as queries to retrieve from the generation bank

appropriate stem sentenes. For instane, to retrieve a sentene for building a FIB

exerise where the blank is a relative pronoun, we query the generation bank with

the onstraint RelativePronoun. This will return all sentenes in the generation

bank whose synProperties �eld ontains the RelativePronoun item i.e., all sentenes

ontaining a relative pronoun.

GramEx Query Language

We now de�ne the query language used to retrieve sentenes that are appropriate to

build an exerise for a given pedagogial goal. Let B be a generation bank and let

(Si, Li, σi, τi) be the tuples stored in B. Then, a GramEx query q permits retrieving

from B the set of sentenes Si ∈ (Si, Li, σi, τi) suh that Li satis�es q. In other

words, GramEx queries permit retrieving from the generation bank all sentenes

whose linguisti properties satisfy those queries.

The syntax of the GramEx query language is as follows:
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Grammatial Properties (traeItem)

Argument Cleft, CleftSUbj, CleftOBJ, ...,

Realisation InvertedSubj

Questioned, QuSubj, ...

Relativised, RelSubj ...

Pronominalised, ProSubj, ...

Voie Ative, Passive, Re�exive

Aux tse, modal, ausal

Adjetive Prediative,Pre/Post nominal

Adverb Sentential, Verbal

Morpho-Syntati Properties (feature=value)

Tense present,future,past

Number mass, ount, plural, singular

In�exion reg,irreg

Table 4.1: Some grammatial and morpho-syntati properties that an be used to speify

pedagogial goals.

LingDesription → LingTerm

LingTerm → LingFator | LingTerm ∨ LingFator

LingFator → LingUnary | LingFator ∧ LingUnary

LingUnary → LingPrimary | ¬ LingPrimary

LingPrimary → PrimitiveCond | ( LingDesription ) | [ LingDesription ℄

PrimitiveCond → traceItem | feature = value

In words: the GramEx query language permits de�ning queries that are arbitrary

boolean
constraints on
linguistic
properties

boolean onstraints on the linguisti properties assoiated by GraDe with eah gener-

ated sentene. In addition, omplex onstraints an be named and reused (maros);

and expressions an be required to hold of a single lexial item ([LingDesription℄

indiates that LingDesription should be satis�ed by the linguisti properties of a

single lexial item).

The signature of the language is the set of grammatial (traceItem) and morpho-

syntati properties (feature = value) assoiated by GraDe with eah generated

sentene where traceItem is any item ourring in the value of a trae �eld and

feature = value any feature/value pair ourring in the value of a lemma-features

�eld (f. Figure 4.1). Table 4.1 shows some of the onstraints that an be used to

express pedagogial goals in the GramEx query language.

Query Examples

The GramEx query language allows for very spei� onstraints to be expressed,

thereby providing a �ne-grained ontrol over the type of sentenes and therefore

over the types of exerises that an be produed. The following example queries

illustrate this.
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(35) a. EpithAnte

Tex pense que Tammy est une jolie tatou

Tex thinks that Tammy is a pretty armadillo

b. [Epith ∧ �exion: irreg]

Tex et Tammy ont une voix doue

Tex and Tammy have a soft voie

. POBJinf ∧ CLAUSE

POBJinf ≡ (DE-OBJinf ∨ A-OBJinf)

CLAUSE ≡ V�n ∧ ¬Mod ∧ ¬CCoord ∧ ¬Sub

Tammy refuse de hanter

Tammy refuses to sing

Query (35a) shows a query for retrieving sentenes ontaining prenominal adje-

tives whih uses the grammatial (traeItem) property EpithAnte assoiated with

preposed adjetives.

In ontrast, Query (35b) uses both grammatial and morpho-syntati properties

to retrieve sentenes ontaining a prenominal or postnominal adjetive

31

with irreg-

ular in�exion. The square brakets in the query fore the onjuntive onstraint to

be satis�ed by a single lexial unit. That is, the query will be satis�ed by sentenes

ontaining a lexial item that is both a pre or postnominal adjetive and has irregular

in�exion. This exludes sentenes inluding, for instane, a postnominal adjetive

and a verb with irregular in�exion (unless they also ontain an irregular adjetive).

Finally, Query (35) shows a more omplex ase where the pedagogial goal is de-

�ned in terms of prede�ned maros themselves de�ned as GramEx query expressions.

The pedagogial goal is de�ned as a query whih retrieves basi lauses (CLAUSE)

ontaining a prepositional in�nitival objet (POBJinf). A sentene ontaining a

prepositional in�nitival objet is in turn de�ned (seond line) as a prepositional ob-

jet introdued either by the de or the à preposition. And a basi lause (3rd line) is

de�ned as a sentene ontaining a �nite verb and exluding modi�ers, lausal or verb

phrase oordination (CCORD) and subordinated lauses. The expressions CCoord

and Sub are themselves de�ned rather than primitive expressions.

4.2.3 GramEx implementation details and resoures

The major three steps of our exerise generation approah are shown shematially

in Figure 4.2.

31

Note that in the grammar Epith ≡ (EpithAnte∨ EpithPost)
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Figure 4.2: GramEx arhiteture.

The �rst module orresponds to GraDe (desribed in Setion 4.2.1). It takes

as input a grammar and a lexion together with a set of traversal onstraints to

generate sentenes. GraDe is written in Python

32

and onverts the FB-RTG de-

rived from the SemTAG Grammar to a De�nite Clause Grammar whih supports a

onstraint-driven traversal of the grammar. The output of GraDe, i.e. a sentene

with its assoiated linguisti information as shown in Figure 4.1, is enoded in JSON

(JavaSript Objet Notation

33

) format and is stored in an open soure doument

database named MongoDB

34

.

TheGramEx's modules are written in Java. In the seond step, the seond module

in Figure 4.2, GramEx's boolean query expressions are translated into MongoDB

queries to retrieve from the sentene bank those sentenes that satisfy the onstraints

de�ned by the queries. The retrieved sentenes are then passed on to the third

module. In the last step, the third module implements the di�erent exerise types

by post-proessing the seleted exerise stems so as to produe exerise items. In the

next setion, we desribe the exerise types de�ned in GramEx.

The grammar used is SemFraG (an FB-TAG for Frenh, f. Setion 2.2.5). This

grammar and
lexicons

grammar ontains around 1300 elementary trees and overs auxiliaries, opula, rais-

ing and small lause onstrutions, relative lauses, in�nitives, gerunds, passives,

adjunts, wh-lefts, PRO onstrutions, imperatives and 15 distint subategorisa-

tion frames.

The syntati and morpho-syntati lexions used for generation were derived

from various existing lexions, onverted to �t the format expeted by GraDe and

tailored to over basi voabulary as de�ned by the lexion used in Tex's Frenh

Grammar. The syntati lexion ontains 690 lemmas and the morphologial lexion

5294 forms.

32

www.python.org/

33

www.json.org/

34

www.mongodb.org/
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4.3 Building Fill-in-the-blank and Shu�e exerises

In the previous setion, we saw the mehanism used for seleting an appropriate

sentene for a given pedagogial goal. GramEx uses suh seleted sentenes as stem

sentenes to build exerise items. In this setion, we desribe how GramEx produes

two types of exerises namely, Fill-in-the-blank and Shu�e exerises. Here, the

exerise question is automatially generated from the seleted sentene based on its

assoiated linguisti properties.

FIB questions. FIB questions are built by removing a word from the target sen-

tene and replaing it with either: a blank (FIBBlnk), a lemma (FIBLem) or a set

of features used to help the learner guess the solution (FIBHint). For instane, in

an exerise on pronouns, GramEx will use the gender, number and person features

assoiated with the pronoun by the generation proess and display them to speify

whih pronominal form the learner is expeted to provide. The syntati represen-

tation (f. Figure 4.1) assoiated by GraDe with the sentene is used to searh for

the appropriate key word to be removed. For instane, if the pedagogial goal is

blank out
constraints

Learn Subjet Pronouns and the sentene retrieved from the generation bank is that

given in (36a), GramEx will produe the FIBHint question in (36b) by searhing for

a lemma with ategory l (liti) and feature fun=subj and using its gender value

to provide the learner with a hint onstraining the set of possible solutions.

(36) a. Elle adore les petits tatous. (She loves the small armadillos)

b. adore les petits tatous. (gender=fem)

Shu�e questions. Similarly to FIB questions, shu�e exerise items are produed

by inspeting and using the target derivational information. More spei�ally, lem-

mas are retrieved from the list of lemma-feature pairs. Funtion words are (option-

ally) deleted. And the remaining lemmas are �shu�ed� (MShuf). For instane, given

the soure sentene (37a), the MShuf question (37b) an be produed.

(37) a. Tammy adore la petite tatou. (Tammy loves the small armadillo)

b. tatou / adorer / petit / Tammy

Note that in this ase, there are several possible solutions the learner an en-

ter. One is with respet to morpho-syntati information, i.e. depending on whih

tense and number is used by the learner. For suh ases, we an either use hints as

shown above to redue the set of possible solutions to one; or ompare the learner's

answer to the set of output produed by GraDe for the semantis the sentene was
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produed from (i.e. the ore semantis with underspei�ed morphologial informa-

tion). Furthermore, the possible andidate solutions might vary with respet to the

syntati onstrutions used by the learner. If the exerise formulation states to only

add determiners and morphology to give the answer, in priniple, there should be

no syntati variation expeted. In ontrast, if the exerise formulation does not

give guidelines on the expeted syntax, possible orret alternative answers for the

question (37b) (e.g. C'est Tammy qu'adore la petite tatou (It is Tammy that loves the

small armadillo)) ould be expeted. Here, we an also rely in the fat that grammar

generates di�erent syntati on�guration for the same input semantis. Finally,

the example in (37) illustrates another ambiguity issue that ours when there is no

enough information for the learner to know from the question whether it is Tammy

who loves the armadillo or the other way around. The same thing ours with the

adjetive, the learner does not know from the question sentene in whih NP the

adjetive goes (although in this example the NP La petite Tammy would be less nat-

ural). To address these issues there are di�erent alternative solutions. One option

is to show semanti features indiating roles, however, this might fore the learner

to get used to this kind of semanti information. Another possibility is to ollet

from the sentene bank all those sentenes whose transformation into Shu�e leads

to the same question (e.g. ollet all the sentenes that after been turned into Shu�e

questions lead to the same set of lemmas). For the modi�ation ambiguity, GramEx

ould use brakets to indiate lemmas that go together into a NP , e.g. ( tatou /

petit ) / adorer / Tammy.

4.3.1 Evaluation: orretness, variability and produtivity

At this point, we arried out an experiment designed to assess the exerises pro-

dued by GramEx. On one hand, we want to evaluate the orretness of the exer-

ises produed (e.g. grammatiality of the generated sentenes or auray of the

stem seletion mehanism). On the other hand, we want to assess the impat of

this framework in the automation of grammar exerises prodution. To this end, we

summarise data from the experiment in di�erent ways, as will be explained below, to

provide measures of both variability and produtivity. In what follows, we desribe

the parameters of this experiment namely, the input and the user-de�ned parameters

onstraining sentene generation; and the pedagogial goals being tested. The gram-

mar and the lexion resoures are those mentioned in Setion 4.2.3. After desribing

the experimental settings we disuss the results we obtain.
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Pedagogial Goals

We evaluate the approah on 16 pedagogial goals

35

taken from the Tex's Frenh

Grammar book. For eah of these goals, we de�ne the orresponding linguisti

haraterization in the form of a GramEx query. We then evaluate the exerises

produed by the system for eah of these queries. The pedagogial goals tested are

the following (we indiate in brakets the types of learning ativity produed for eah

teahing goal by the system):

• Adjetives: Adjetive Order (MShuf), Adjetive Agreement (FIBLem), Prenom-

inal adjetives (FIBLem), Present and Past Partiipial used as adjetives (FI-

BLem), Regular and Irregular In�exion (FIBLem), Prediative adjetives (MShuf)

• Prepositions: Prepositional In�nitival Objet (FIBBlnk), Modi�er and Com-

plement Prepositional Phrases (FIBBlnk)

• Noun: Gender (FIBLem), Plural form (FIBLem), Subjet Pronoun (FIBHint).

• Verbs: Pronominals (FIBLem), -ir Verbs in the present tense (FIBLem), Simple

past (FIBLem), Simple future (FIBLem), Subjuntive Mode (FIBLem).

GraDe's Input and User-De�ned Parameters

GraDe's on�guration. As mentioned in Setion 4.2.1, we run GraDe using

two main on�gurations. In the �rst on�guration, GraDe searh is onstrained by

an input ore semantis whih guides the grammar traversal and fores the output

sentenes to verbalise this ore semantis. In this on�guration, GraDe will only pro-

due the temporal variations supported by the lexion (the generated sentenes may

be in any simple tense i.e., present, future, simple past and imperfet) and the syn-

tati variations supported by the grammar for the same MRSs (e.g., ative/passive

voie alternation and left arguments).

Greater produtivity (i.e., a larger output/input ratio) an be ahieved by pro-

viding GraDe with less onstrained input. Thus, in the seond on�guration, we run

GraDe not on ore semantis but on the full grammar. To onstrain the searh, we

speify a root onstraint whih requires that the main verb of all output sentenes is

an intransitive verb. We also set the onstraints on reursive rules so as to exlude

the inlusion of modi�ers. In sum, we ask GraDe to produe all lauses (i) liensed

by the grammar and the lexion; (ii) whose verb is intransitive; and (iii) whih do

not inlude modi�ers. Sine the number of sentenes that an be produed under

35

The list of de�ned pedagogial goals together with an extrat of the automatially generated

exerises is in given in Appendix A.1.
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this on�guration is very large, we restrit the experiment by using a lexion on-

taining a single intransitive verb (hanter/To sing), a single ommon noun and a

single proper name. In this way, syntatially struturally equivalent but lexially

distint variants are exluded.

Input Semantis. We use two di�erent sets of input semantis for the seman-

tially guided on�guration: one designed to test the pedagogial overage of the

system (Given a set of pedagogial goals, an GramEx generate exerises that ap-

propriately target those goals?); and the other to illustrate linguisti overage (How

muh syntati variety an the system provide for a given pedagogial goal?).

Give the plural form of the noun indicated in parentheses. Pay attention to both the article and the noun.

1. Bette aime ______ . (le bijou)
2. Fiona aime ______ . (le cheval)
3. Joe-Bob aime ______ américaines. (la bière)
4. Tex n’aime pas ______ . (le choix)
5. Joe-Bob n’aime pas ______ difficiles. (le cours)
6. Tammy n’aime pas ______ . (l’hôpital)
7. Eduard aime ______. (le tableau)
8. Bette aime ______ de Tex. (l’oeil)
9. Tex aime ______ français. (le poète)
10. Corey aime ______ fraîches. (la boisson)
11. Tammy aime ______ américains. (le campus)
12. Corey n’aime pas ______ . (l’examen)

Figure 4.3: Grammar exerises from the Tex's Frenh GrammarTextbook

The �rst set (D1) of semanti representations ontains 9 items representing the

meaning of example sentenes taken from the Tex's Frenh Grammar textbook.

For instane, for the �rst item in Figure 4.3, we use the semanti representation

L1:named(J bette_n) A:le_d(C RH SH) B:bijou_n(C) G:aimer_v(E J C). With

this �rst set of input semantis, we test whether GramEx orretly produes the ex-

erises proposed in the Tex's Frenh Grammar book. Eah of the 9 input semantis

orresponds to a distint pedagogial goal.

The seond set (D2) of semanti representations ontains 22 semantis, eah of

them illustrating distint syntati on�gurations namely, intransitive, transitive and

ditransitive verbs; raising and ontrol; prepositional omplements and modi�ers; sen-

tential and prepositional subjet and objet omplements; pronominal verbs; pred-

iative, attributive and partiipial adjetives. With this set of semantis, we intro-

due linguistially distint material thereby inreasing the variability of the exerises

i.e., making it possible to have several distint syntati on�gurations for the same

pedagogial goal.
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Evaluation, Results and Disussion

Using the experimental setup desribed in previous setions, we evaluate GramEx on

the following points:

• Corretness: Are the exerises produed by the generator grammatial, mean-

ingful and appropriate for the pedagogial goal they are assoiated with?

• Variability: Are the exerises produed linguistially varied and extensive?

That is, do the exerises for a given pedagogial goal instantiate a large number

of distint syntati patterns?

• Produtivity: How muh does GramEx support the prodution, from a re-

strited number of semanti input, of a large number of exerises?

Corretness. To assess orretness, we randomly seleted 10 (pedagogial goal,

exerise) pairs for eah pedagogial goal in Setion 4.3.1 and asked two evaluators to

say for eah pair whether the exerise text and solutions were grammatial, mean-

ingful (i.e., semantially orret) and whether the exerise was adequate for the

pedagogial goal. The results are shown in Table 4.2 and show that the system al-

though not perfet is reliable. Most soures of grammatial errors are ases where a

missing word in the lexion fails to be in�eted by the generator. Cases where the

exerise is not judged meaningful are generally ases where a given syntati on-

strution seems odd for a given semantis ontent. For instane, the sentene C'est

Bette qui aime les bijoux (It is Bette who likes jewels) is �ne but C'est Bette qui aime des

bijoux although not ungrammatial sounds odd. Finally, ases judged inappropriate

are generally due to an inorret feature being assigned to a lemma. For instane,

avoir (To have) is marked as an -ir verb in the lexion whih is inorret.

Grammatial Meaningful Appropriate

91% 96% 92%

Table 4.2: Exerise Corretness tested on 10 randomly seleted (pedagogial goal, exerise

pairs)

We also asked a language teaher to examine 70 exerises (randomly seleted in

equal number aross the di�erent pedagogial goals) and give her judgment on the

following three questions:

• A. Do you think that the soure sentene seleted for the exerise is appropriate

to pratie the topi of the exerise? Sore from 0 to 3 aording to the degree

(0 inappropriate - 3 perfetly appropriate)
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• B. The grammar topi at hand together with the omplexity of the soure sen-

tene make the item appropriate for whih language level? A1,A2,B1,B2,C1

36

• C. Utility of the exerise item: ambiguous (not enough ontext information to

solve it) / orret

For Question 1, the teaher graded 35 exerises as 3, 20 as 2 and 14 as 1 pointing to

similar problems as was independently noted by the annotators above. For question

B, she marked 29 exerises as A1/A2, 24 as A2, 14 as A2/B1 and 3 as A1 suggesting

that the exerises produed are non trivial. Finally, she found that 5 out of the 70

exerises laked ontext and were ambiguously phrased.

Nb. SP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 14 21

(S,G) 3 33 16 7 2 4 6 1 4 1 2 6

Table 4.3: Variability: Distribution of the number of distint sentential patterns that an

be produed for a given pedagogial goal from a given input semantis.

Variability. For any given pedagogial goal, there usually are many syntati

patterns supporting learning. For instane, learning the gender of ommon nouns

an be pratied in almost any syntati on�guration ontaining a ommon noun.

We assess the variability of the exerises produed for a given pedagogial goal by

omputing the number of distint morpho-syntati on�gurations produed from a

given input semantis for a given pedagogial goal. We ount as distint all exerise

questions that are derived from the same semantis but di�er either in syntax (e.g.,

passive/ative distintion) or in morphosyntax (determiner, number, et.). Both

types of di�erenes need to be learned and therefore produing exerises whih, for a

given pedagogial goal, expose the learner to di�erent syntati and morpho-syntati

patterns (all involving the onstrut to be learned) is e�etive in supporting learning.

However, we did not take into aount tense di�erenes as the impat of tense on

the number of exerises produed is shown by the experiment where we generate by

traversing the grammar rather than from a semantis (as explained below). Table 4.3

shows for eah (input semantis, teahing goal) pair the number of distint patterns

observed. The number ranges from 1 to 21 distint patterns with very few pairs (3)

produing a single pattern, many (33) produing two patterns and a fair number

produing either 14 or 21 patterns.

36 A1, A2, B1, B2 and C1 are referene levels established by the Common Eu-

ropean Framework of Referene for Languages: Learning, Teahing, Assessment (f.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_European_Framework_of_Referene_for_Languages)

for grading an individual's language pro�ieny.
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Pedagogial Goal FIBLem FIBBlnk MShuf FIBHint

Preposition � 28 � �

Prepositions with in�nitives � 8 � �

Subjet pronouns�il � � � 3

Noun number 11 � � �

Noun gender � 49 � �

Adjetive order � � 30 �

Adjetive morphology 30 � � �

Adjetives that preede the noun 24 � � �

Attributive Adjetives � � 28 �

Irregular adjetives 4 � � �

Partiiples as adjetives 4 � � �

Simple past 78 � � �

Simple future 90 � � �

-ir verbs in present 18 � � �

Subjuntive mode 12 � � �

Pronominal verbs 12 � � �

Total 236 78 30 3

Table 4.4: Number and Types of Exerises Produed from the 28 input semantis

Nb. Ex. 1 2 4 5 6 12 17 18 20 21 23 26 31 37 138

Nb. Sem 1 4 6 1 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 4.5: Exerise Produtivity: Number of exerises produed per input semantis.

Nb. PG 1 2 3 4 5 6

Nb. sent 213 25 8 14 10 6

Table 4.6: Pedagogial Produtivity: Number of Teahing Goals the soure sentene pro-

dued from a given semantis an be used for.

Produtivity. When used to generate from ore semanti representations (f.

Setion 4.3.1), GramEx only partially automates the prodution of grammar ex-

erises. Semanti representations must be manually input to the system for the

exerises to be generated. Therefore, the issue arises of how muh GramEx helps au-

tomating exerise reation. Table 4.4 shows the breakdown of the exerises produed

per teahing goal and ativity type. In total, GramEx produed 429 exerises out of

28 ore semantis yielding an output/input ratio of 15 (429/28). Further, Table 4.5

and 4.6 show the distribution of the ratio between (i) the number of exerises pro-

dued and the number of input semantis and (ii) the number of teahing goals the

soure sentenes produed from input semantis i an be used for. Table 4.6 (ped-

agogial produtivity) shows that, in this �rst experiment, a given input semantis
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an provide material for exerises targeting up to 6 di�erent pedagogial goals while

Table 4.5 (exerise produtivity) shows that most of the input semantis produe

between 2 and 12 exerises

37

.

When generating by grammar traversal, under the onstraints desribed in Se-

tion 4.3.1, from one input 90 exerises are generated targeting 4 di�erent pedagogial

goals (i.e. 4 distint linguisti phenomena).

4.4 Transformation-based grammar exerises

In the previous setion, we saw how SemTAG based generation permits produing

grammar exerise items (question and solution) of type FIB and Shu�e. Here, we

fous on the generation of transformation-based grammar exerises. In this type

of exerises the question and the solution are two sentenes that are related by a

syntati transformation. For instane, in (38) the question (Q) is an ative sentene

and the solution (S) its passive form ounterpart.

(38) Q: C'est Tex qui a fait la tarte. (It is Tex who has baked the pie.)

S: C'est par Tex que la tarte a été faite. (It is Tex by whom the pie has been baked.)

Our approah to generate these pairs of related sentenes relies on the linguisti

information assoiated to the sentenes by the generator, in partiular, the derivation

trees. We use the generation bank B onsisting of tuples (Si, Li, σi, τi) and the

onstraint language introdued in Setion 4.2.1 for seleting stem sentenes Si. But

this time, for the analysis of transformations we make use of the fourth omponent τi,

i.e. the derivation tree assoiated with the sentene Si. Indeed, tree �lters are used to

retrieve from the generation bank those sentenes that pair stem sentenes. Retrieved

pairs provide the question and the solution of a given transformation exerise. These

tree �lters are de�ned on pairs of derivation trees and make use of the rih linguisti

information assoiated by our generator with those derivation trees.

As illustrated by the exerise item in (39) extrated from the Tex's Frenh Gram-

mar book, there are two major things we need to take are about when generating

pairs of transformationally related sentenes. That is, (i) the informational ontent

of the sentenes and (ii) the fat that the syntax of the solution sentene should be

as lose as possible to that of the question sentene.

37

If the input semantis ontains a noun prediate whose gender is underspei�ed, the exerise

produtivity ould be doubled. This is the ase for 4 of the input semantis in the dataset D2; i.e.

an input semantis ontaining the prediates tatou_n(C) petit_a(C) will produe variations suh

as: la petite tatou (the small armadillo (f)) and le petit tatou (the small armadillo (m)).
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4.4. Transformation-based grammar exerises

(39) Tammy : Tex aime Bette? (est-e que) (Tex loves Bette?)

orret answer: Est-e que Tex aime Bette? (Does Tex love Bette?)

your answer: Est-e que Tex aime Bette? (Does Tex love Bette?)

If we had entered as solution the sentene Est-e que Bette est aimée par Tex? (Is

Bette loved by Tex?) the exerise would have being onsidered as inorret. The

learner is expeted to enter the transformed sentene following losely the syntati

on�guration of the question sentene. Regarding the informational ontent of the

solution sentene, if the learner would have entered the answer Est-e que Bette aime

Tex? (Does Bette loves Tex?) it would have also been taken as inorret. While the

answer uses the question form est-e que the meaning is not the same as that of the

question sentene.

In what follows, we will see how the approah we propose based on SemTAG

derivation trees addresses the generation of the type transformation-based grammar

exerises disussed so far. We start by linking this approah to related work on

generating or deriving syntati reformulations of a given sentene. Then, we review

the linguisti information present in the derivation trees and give some intuitions of

how this information is used by the tree �lters. We go on to motivate the use of

derivation trees as a struture on whih to base the identi�ation of transformation-

ally related sentenes. Finally, we present the derivation tree �lters used to identify

pairs of transformationally related sentenes.

4.4.1 Related work on sentene reformulation

In linguistis, transformations ([Harris, 1957; Chomsky, 1957℄) model reurrent lin-

guisti relations between sentene pairs. For instane, a transformation an be used

to de�ne the relation between the ative and the passive voie version of the same sen-

tene. Formally, transformations were stated as tree-transduers on phrase struture

trees and they de�ned either struture hanging or struture building (generalised

transformation) operations.

In omputational linguistis, transformations and more generally, struture hang-

ing and struture building rules have been used in suh tasks as text simpli�ation

([Siddharthan, 2010℄), text summarising ([Cohn and Lapata, 2009℄) and question

generation ([Piwek and Boyer, 2012℄). In these approahes however, the transfor-

mation relation is not neessarily de�ned on phrase struture trees. For instane,

for the question generation task, Yao et al. (2012) have argued that Assertion/WH-

Question transformations are best de�ned on semanti representations. Conversely,

for text simpli�ation, Siddharthan (2010) has onviningly shown that dependeny
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trees are better suited as a representation on whih to de�ne text simpli�ation rules

than both phrase struture trees and semanti representations.

Siddharthan (2011) presents a user evaluation omparing di�erent re-generation

approahes for sentene simpli�ation. He notes in partiular that annotators pre-

ferred those transformations that are loser in syntax to the original sentene. To

ahieve this, rules for word ordering are either added to the transform rules or oded

as onstraints within the input to a generator. In ontrast, in our approah, syntati

similarity an be dedued by tree omparison using the rih linguisti information

assoiated by the generator with the FB-LTAG derivation trees.

Chandrasekar and Srinivas (1997) desribe an algorithm by whih generalised

rules for simpli�ation are automatially indued from annotated training material.

Similar to our work, their approah makes use of TAG derivation trees as a base

representation. Using a orpus of omplex sentenes parsed and aligned with the or-

responding simpli�ed sentenes, the tree omparison algorithm they propose permit

induing simpli�ation rules between dependeny trees derived from TAG derivation

trees. Although similar to our approah, Chandrasekar and Srinivas's (1997) pro-

posal di�ers from ours in several ways. First, while we fous on transformations,

they work on simpli�ations relating e.g., a sentene ontaining a relative lause to

two base lauses. Seond, the trees on whih they de�ne their transformations are

reonstruted in a rather ad ho manner from the TAG derivation trees and from

information extrated from the TAG derived trees. In ontrast, we make use of the

derivation trees produed by the GraDe algorithm. Third, while their work is limited

to sentenes ontaining relative lauses, we onsider a wider range of transformations.

Fourth, their approah targets the automati aquisition of simpli�ation rules while

we manually de�ne those.

4.4.2 SemTAG derivation trees

In Setion 2.2, we introdued the SemTAG grammar and, in partiular, its derivation

trees (f. Setion 2.2.3). We also desribed the linguisti information present in the

SemTAG derivation trees produed by our generator (f. Setion 4.2.1). Here, we give

some intuitions about how this linguisti information will be used in the generation

of pairs of syntatially related sentenes.

Figure 4.4 shows a small FB-LTAG grammar and the derivation tree assoiated

with the sentene C'est Tammy qui fait la tarte (It is Tammy who bakes a pie). This

example derivation tree illustrates the additional information

38

ontained in deriva-

38

In Figure 4.4, edge labels are omitted for simpliity.
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4.4. Transformation-based grammar exerises

tion trees produed by GraDe. Nodes are labelled not only with the name of an

elementary tree but also with the lemma anhoring that tree, the feature struture

assoiated with the anhor of that tree and the tree properties of that tree.

(α1)

N

j

Tammy

l0:proper_q(j hr hs)

qeq(hr l1)

l1:named(j tammy)

l1:indiv(j f sg)

(α2)

Se

VP N↓f S

e
d

Cl V N VP

d
c

V

c
b N↓g

V V

b
a

e être qui faire

lv:faire(a,f,g)

(β1)

Nx

D N*x

la

l2:le_q(x dr ds)

qeq(hr, l3)

(α3)

N

t

tarte

l3:tarte(t)

α2-faire:{Ative,CleftSubj,CanObj}
(num:sg,tse:pst,mode:ind,pers:3)

α1-tammy:{ProperNoun}
(fun:subj,gen:fem,num:sg,pers:3)

α3-tarte:{Noun}
(fun:obj,gen:fem,num:sg)

β1-la:{DefDet}
(gen:fem,num:sg)

Derivation Tree

S

VP PP

Cl V Prep N↓

e être par

Tree Property CleftAgent

Figure 4.4: Grammar, Derivation Tree and Example Tree Property (Bottom right) for

the sentene C'est Tammy qui fait la tarte (It is Tammy who bakes the pie)

We use feature struture information in three main ways. To identify the gram-
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matial funtion of an argument, to verify that two transformationally related sen-

tenes are syntatially and morpho-syntatially idential up to the transformed

part and to verify morpho-syntati onstraints on the transformed parts.

In Figure 4.4, the fun feature indiates the funtion of the two arguments of the

verb: Tammy is the subjet and tarte (pie) the objet of faire (to bake). The tense-

aspet morphologial features (tse and aspet) for the verb faire permit verifying

temporal relations between a sentene and its transform. Similarly, the verb feature

mode for verifying the mode of two sentenes. The gender, number and person (gen,

num, pers) features in, for example, a noun argument of a verb (tarte in Figure 4.4)

allow verifying that the noun argument is the same or replaed by an adequate

syntati element, e.g. a pronoun, Tammy → elle (she �nominative ase).

Reall from Setion 2.2.5, tree properties are abstrations over tree desriptions.

They name the tree desriptions that were used to build the FB-LTAG elementary

trees. Thus, for instane, the tree property CleftAgent names the tree desription

appearing at the bottom right of Figure 4.4; and the elementary tree α2 in Figure 4.4

is assoiated with the tree properties Ative, CleftSubj,CanObj indiating that this tree

was built by ombining the tree desriptions named Ative, CleftSubj and CanObj .

4.4.3 Why Derivation Trees?

While providing detailed information about the syntax and the informational ontent

of a sentene, FB-LTAG derivation trees provide both a more abstrat desription

of this information than derived trees and a riher representation than semanti

formulae.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the di�erene between derived and derivation trees by show-

ing those trees for the sentenes C'est Tex qui a fait la tarte (It is Tex who baked the

pie) and C'est par Tex que la tarte a été faite (It is by Tex that the pie was baked).

While the derived trees of these two sentenes di�er in their overall struture (di�er-

ent struture, di�erent number of nodes), their derivation trees are idential up

to the tree properties of the verb. Moreover, the tree properties of the ative

({Ative,CleftSubj,CanObj}) and of the passive ({passive,leftAgent,anSubj}) verb ap-

ture the hanges in argument and verb realisation typial of a passive transformation.

In other words, derivation trees provide a level of desription that is simpler (less

nodes) and that better supports the identi�ation of tranformationally related sen-

tenes (more similar on�gurations and expliit desription of hanges in argument

and verb realisation).

Derivation trees are also better suited than semanti formulae to apture transfor-
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S

VP N S

Cl V N VP

V N

V V D N

' est Tex qui a fait la tarte

S

VP PP S

Cl V Prep N C VP

N V

D N V V

V V

' est par Tex que la tarte a été faite

α2-faire:{Ative,CleftSubj,CanObj}

α1-tex:{ ... } α5-avoir:{TenseAux} α3-tarte:{ ... }

β1-la:{defDet}

α2-faire:{Passive,CleftAgent,CanSubj}

α1-tex:{ ... } α5-avoir:{TenseAux} α3-tarte:{ ... }

β1-la:{defDet}

Figure 4.5: Derived (top) and Derivation (bottom) Trees for the ative voied sentene

C'est Tex qui a fait la tarte (It is Tex who baked the pie) and its passive variant

mations as, in some ases

39

, the semanti representations of two transformationally

39

Whether two syntatially distint sentenes share the same semantis depends on the grammar.

In the grammar we use, the semanti representations aim to apture the truth onditions of a

sentene not their pragmati or informational ontent. As a result, Passive/Ative variations do

share the same semantis.
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related sentenes may be idential. For instane, in our grammar, Ative/Passive,

anonial/inverted subjet and left/non left argument variations are assigned the

same semantis. As illustrated in Figure 4.5, for those ases, the tree properties

labelling the derivation trees provide a diret handle for identifying sentenes related

by these transformations.

4.4.4 Tree �lters for transformation related sentenes

•

• α
{Ps}
v

• • •

•

• α
{Pt}
v

• • •
a)

•

• α
{Ps}
v

• αNP •

......

•

• α
{Pt}
v

• αpron •

b)

•

• αv

• • •

•

• αv

• • • βqm

)

αv

• αv

• • •

αv

• αv

• • • •
d)

•

• αv

• αn •

•

•

βDet

•

• αv

• αn •

•

βwhDet

e)

Figure 4.6: Tree �lter types (tree shemas on the left depit soure sentene derivation

trees and those to their right their transform).

To identify transformationally related sentenes, we de�ne tree �lters on deriva-
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tion trees. These �lters make use of all the information present in the FB-LTAG

derivation trees produed by GraDe namely, the tree names, the lemmas, the feature

strutures and the tree properties labelling the nodes of these trees.

Figure 4.6 shows the general �ltering patterns we used to handle four types of

transformations used in language learning: Ative/Passive, NP/pronoun (pronomi-

nalisation), NP/Wh-NP (WH-questions) and Assertion/Yes-No questions.

Filters (a) and (d) are used for the Ative/Passive and for the anonial/inverted

subjet variations. Filter (a) relates two trees whih are idential up to one node

di�ering in its tree properties. It applies for instane to the derivation trees shown

in Figure 4.5. Filter (d) is used for ases suh as John wants Mary to like him /

John wants to be liked by Mary where the two derivation trees di�er both in the tree

properties assigned to want (CanSubj, CanObj, SentObj ↔ CanObj, SentObj ) and in

the tree properties assigned to like (InfSubj, CanObj ↔ InfSubj, CanAgent); and where

an additional node is present due to the presene of the pronoun him in the ative

sentene and its absene in the passive variant.

Filter (b) is used for the NP/Pronoun transformation and relates two trees whih

in addition to having one node with di�erent tree properties also di�er in that an

NP node and its subtree maps to a pronoun node.

Filter () relates two trees whih are idential up to the addition of an auxiliary

tree of type βqm. As we shall see below, this is used to aount for the relation

between an assertion and a question inluding a question phrase (i.e., n'est e pas /

Isn't it , est e que, inverted t'il or question mark).

Finally, Filter (e) is used for the assertion/wh-question transformation and mathes

pairs of trees suh that an NP ontaining n modi�ers in one tree beomes a WH-NP

with any number of these n modi�ers in the other tree.

We now disuss in more detail the derivation tree �lters spei�ed for eah type

of transformations.

4.4.5 Meaning Preserving Transformations

In SemTAG semanti representations aim to apture the truth onditions of a sen-

tene not their pragmati or informational ontent. As a result, some sentenes with

di�erent syntax share the same semantis. For instane, all sentenes in (40b) share

the semantis in (40a).

(40) a. L0:proper_q(C HR HS) L1:named(C tammy) L1:indiv(C f sg) qeq(HR L1) L3:love(EL

TX C) L3:event(EL pst indet ind) L4:proper_q(TX HRX HSX) L5:named(TX tex)

L5:indiv(TX m sg) qeq(HRX L5)
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b. Tex loves Tammy, It is Tex who loves Tammy, It is Tammy whom Tex loves,

Tammy is loved by Tex, It is Tammy who is loved by Tex, It is by Tex that Tammy

is loved, et.

The syntati and pragmati di�erenes between these semantially idential sen-

tenes is aptured by their derivation trees and in partiular, by the tree properties

labelling the nodes of these derivation trees. More generally, Ative/Passive sen-

tene pairs, anonial/left (e.g., Tex loves Tammy / It is Tex who loves Tammy and

Canonial/Inverted Subjet variations (e.g. C'est Tex que Tammy adore / C'est Tex

qu'adore Tammy) may lead to derivation trees of idential struture but distint tree

properties. In suh ases, the transformationally related sentene pairs an therefore

be aptured using the �rst type of derivation �lter i.e., �lters whih relate derivation

trees with idential struture but distint tree properties. Here, we fous on the

Ative/Passive variation.

The di�erenes between an ative voie sentene and its passive ounterpart

inlude lexial, morphologial and syntati di�erenes. Thus for instane, (41a)

di�ers from (41b) in that the verb agrees with the proper name Tammy rather than

the pronoun il ; the liti is in the oblique ase (lui) rather than the nominative

(il); the subjet NP Il has beome a PP headed by the preposition par ; the passive

auxiliary être and the preposition par have been added to support the passive voie

onstrution.

(41) a. Il regarde Tammy (He wathes Tammy)

b. Tammy est regardée par lui (Tammy is wathed by him)

In [Siddharthan, 2010℄, these variations are handled by omplex node deletion,

lexial substitution, insertion, and node ordering rules. By ontrast, to identify

Ative / Passive variations, we searh for pairs of derivation trees that are related by

an Ative/Passive derivation tree �lter namely, a �lter that relates two trees whih

are idential up to a set of tree properties labelling a single node pair. We speify

as many Ative/Passive tree property patterns as there are possible variations in

argument realisations. For instane, for a transitive verb, some of the de�ned tree

property patterns are as follows:

Ative/Passive Tree Property Patterns
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{Ative, CanSubj, CanObj} ↔ {Passive, CanSubj, CanAgent}

{Ative, ClitiSubj, CanObj} ↔ {Passive, CanSubj, CanAgent}

{Ative, WhSubj, CanObj} ↔ {Passive, InvertedSubj, WhAgent}

{Ative, RelSubj, CanObj} ↔ {Passive, CanSubj, RelAgent}

{Ative, CleftSubj, CanObj} ↔ {Passive, CanSubj, CleftAgent}

In sum, in our approah, the possible di�erenes in morphologial agreement

between ative and passive sentenes are aounted for by the grammar; di�erenes

in argument realisation (Objet/Subjet, Subjet/Agent) are handled by the tree

�lters; and lexial di�erenes due to additional funtion words fall out of the FB-

LTAG oanhoring mehanism.

As should be lear from the derivation tree below, our approah supports trans-

formations at any level of embedding. For instane, it permits identifying the pair

Tammy sait que Tex a fait la tarte / Tammy sait que la tarte a été faite par Tex (Tammy

knows that Tex has baked the pie / Tammy knows that the pie has been baked by Tex).

α0-savoir:{ ... }

α2-faire

{Passive,CanAgent,CanSubj}
α4-tammy:{ ... }

α1-tex:{ ... } α5-avoir:{ ... } α3-tarte:{ ... }

β1-la:{ ... }

It also supports a �ne grained ontrol of the Ative/passive variants allowing

both for ases with multiple variants (42a) and for transitive on�gurations with no

passive ounterpart (42b,d).

(42) a. C'est la tatou qu'il adore

C'est par lui que la tatou est adorée

C'est lui par qui la tatou est adorée

(It is the armadillo that he loves / It is the armadillo that is loved by him)

b. Tex veut faire une tarte

** Une tarte veut être faite par Tex

(Tex wants to bake a pie / ** A pie wants to be baked by Tex)

. Tex semble faire une tarte

Une tarte semble être faite par Tex

(Tex seems to bake a pie / A pie seems to be baked by Tex)
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d. Tex mesure 1.80m

** 1.80m est mesuré par Tex

(Tex measures 1.80m ** 1.80m is measured by Tex)

(42a) is aounted for by speifying a tree �lter inluding the tree property map-

ping CleftSubjet ↔ CleftAgent where CleftAgent subsumes the two types of lefts

illustrated in (42a).

The lak of passive in (42b) and (42d) is aounted for by the grammar: sine

(42b) does not liene a passive, the starred sentene will not be generated. Similarly,

beause the verb mesurer / to be X tall is not passivable, the starred sentene in (42d)

will not be produed.

4.4.6 Meaning Altering Transformations

When the ontent of two sentenes di�ers, in partiular, when a ontent word is

deleted or added, the derivation trees of these sentenes may have a di�erent stru-

ture. In those ases, we use �lters that relate derivation trees with distint tree

strutures namely, �lters (b), (), (d) and (e) in Figure 4.6.

NP/Pronoun To handle the NP/Pronoun, we use the �lter skethed in Fig-

ure (4.6b) whih relates derivation trees that are idential up to an NP subtree

replaed by a node labelled with a pronoun. In this way, the di�erene between

the derivation tree of le tatou (two nodes) and il (one node) does not prevent the

identi�ation of sentene pairs suh as (43a).

(43) a. Le tatou hante

Il hante (Personal pronoun)

The tatoo sings/He sings

b. Quel tatou hante ?

Qui hante ? (WH-Personal Pronoun)

Whih armadillo sings?/Who sings?

NP/Wh-NP For wh-questions, the main di�ulty is to aount for variations

suh as (44) below where a omplex NP with several modi�ers an map to a Wh-

NP with di�erent numbers of modi�ers. To apture these various ases, we use

two tree �lters. The �rst �lter is similar to �lter (b) in Figure 4.6 and mathes

NP/WH-Pronoun sentenes (e.g., 44a-b where the NP Le grand tatou ave un hapeau

qui dort sous le palmier maps to a WH-Pronoun qui). The seond tree �lter is skethed
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in Figure (4.6e). It mathes NP/Wh-NP sentenes (e.g., 44a-/f) where an NP

mathes to a WH-NP headed by a WH-Determiner, the head noun and any number

of modi�ers.

(44) a. Le grand tatou ave un hapeau qui dort sous le palmier ron�e.

Qui ron�e ? Quel tatou ron�e ? Quel grand tatou ron�e? Quel tatou ave

un hapeau ron�e ? Quel tatou qui dort sous un palmier ron�e ? et.

The big armadillo with a hat who sleeps under the palmtree snores/ Who snores?

Whih armadillo snores? Whih armadillo with a hat snores? Whih armadillo

who sleeps snores? et.

Yes-No Question. In Frenh, yes/no questions an be formed in several ways:

(45) a. Le tatou hante

Le tatou hante-t-il? (Inverted t-il)

Est e que le tatou hante ? (est e que)

Le tatou hante? (Intonation)

Le tatou hante n'est e pas? (n'est e pas (isn't it))

The armadillo sings / Does the armadillo sing? The armadillo sings? The armadillo

sings doesn't it?

b. Vous hantez

Chantez-vous? (Inverted Subjet)

You sing/Do you sing?

For ases suh as (45b), we require the derivation trees to be idential up to the

tree property mapping ClitiSubjet ↔ InvertedClitiSubjet. For ases suh as (45a)

on the other hand, we use the �lter skethed in Figure (4.6) that is, a �lter whih

requires that the derivation trees be idential up to a single additional node liened

by a question phase (i.e., t'il, est e que, n'est e pas or a question mark).

4.4.7 Evaluation: overage, generiity and preision

Our �rst evaluation experiment in Setion 4.3.1 was mainly evaluating general fea-

sibility of the GraDe framework. Now, we fous on the evaluation of the approah

to generate transformation-based grammar exerises. To this end, we arry out an

experiment to assess the generiity, the orretness and the overage (i.e. reall) of

this approah. The grammar and lexion used in this experiment are the same as

the ones desribed in the evaluation in previous Setion (4.3.1). In what follows, we

desribe the sentene set used for testing; and the results obtained.
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S T TF Preision

Ative/Passive 43 38 8 84

Pronominalisation 36 33 7 73

Wh-Questions 25 20 7 88

YN-Questions 24 20 5 90.5

Table 4.7: Soure Sentenes (S), Transformations of Soure Sentenes (T), Number of

Filters (F) and Preision (Ratio of orret transformations)

Generated Sentenes. To populate the generation bank, we input GraDe with

52 semanti formulae orresponding to various syntati and semanti on�gurations

and their interations

40

: inluding all types of realisations for verb arguments (left,

pronominalisation, relative, question arguments); Intransitive, Transitive and ditran-

sitive verbs; Control, raising and embedding verbs; Nouns, ommon nouns, personal

strong and weak pronouns; standard and Wh- determiners.

From these 52 semanti formulae, GraDe produed 5748 sentenes whih we

stored together with their full semantis and their derivation tree.

Results. Table 4.7 summarises the results of our experiment. It indiates the num-

ber of soure sentenes manually seleted so as to test di�erent syntati on�gura-

tions for eah type of transformation onsidered (S), the number of transformations

found for these soure sentenes (T), the number of tree �lters used for eah type of

transformation (TF) and the preision obtained (ratio of orret transformations).

The low number of tree �lters relative to the number of syntati on�gurations

explored indiates a good level of generiity: with few �lters, a transformation an

be aptured in many distint syntati ontexts. For instane, for the Ative/Passive

transformation, 8 �lters su�e to apture 43 distint syntati on�gurations.

As expeted in an approah where the �lters are de�ned manually, preision is

high indiating that the �lters are aurate. The generated pairs marked as inorret

by the annotator are all ases where the transformed sentene was ungrammatial;

in other words, the �lters were aurate.

Finally, the relatively low number of transformations found relative to the number

of soure sentenes (e.g., 38 transforms for 43 soure sentenes in the Ative/Passive

ase) is mainly due to transformed sentenes that are missing from the generation

bank either beause the orresponding input semantis is missing or beause of gaps

in the grammar or the lexion. However, for few ases missing �lters were identi�ed

as well.

40

We restrit the tense of the verb of the main lause to present and indiative mode
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4.5 Comparison with previous work on (semi-)automati

grammar exerises generation

We have already initiated the disussion regarding related work on the (semi-)automati

generation of grammar exerises in Setion 2.3.1. After having presented our ap-

proah we resume the disussion with a more detailed omparative view with respet

to the exerise types and evaluation results.

ArikIturri ([Aldabe et al., 2006℄) automatially onstruts grammar exerise

items from a orpus annotated with syntati and morpho-syntati information.

They retrieve sentenes from this annotated orpus based on some target linguisti

phenomena that is to be pratied. The types of exerises handled by the approah

are Fill-in-the-blank, word formation, multiple-hoie and error detetion. The Fill-

in-the-blank and word formation exerises orrespond to our di�erent types of Fill-

in-the-blanks exerises (i.e. FIBBlnk and FIBLem). As in our approah, the blank

is identi�ed based on morpho-syntati information. Aldabe et al.'s (2006) approah

support the generation of two additional exerise types namely, multiple-hoie ques-

tions and error detetion queries. To reate distrators for multiple-hoie questions,

they use alternative in�etions or onjugations of the words in the key phrases. These

types of exerises ould also be added to our GramEx framework. They arried out

an evaluation experiment in whih a language teaher manually evaluated 1350 au-

tomatially generated questions of multiple-hoie and error-detetion types. The

perentage of the automatially generated questions aepted by the teaher was

around 80%.

Similarly, in the FAST ([Chen et al., 2006℄) system, grammar-based multiple-

hoie and error detetion exerise types are generated automatially. A bank of

sentenes is onstruted from sentenes gathered from the Web and eah sentene

is POS tagged and hunked. Exerises are generated from manually de�ned �test

patterns�. For instane, a pattern for a multiple-hoie exerise type desribes the

surfae pattern the soure sentene should have and the patterns to generate the

distrators. The arried out an evaluation in whih 70 exerise patterns where de�ned

based on grammar rules taken from the book

41

. From Wikipedia and the VOA

(Voie Of Ameria) orpus they extrated 3872 sentenes whih were transformed

into 25906 multiple-hoie questions and 2780 sentenes were onverted into 24221

error detetion questions. A sub-set of these exerises was given to language teahers

and students for manual evaluation. From 1359 multiple-hoie questions 77% were

onsidered orret (either without or with minor post-editing) while from 1908 error

41

�How to prepare for the TOEFL� by Sharpe (2004)
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detetion questions, 80% were onsidered orret.

Although the arhitetures, resoures, exerise types and size of the samples man-

ually evaluated are di�erent, the rate of orret generated exerises in our approah

is similar to that obtained in these approahes with around 90% of the exerises

onsidered orret by the evaluators.

Two important points distinguish our exerise generation framework from Arik-

Iturri and FAST. First, the syntax and voabulary of the exerise stems an be

highly onstrained using rih and �ne-grained linguisti information. Seond, we

handle another type of exerises namely, the transformation-based exerises.

4.6 Conlusions and perspetives

In this hapter, we presented the GramEx framework for the (semi-)automati gen-

eration of grammar exerises whih are similar to those often used in textbooks for

seond language learning. Their syntax and voabulary are ontrolled having as ob-

jetive to make it easier for the learner to onentrate on the grammatial point or

voabulary to be learned.

Grammar exerises target a spei� pedagogial goal, therefore, they are built

from stem sentenes that permit exerising that pedagogial goal. Stem sentenes

are further proessed to build both the exerise question and the target solution.

Conretely, the type of exerise that GramEx builds are Fill-in-the-blank, Shu�e

and transformation-based grammar exerises.

As mentioned at the beginning of this hapter and shown throughout it, a key

feature of the approah is the rih linguisti information assoiated by the genera-

tor with the soure sentenes. Moreover, the underspei�ation mehanism of our

generator together with the paraphrasti grammar make possible to obtain morpho-

syntati and syntati variations from a single input. In other words, we do not need

to fully speify a di�erent input for eah di�erent (morpho-)syntati output on�g-

uration. This is an important aspet regarding the (semi-)automati prodution of

material for grammar exerise generation.

We arried out two evaluation experiments whih allowed us to assess the im-

pat of the generation based approah on the automation of grammar exerises

generation (variability and produtivity) as well as the orretness of the proposed

mehanisms for stem generation and exerise item building. There is some man-

ual work required to provide ore semanti inputs and afterwards revising the gen-

erated material. Nevertheless, there is a wide number of exerises that are au-

tomatially generated and whose ompletely manual authoring would have being
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tedious and a more time onsuming task. Issues related to over-generation (e.g.

�ungrammatial� ases pointed out by the annotators for some of the stem sen-

tenes) and under-generation (e.g. missing sentenes deteted when �nding trans-

formationally related sentene pairs) an be addressed by making use of existing

tools for grammar debugging and error mining ([Gardent and Kruszewski, 2012;

Gardent and Narayan, 2012℄).

In partiular, as shown in the evaluation, the generation of transformation-based

exerises su�ers from a low overage. The reasons for this are twofold fats: missing

ounterpart sentenes in the generation bank and missing tree �lters. The latter

an be improved by applying mahine learning tehniques in a similar way as in

[Chandrasekar and Srinivas, 1997℄ for inferring tree �lters (or transformation rules)

from our orpus of FB-LTAG derivation trees annotated with transformation rela-

tions.

In this hapter, we have onsidered as input to the generation proess a set of

GramEx input

GraDe onstraints (f. Setion 4.2.1). Conretely, in the evaluation experiments,

we have used both types of GraDe user-de�ned onstrainted, either syntati on-

straints or a ore semanti spei�ation. Reall that we mean by �ore semantis�

ore prediate/argument and modi�er/modi�ee relationships. When generating from

a ore semantis, GraDe will �rst automatially omplete, or �enrih�, this seman-

tis (possibly in di�erent ways) as ditated by the underlying grammar and lexion.

Beause this enrihment proess is based on the SemTAG grammar traversal, the

obtained meaning representations are well-formed with respet to the type of se-

manti formulae expeted by the realiser. In the future, we foresee two additional

ways in whih the input formulae to GramEx ould be produed. One possibility

is through an interfae whih lets the language teaher enter basi ore ontent by

using some templates. These templates ould then be input to GraDe to automat-

ially generate a semanti formula ompatible with the realiser. Another possibil-

ity is to derive meaningfull ore semantis from some existing knowledge soure.

For instane, a knowledge base as in the ase in I-FLEG ([Amoia et al., 2012;

Denis et al., 2012℄). In this language game, there is a Desription Logis (DL)

desribing the objets of the 3D world. I-FLEG's arhiteture inludes a ontent

seletion module that extrats fats from the underlying knowledge base (the work-

ing of the ontent seletion module is explained in [Denis et al., 2012℄). Given an

objet seleted by the learner, the ontent seletion module automatially extrats

a set of fats desribing it and whih permit reating an exerise orresponding to a

given pedagogial goal. These fats ould be used as input to GraDe, and in turn to

GramEx.
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The GramEx framework presented in this hapter ould be extended in di�erent

ways. A follow up in the transformation-based grammar exerises is the generation

of more omplex pairs of transformationally related sentenes suh as those in (46).

The �rst one (46a) presents a lexio-syntati transformation while the seond (46b)

involves a hange in the phrase ategory (from sentene to noun phrase).

(46) a. Tom ate beause of his hunger / His hunger aused Tom to eat

b. Tammy loves the armadillo / The armadillo that Tammy loves

The semanti ontent in the sentene bank ould be further exploited by grouping

meaning representations to produe aggregated phrases as proposed in [Williams and

Power, 2010℄ or by disovering rhetorial relations as explained in [Power, 2011℄. The

example in (47a-b) shows a pair of sentenes that ould be generated by grouping and

aggregating meaning representations from the sentene bank. In (48) both lauses

stand in an elaboration or exempli�ation relation. Although we ould diretly write

an input semantis for the sentenes in (47b) and (48), by applying these tehniques,

the teaher only needs to author simple lauses from whih omplex sentenes ould

be automatially derived.

(47) a. Tammy mange une pomme. (Tammy eats an apple)

Tex mange une pomme. (Tex eats an apple)

La petite tatou mange une pomme. (The small armadillo eats an apple)

b. Tammy, Tex et la petite tatou mangent une pomme.

(Tammy, Tex and the small armadillo eat an apple)

(48) a. Tex travaille a l'université; Tex est professeur.

(Text works at the university; he is a professor)

Another interesting extension to the GramEx approah would be to provide eah

exerise with some ontext as is frequently done in textbooks. It would be interesting

to explore, for instane, how to preede the exerise question with an introdutory

sentene providing a more natural setting and minimizing the risk of ambiguity. For

instane, in a pedagogial goal for Learning pronouns (e.g. 49) a Fill-in-the-blank

exerise ould be produed. However, the exerise item should provide hints to the

learner as shown in (49) beause otherwise an exerise without these hints might

result ambiguous as is the ase of (49b)

42

. By providing a text with more ontext as

in the ase of the sentene (49d), the gender of the pronoun ould be inferred from

the referred noun phrase (i.e. Tex and Tammy).

42

Note that here it is not neessary to give hints for the number beause it an be inferred from

the onjugation of the verb.
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(49) Fill in the blank with the orret subjet pronoun: je, tu, il, elle, on, nous,

vous, ils, elles.

a. Ils se sont renontré à l'université. (They have met at the university)

b. Q: se sont renontré à l'université.

. Q: se sont renontré à l'université. (gen=m)

d. Tex et Tammy sont des tatous. Ils se sont renontré à l'université.

(Tex and Tammy are armadillos. They have met at the university)

e. Q: Tex et Tammy sont des tatous. se sont renontré à l'université.
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Chapter 5

Conlusions

5.1 Summing up and onluding

In this thesis, the ommon thread was the question of �how natural language gen-

eration tehniques an ontribute to omputer assisted language learning�. In what

follows, we summarise and draw our onlusions on eah partiular line of work

we pursued, optimising surfae realisation and generation for language learning, to

address this question.

5.1.1 On surfae realisation optimisation

By onstruting derivation trees rather than derived trees we provide a new surfae

realisation algorithm for FB-TAG, RTGen, that provides paking and struture shar-

ing. To do this, we made use of a translation from FB-TAG to FB-RTG desribing the

derivation trees of the original FB-TAG grammar. This enoding permitted varying

the working of the algorithm by providing a left orner version of the FB-RTG gram-

mar and the possibility of transferring from the FB-TAG to the FB-RTG grammar

di�erent sets of features. We evaluated RTGen with di�erent ombinations thereof

and found that the left-orner with seleted bloking features, i.e. RTGen-seletive,

was the most e�ient one. These results are not surprising. On one hand, in the

left orner mode, top/bottom uni�ations our earlier and instantiated features are

available earlier too. On the other hand, by using only those features that are in

the grammar to blok ertain strutures ombinations, RTGen-seletive avoids over-

generation while uni�ations are heaper to ompute. However, when the indexing

aording to semanti arguments and the bloking of the proliferation of intermediate

inomplete strutures mehanisms are integrated into RTGen, the di�erene in per-

formane between using the left-orner version or not disappears. Even though, the
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latter optimisations need to be tested more extensively, the results obtained on the

available data already provide some positive evidene of better performane. This

also oinides with previous work. First, in their detailed omparative evaluation,

Carroll and Oepen (2005) already report the bene�ts of reduing the searh spae by

bloking intermediate inomplete strutures. Seond, indexing avoids the predition

and the attempts of ombination of items whih would otherwise take plae if relying

solely on possibly uninstantiated features in the feature strutures.

RTGen's forest generation algorithm ould be ombined with di�erent �ltering

tehniques (e.g. polarity �ltering or supertagging) before the tree ombination phase.

It ould also be ombined with a language model to prune possible solutions during

tree ombining or at the end of the unpaking phase (possibly extending what was

done for intersetive modi�ers ordering, Setion 3.2.2).

5.1.2 On generation for language learning

We showed one way of exploiting NLG for language learning: the generation of vo-

abulary and syntax ontrolled grammar exerises. The SemTAG based generation

approah permits de�ning a mehanism to selet stem sentenes that satisfy ertain

linguisti properties. This is an important ingredient in supporting teahing where

input is provided aording to the learner's language development. Conretely, the

seletion mehanism we proposed permits seleting stems sentenes that an be on-

strained with respet to the pedagogial goal (e.g. grammar point to learn/pratie)

and the general syntati on�guration preferred or disallowed (e.g. syntati on-

�guration aording to learners level).

The boolean onstraint language based on SemTAG's linguisti properties for

sentene seletion, inludes onstraints over morpho-syntati features in feature

strutures, ombination of features and tree properties, disjuntions and negations

thereof. One useful feature of our seletion mehanism is that by means of �negated

linguisti properties� it is possible to exlude ertain linguisti onstrutions instead

of listing all alternative desired ones. Our approah implements a �generate and

selet� strategy rather than �fully speify and generate�. This was the most adequate

way given that in our appliation to exerises generation, it might be often the

ase that is not a single syntati on�guration that an be used but possible set

thereof. Currently, queries for sentene seletion are manually spei�ed and require

a depth knowledge of the grammar. It ould be interesting to investigate how to

automatially guide the edition of suh queries and to highlight queries that are

unsatis�able.

Grammar features, or more preisely, linguisti properties in SemTAG, ould be
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mapped to language levels. Then, GramEx ould selet stem sentenes based on the

linguisti phenomena required by a given pedagogial goal (spei�ed manually for a

given exerise ativity) and the �degree of di�ulty� of the sentene. This degree of

di�ulty ould be automatially omputed over the assoiated linguisti properties

and their assigned language level. In addition, the degree of di�ulty assoiated

with a whole exerise item ould be omputed in a similar way and thus be exploited

to gradually deliver exerises.

In a more detailed manner, the linguisti information enoded in the generation

grammar, and in turn, assoiated to the generated sentenes and exerise items ould

be further exploited for learner modelling à la Mihaud and MCoy (2000). That

is, an ICALL appliation integrating GramEx, suh as I-FLEG, an keep trak of

the grammar points (enoded as SemTAG linguisti properties) mastered by eah

learner. Then, GramEx ould exploit this information for the seletion of stem

sentenes. Further, the appliation ould deliver exeries to the learners based on

the aquired grammar points, what they need to reinfore and probably some ativity

sequening model.

As for the learning ativity types, we showed that the underspei�ation meha-

nisms of the generator together with the rih linguisti information provided by the

SemTAG grammar permits the (semi-)generation of a wide number of grammar ex-

erise types with varied syntax (Variability) from few input (Produtivity). We have

examined GramEx exerises and we found that the exerises produed are mostly

orret both linguistially and pedagogially (Corretness). Furthermore, we have

shown that our approah an generate both exerises that are with a unique answer

and exerises with a small set of orret alternative answers.

5.2 Future work and researh diretions

At this point, as a �nal step in taking stok of the work of this thesis we disuss

what would be oming next. We point out to future work that needs to be done to

further omplement or extend the approahes developed in this thesis and suggest

diretions for further researh.

5.2.1 Surfae realisation learning by generating

Some tehniques to prune the searh spae are informed by the probability of lexial

dependenies from observed data, in data-driven approahes, or by syntati infor-

mation about the lexial items enoded in the grammar in symboli approahes (e.g.

valeny and ategorial information in polarity �ltering).
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In the absene of annotated data, one possibility would be to learn (store for fu-

ture use) this information from previous runs. This idea may be seen as an instane of

a tehnique alled Explanation-Based Learning (EBL, [DeJong and Mooney, 1986℄).

This tehnique, popular during the 80's and 90's, aims at inferring generalised rules

from observed examples in order to speed up further proessing or extend a given

theory. In partiular, within the ontext of onstraint satisfation problems (CSPs)

the learned elements are alled nogoods (or on�its). They are fruitless trials in the

searh that are reorded so as not to attempt to use them again when baktraking

or in future omputations ([Dehter, 1990℄). Indeed, this tehnique has already been

used in the ontext of TAG parsing ([Srinivas and Joshi, 1995℄), where models of

suessful parses are learned. In the RTGen algorithm, it would be interesting to

explore how information about suessful/unsuessful item ombinations ould be

stored for guiding the searh in future realisations.

5.2.2 Widening RTGen domain of appliation

A straightaway step is to omplete the small evaluation performed with the RTGen

extensions (semanti argument indexing and bloking of intermediate strutures pre-

sented in Setion 3.2.2) with a omparatively larger sale evaluation as arried out

for the base algorithm. It would also be interesting to evaluate RTGen performane

on the generation of �real world� sentenes, for instane, generating from the Surfae

Realisation Shared Task ([Belz et al., 2011℄) deep inputs. Though, as we disussed

in Setion 3.3.2, we would need to �rst develop an input onverter from the SR task

input to the input format expeted by our realiser. A bene�t of this evaluation is

that it would permit debugging the grammar in terms of over-generation (and possi-

bly under-generation, though, in this ases, it would not be lear how to distinguish

from lak in grammar overage to �non expeted� input). Further, we ould probably

generate paraphrases (and grammar exerises) from �real world� sentenes but with

assoiated rih linguisti information for language learning.

Another diretion to explore is how SemTAG and RTGen surfae realisation

tehniques an be exploited for generation in the ontext of Coneptual Authoring

([Hallett et al., 2007℄). In oneptual authoring, text and meaning representations are

linked, and editions on the text trigger modi�ations in the orresponding underlying

meaning and vieversa. The text is dynamially generated (from the underlying

meaning representation) and modi�ed (by the user using operations �e.g. insertion,

deletion and replaement of spans of text in [Franoni et al., 2010℄� supported in the

spei� interfae).

SemTAG seems to be a natural andidate to support oneptual authoring, as
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it systematially relates text, syntax and semantis. But the question about how

to e�iently support dynami (or inremental) ontent realisation due to deletion,

replaement and addition of text arises. In some ases, adding text would involve

just a simple oordination while in other ases the left (and right) ontext will have

to bear strutural and/or lexio-syntati modi�ations ([Smedt, 1990℄). So, how

to determine the parts of the existing text that are a�eted? Whih are the lexio-

syntati modi�ations that need to be done to the existing text in oder to go with

the modi�ations? How to ompute all this e�iently? An idea towards omputing

them e�iently ould be to make use of RTGen's hart datastruture. It ould

serve as a pool of pre-omputed intermediate alternative realisations whih ould be

seletively piked up for ombination in di�erent ontexts. Or keeping a dynamially

modi�ed generation forest from whih the most appropriate ombination of lexial

items is evaluated and extrated.

5.2.3 Using GramEx

The GramEx framework is being integrated into two systems. The �rst one, alled I-

FLEG

43

(Interative Frenh Learning Game, [Amoia et al., 2012; Denis et al., 2012℄),

is a serious game prototype designed to explore the potential ontribution of virtual

environments in onjuntion with NLP tehnology to ICALL. To learn Frenh with

I-FLEG, the learner moves her avatar inside a virtual 3D house and liks on objets

thereby triggering the display of language learning exeries. Altogether, they are

meant to support a free (e.g. the learner explores the virtual world and deides

on the type of (grammar) ativities she wants to solve), situated (e.g. the ontent

of the interations e.g. messages from the system or ativities are related to the

learner urrent position in the virtual environment) and interative (e.g. there is,

yet basi, system initiative ommuniation and feedbak �sore and orret answers�

) learning environment. Brie�y, the semanti information desribing fats about the

3D world (i.e., the ontology desribing the 3D objets) is exploited for the generation

of sentenes and grammar exerises. Given the input spei�ation of the grammar

point to be exerised and the objet touhed by the learner, GramEx produes an

exerise item whih allows to exerise the grammar point and that verbalises fats

about the touhed objet.

The seond is a web workbook alled W-FLEG

44

, where the learner an selet a

pratie ativity (teahing goal plus exerise type). Exerise items are provided for

the selet pratie and feedbak is also provided in the form of sores and orret

43

http://tal.loria.fr/I-FLEG.html

44

http://tal.loria.fr/W-FLEG.html
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answers.

Data olletion. Both I-FLEG and W-FLEG are web-based and rely on a

database for permanent storage of learner interations. Thus, this failitates their

use to ollet data: learner's written language as well as extra information about the

learner interations. This additional information onsists of (i) the teahing goal and

exerise type, (ii) the exerise item question and expeted answers, (iii) the sore,

(iv) the time spent on solving it, and (v) summary information that an be derived.

For instane, how many times did she try the same exerise item until it got it right.

This type of data ould provide a rih resoure to be exploited for researh in seond

language aquisition and language teahing in di�erent ways (f. [Prave, 2002℄ and

referenes therein). For instane, the analysis of learner errors or the optimisation

of instrutional models as proposed by Pietquin et al. (2011).

Teaher mode and ontent edition. An important aspet towards putting

GramEx to use is to supply an interfae where language instrutors ould de�ne ex-

eries and edit ontent. For instane, either for I-FLEG's house ontology (or any

other domain, e.g. restaurant or greengroer's shop) or, in general, for any ontent

or topi lesson for W-FLEG, minimal ontent needs to be edited. There are di�erent

ways to provide this funtionality without requiring the teaher to be speialist in

formal linguisti or semanti representation methods. Possible options inlude enter-

ing ontent using some kind of template-based interfae or parsing simple sentenes.

Yet another possibility is to use a NLG based knowledge editor ([Sott et al., 1998;

Hallett et al., 2007; Power, 2012℄). In this editor, the author omposes natural

language text, while transparently for her, editing an underlying knowledge repre-

sentation.

Evaluation. The integration of GramEx into a 3D environment provides a

grammar-foused approah embedded in meaningful interations, i.e. the ontent

of the exerises �talks� about the virtual environment. Thus, it provides a setting

in whih to arry out omparative evaluations along the lines of Nagata (1996) to

assess, for instane, the e�etiveness of a ontextualised setting to learn lexion,

morphology and syntax ([Mawhinney, 1995℄).

5.2.4 Beyond grammar exerises

NLG has been used in GramEx for the generation of lexio-syntati ontrolled gram-

mar exerises. More preisely, GramEx supports the spei�ation of pedagogial goals
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in terms of lexio-syntati features and the type of exerise ativity (i.e. Fill-in-the-

blank, Su�e or sentene transformation). However, the possibility to ontrol how a

given ontent is verbalised, and in partiular, the paraphrase generation and seletion

mehanisms of the SemTAG-based generator, ould be exploited in other ways for

language learning. For instane, in a game or interative task embedded in a virtual

environment (e.g. [Denis et al., 2010℄), instrutions ould be adapted in syntax to

the learner language skills as well as reformulations used to make ommuniation ef-

fetive or provide reinforement feedbak. In a dialogue setting, reformulations ould

be used to orret learner utteranes or to rephrase some ontent not understood by

the learner. In these ases, the set of onstraints for generation (e.g. pedagogial

goals) would be determined automatially (based on some knowledge) rather than

prede�ned in the grammar exerise spei�ations. The parameters manipulated in

those onstraints ould involve: learner language skills, the task or ativity and the

teahing goals.

Towards the reation of situated learning ativities where emphasis is plaed on

ommuniation rather than foused on grammar, a neessary extension would be to

ouple generated sentenes with ommuniative goals (e.g. [Zok and Quint, 2004℄).

This ould be done either by integrating into SemTAG a funtional dimension de-

sribing the funtional alternatives assoiated to syntati forms ([Halliday, 1985;

MCoy et al., 1992℄) or by using mahine learning tehniques to assoiate ommu-

niative goals with SemTAG generated sentenes.
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Appendix A

GramEx pedagogial goals and

exerise items

A.1 Exerpt of pedagogial goals

In what follows, we give an extrat of the pedagogial goals de�ned with GramEx in

Setion 4.3.1. For eah of them, we give a sort of header with its de�nition, i.e., how

they are de�ned in GramEx, then, we give an exerpt of the onrete exerise items

generated by GramEx. Eah pedagogial goal is de�ned by a linguisti phenomena

to be pratied and an ativity type. The �eld Pedagogial goal gives the name

of the pedagogial goal. The �eld GramEx query (stem) gives the syntati and

morpho-syntati spei�ation written in the GramEx boolean onstraints language

(f. Setion 4.2.2). This spei�ation serves to retrieve sentenes and might desribe

the linguisti phenomena to pratie as well as other (morpho-)syntati onstraints

desired for the teahing goal (f. Setions 4.1 and 4.2.2). The �eld Ativity type

indiates the type of exerise that will be built from the seleted sentenes. In

Table A.1, we list exerise types de�ned inGramEx. Finally, in some ases, depending

on the type of exerise, additional on�guration is spei�ed. For instane, in the ase

of Fill-in-the-blank exerises the �eld Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures spei�es the

onditions to identify the blank to build the exerise question. Indeed, this �eld

spei�es a set of (morpho-)syntati onstraints in the form of a feature struture.

These (morpho-)syntati onstraints are de�ned over and evaluated against the

linguisti information that is assoiated by the generation proess with the output

sentenes (f. Setion 4.2.1).

In Table A.1 we detail all the exerise types that are available in GramEx. As

disussed in Setion 4.3 GramEx supports three di�erent types of FIB questions
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Desription ativityType

Syntax Sramble SYNTAX_SCRAMBLE

Fill in the blank -morphology on a given lemma MORPHOLOGY_FIB

Transformation TRANSFORMATION

Fill in the blank -missing word SYNTAX_FIB

Morphology Sramble MORPHOLOGY_SCRAMBLE

Fill in the blank -from a set of hint features SYNTAX_FIB_FEATURES

Fill in the blank -from a given lemma and a set of hints MORPHOLOGY_FIB_FEATURES

Table A.1: List of ativity types implemented in GramEx.

whih orrespond with some of the ativity types listed in Table A.1. All Fill-in-

the-blank questions remove a word from the seleted sentene, but GramEx provides

three di�erent ways of building the �nal Fill-in-the-blank exerise. One onsists in

replaing the hosen word by a blank (FIBBlnk), this orresponds to the SYNTAX_FIB

ativity type, the other replaes the hosen word by a lemma (FIBLem), implemented

by the MORPHOLOGY_FIB ativity type, and the last one onsists in replaing the word

by a set of features used to help the learner guess the solution (FIBHint), this

orresponds to the SYNTAX_FIB_FEATURES ativity type.

The Shu�e questions (MShuf) of Setion 4.3 orrespond to the SYNTAX_SCRAMBLE

and MORPHOLOGY_SCRAMBLE ativity types. The di�erene between them is whether

the words or the lemmas of the original sentene are shu�ed.

The TRANSFORMATION ativity type orresponds to the transformation exerises

disussed in Setion 4.4. This ativity type is further speialised into ACTIVE_PASIVE,

INTERROGATIVE_ADJECTIVE, INTERROGATIVE_PRONOUN, PERSONAL_PRONOUN,

YNQUESTION_EST_CE_QUE_NEST_CE_PAS. They orrespond to the transformation-based

exerises Ative/Passive, Wh-Questions, Pronominalisation and YN-Questions, re-

spetively, of Setion 4.4.

Pedagogial goal (15): Preposition - Fill in the blank -missing word

Ativity type: SYNTAX_FIB

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=p℄

GramEx query (stem): ((?PREP_S_ARG_SUBCAT ∧ (cat : p ∨ cat : c))

∨ (?PREP_N_ARG_SUBCAT ∧ cat : p) ∨ (?PREP_MOD ∧ cat : p))

(Q) les hemises propres sont sorties ......... Tex du lave linge

(S) par

(Q) ' est Tex qui verse du lait ......... le bol

(S) dans

(Q) les assiettes sont ......... le plaard

(S) dans
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(Q) Tex prête la bouilloire ......... Tom

(S) à

(Q) la pendule est arohée ......... Tex au mur

(S) par

(Q) le réfrigérateur est montré à Tom ......... Tex

(S) par

(Q) ' est Tex qui montre la uisinière ......... Tom

(S) à

(Q) ' est Tex qui s' oupe ......... la plante qui meurt

(S) de

(Q) les hemises propres sont sorties ......... Tex du lave linge

(S) par

(Q) Tex s' assied ......... la haise

(S) sur

Pedagogial goal (22): Noun number: singular and plural - Fill in the blank -morphology

on a given lemma

Ativity type: MORPHOLOGY_FIB

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=n; nomPropre=-℄

GramEx query (stem): [noun ∧ num : pl] ∧ ?BASIC_CLAUSE_1FV

(Q) ' est Tex qui a lavé les ......... (table)

(S) tables

(Q) Tex adore les ......... (bibliothèque) anglaises

(S) bibliothèques

(Q) ' est Tex qui sortit des ......... (livre) de la bibliothèque

(S) livres

(Q) ' est Tex qui a éteint les ......... (lampe)

(S) lampes

(Q) Tex range les ......... (tasse) dans le plaard

(S) tasses

(Q) e sont les ......... (assiette) blanhes que j' aime beauoup

(S) assiettes

(Q) Tex adore les vieux ......... (réfrigérateur)

(S) réfrigérateurs

(Q) ' est Tex qui a arrosé les ......... ( plante )
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(S) plantes

(Q) e sont des ......... (livre) que Tex sortit de la bibliothèque

(S) livres

(Q) Tex enlève les ......... (tasse) de la table

(S) tasses

Pedagogial goal (79): Noun gender: masuline and feminine - Fill in the blank - from a

set of hint features

Ativity type: SYNTAX_FIB_FEATURES

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=d; def = +-; num=sg℄|

GramEx query (stem): [noun ∧ det : −] ∧ [cat : d ∧ wh : − ∧ ¬possessiveDetSem]

∧ ?BASIC_CLAUSE_1FV

(Q) ' est Tex qui alluma ......... (artile défini) radio

(S) la

(Q) ' est ......... (artile défini) lampe que Tex montre à Tom

(S) la

(Q) il arrose ......... (artile défini) plante

(S) la

(Q) les assiettes sont sur ......... (artile défini) table

(S) la

(Q) ' est Tex qui poussait ......... (artile défini) haise

(S) la

(Q) ' est ......... (artile défini) réfrigérateur que Tex ouvrit

(S) le

(Q) e sont les assiettes qui sont sur ......... (artile défini) table

(S) la

(Q) Tex sort des livres de ......... (artile défini) bibliothèque

(S) la

(Q) ' est Tex qui rangea ......... (artile défini) plaard

(S) le

(Q) ' est Tex qui dérohe ......... (artile défini) téléphone

(S) le

Pedagogial goal (14): Adjetive morphology - Fill in the blank -morphology on a given

lemma
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Ativity type: MORPHOLOGY_FIB

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=adj℄

GramEx query (stem): [cat : adj]

(Q) est-e que la plante ......... (vert) est arrosée par Tex ?

(S) verte

(Q) les ......... (petit) poêles sont préférées par Tex

(S) petites

(Q) la lampe est ......... (moderne)

(S) moderne

(Q) est e que Tex essuie les ......... (petit) uillères

(S) petites

(Q) les bouilloires sont ......... (rouge)

(S) rouges

(Q) est e qu' il est ......... (blan)

(S) blan

(Q) la pizza est ......... (déliieux)

(S) déliieuse

(Q) le lave vaisselle est ......... (vide)

(S) vide

(Q) Tex déteste des mahines à afé ......... (italien)

(S) italiennes

(Q) est-e que les ......... (petit) uillères sont essuyées par Tex ?

(S) petites

Pedagogial goal (23): Adjetives that preede the noun - Fill in the blank -morphology

on a given lemma

Ativity type: MORPHOLOGY_FIB

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=adj℄

GramEx query (stem): (EpithAnte ∨ n0vAAnte)

(Q) Tex range les ......... (petit) tasses

(S) petites

(Q) Tex aime les ......... (vieux) radios

(S) vieilles

(Q) Tex adore les ......... (grand) tables

(S) grandes
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(Q) la petite assiette qui est ......... (joli) est blanhe

(S) jolie

(Q) la jolie assiette qui est ......... (petit) est blanhe

(S) petite

(Q) Tex préfère les ......... (anien) mahines à afé

(S) aniennes

(Q) le petit évier qui est propre est ......... (blan)

(S) blan

(Q) ' est Tex qui adore les ......... (vieux) réfrigérateurs

(S) vieux

(Q) ' est Tex qui allumera le ......... (petit) radiateur

(S) petit

(Q) ' est Tex qui déteste les ......... (petit) pendules

(S) petites

Pedagogial goal (54): Attributive adjetives - Syntax Sramble

Ativity type: SYNTAX_SCRAMBLE

GramEx query (stem): (EpithAnte ∨ EpithPost)

(Q) petite / la / lampe / Tex / préfère

(S) Tex préfère la petite lampe

(Q) Tex / adore / grandes / tables / les

(S) Tex adore les grandes tables

(Q) ouvre / le / Tex / linge / vieux / lave

(S) Tex ouvre le vieux lave linge

(Q) les / range / tasses / Tex / petites

(S) Tex range les petites tasses

(Q) ? / t-il / arrose / la / plante / Tex / verte

(S) Tex arrose t-il la plante verte ?

(Q) adore / Tex / bouilloire / anglaise / la

(S) Tex adore la bouilloire anglaise

(Q) aime / blanhes / les / assiettes / j' / beauoup

(S) j'aime beauoup les assiettes blanhes

(Q) bibliothèques / anglaises / Tex / adore / les

(S) Tex adore les bibliothèques anglaises

(Q) beauoup / éviers / aime / j' / les / blans

(S) j'aime beauoup les éviers blans
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(Q) pizza / la / brûle / uit / qui / petite

(S) la petite pizza qui uit brûle

Pedagogial goal (24): Irregular adjetives - Fill in the blank -morphology on a given

lemma

Ativity type: MORPHOLOGY_FIB

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=adj; flexion=irreg℄

GramEx query (stem): [cat : adj ∧ flexion : irreg]

(Q) Tammy a une voix ......... ( doux )

(S) [doue℄

(Q) Tammy avait une voix ......... ( doux )

(S) [doue℄

(Q) ' est une voix ......... ( doux ) que Tammy avait

(S) [doue℄

(Q) ' est Tammy qui avait une voix ......... ( doux )

(S) [doue℄

Pedagogial goal (24): Partiiples as adjetives - Fill in the blank -morphology on a given

lemma

Ativity type: MORPHOLOGY_FIB

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=v; mode=ppart/ppst℄

GramEx query (stem): [cat : v ∧ (mode : ppst ∨mode : ppart) ∧ n0vAPrediative]

(Q) Tammy est ......... ( épuisant )

(S) épuisante

(Q) ' est Tammy qui est ......... ( épuisant )

(S) épuisante

(Q) Tammy est ......... ( épuisé )

(S) épuisée

(Q) ' est Tammy qui est ......... ( épuisé )

(S) épuisée

Pedagogial goal (28): Prepositions with in�nitives - Fill in the blank -missing word

Ativity type: SYNTAX_FIB

GramEx query (stem): ¬AbstratModi�er∧[?PREP_INF_COMPL]∧?BASIC_CLAUSE_1FV
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(Q) il a ommené ......... érire un livre

(S) à

(Q) il oublie ......... fermer la bibliothèque

(S) de

(Q) il vient ......... réparer la mahine à afé

(S) de

(Q) ' est lui qui a ommené ......... érire un livre

(S) à

(Q) il vient ......... allumer les radiateurs

(S) d'

(Q) il a refusé ......... répondre au téléphone

(S) de

(Q) tu essayes ......... éteindre la radio

(S) d'

(Q) il promet ......... réparer la haise

(S) de

Pedagogial goal (29): Subjet pronouns - Fill in the blank - from a set of hint features

Ativity type: SYNTAX_FIB_FEATURES

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=l; fun=suj; refl= -℄

GramEx query (stem): [pronounQuanti�erSem ∧ cat : cl]

(Q) ' est le bol que ......... (gen:m; num:sg; pers:1) prends

(S) je

(Q) e sont les plantes qu' ......... (gen:m; num:sg; pers:3) arrose

(S) il

(Q) ......... (pers:3) est la plante que Tex lui donne

(S) '

(Q) ......... (gen:f; num:sg; pers:3) est arrosée par Tex

(S) elle

(Q) ......... (pers:3) est Tex qui la range

(S) '

(Q) ......... (gen:m; num:sg; pers:3) vient de fermer le four à miro-ondes

(S) il

(Q) ......... (gen:m; num:sg; pers:3) range les tasses

(S) il
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(Q) ......... (pers:3) est la pizza qu' il fait

(S) '

(Q) ......... (pers:3) est le téléphone que je dérohe

(S) '

(Q) ......... (gen:m; num:sg; pers:3) s' oupe d' une plante

(S) il

Pedagogial goal (52): Adjetive order - Syntax Sramble

Ativity type: SYNTAX_SCRAMBLE

GramEx query (stem): [cat : adj]

(Q) assiette / ? / est / blanhe / quelle

(S) quelle assiette est blanhe ?

(Q) rouge / la / bouilloire / est / qui

(S) la bouilloire qui est rouge

(Q) ? / elle / est / blanhe

(S) elle est blanhe ?

(Q) grandes / Tex / aime / les / assiettes

(S) Tex aime les grandes assiettes

(Q) ? / la / plante / Tex / verte / arrose / t-il

(S) Tex arrose t-il la plante verte ?

(Q) blanhe / elle / t-elle / est / ?

(S) elle est t-elle blanhe ?

(Q) adore / bouilloire / que / Tex / anglaise / la

(S) la bouilloire anglaise que Tex adore

(Q) rouge / la / bouilloire / est / qui

(S) la bouilloire qui est rouge

(Q) bruyants / sont / réfrigérateurs / les

(S) les réfrigérateurs sont bruyants

(Q) beauoup / aime / blanhes / assiettes / j' / les

(S) j'aime beauoup les assiettes blanhes

Pedagogial goal (56): Verb onjugation: simple past - �ll in the blank -morphology on

a give lemma and a set of hints

Ativity type: MORPHOLOGY_FIB_FEATURES
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Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=v;mode=ind;tense=past℄

GramEx query (stem): [cat : v ∧ tense : past ∧ mode : ind]

(Q) ' est Tex qui ......... (éteindre; tense:simple past; mood:indiative) la lampe

(S) éteignit

(Q) ' est la bouilloire que Tex ......... (ranger; tense:simple past; mood:indiative)

(S) rangea

(Q) Tex ......... (vider; tense:simple past; mood:indiative) le lave linge

(S) vida

(Q) ' est la bouilloire que Tex ......... (remplir; tense:simple past; mood:indiative)

(S) remplit

(Q) ' est la table que Tex ......... (mettre; tense:simple past; mood:indiative)

(S) mit

(Q) ' est Tex qui ......... (éteindre; tense:simple past; mood:indiative) la lampe

(S) éteignit

(Q) e sont les tables que Tammy ......... (déorer; tense:simple past; mood:indiative)

(S) déora

(Q) le four à miro-ondes ......... (etre; tense:simple past; mood:indiative) ouvert par Tex

(S) fut

(Q) ' est le réfrigérateur que Tex ......... (laver; tense:simple past; mood:indiative)

(S) lava

(Q) le téléphone ......... (etre; tense:simple past; mood:indiative) dérohé par Tex

(S) fut

Pedagogial goal (57): Verb onjugation: simple future - �ll in the blank -morphology

on a give lemma and a set of hints

Ativity type: MORPHOLOGY_FIB_FEATURES

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=v;mode=ind;tense=fut℄

GramEx query (stem): [cat : v ∧ tense : fut ∧ mode : ind]

(Q) ' est la radio que Tex ......... (allumer; tense:future; mood:indiative)

(S) allumera

(Q) tu ......... (mettre; tense:future; mood:indiative) la table

(S) mettras

(Q) ' est la table que Tex ......... (laver; tense:future; mood:indiative)

(S) lavera

(Q) ' est Tex qui ......... (pousser; tense:future; mood:indiative) la haise
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A.1. Exerpt of pedagogial goals

(S) poussera

(Q) ' est Tex qui ......... (ranger; tense:future; mood:indiative) le plaard

(S) rangera

(Q) ' est la table que Tex ......... (mettre; tense:future; mood:indiative)

(S) mettra

(Q) des livres ......... (etre; tense:future; mood:indiative) sortis de la bibliothèque par Tex

(S) seront

(Q) la lampe ......... (etre; tense:future; mood:indiative) allumée par Tex

(S) sera

(Q) Tex ......... (nettoyer; tense:future; mood:indiative) la poêle

(S) nettoiera

(Q) ' est Tex qui ......... (déroher; tense:future; mood:indiative) le téléphone

(S) dérohera

Pedagogial goal (37): -ir verbs in present - Fill in the blank -morphology on a given

lemma

Ativity type: MORPHOLOGY_FIB

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=v; group=ir; lemanhor=none℄

GramEx query (stem): [VerbSem ∧ cat : v ∧ tense : pres ∧ group : ir ∧ mode : ind]

(Q) ' est lui qui ......... (venir) de réparer la mahine à afé

(S) vient

(Q) Tex ......... (hoisir) les petites poêles

(S) hoisit

(Q) e sont les petites poêles que Tex ......... (hoisir)

(S) hoisit

(Q) ' est lui qui ......... (venir) de fermer le four à miro-ondes

(S) vient

Pedagogial goal (71): Pronominal verbs - Syntax Sramble

Ativity type: SYNTAX_SCRAMBLE

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures:

[at=v; pronominal= +; mode=ind; tense=pres; aspet= indet; lemanhor=none℄

GramEx query (stem): [cat : v ∧ pronominal : + ∧ mode : ind ∧ tense : pres ∧ aspect :

indet]

(Q) Tex / s' / haise / la / sur / assied
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(S) Tex s'assied sur la haise

(Q) s' / pizzas / Tex / intéresse / aux

(S) Tex s'intéresse aux pizzas

(Q) plante / est / lui / une / d' / s' / oupe / ' / qui

(S) ' est lui qui s'oupe d'une plante

(Q) s' / ' / pizzas / intéresse / Tex / est / aux / qui

(S) ' est Tex qui s'intéresse aux pizzas

(Q) Tex / pizza / intéresse / la / s' / à

(S) Tex s'intéresse à la pizza

(Q) en / Tex / oupe / s'

(S) Tex s'en oupe

(Q) en / qui / ' / Tex / oupe / s' / est

(S) ' est Tex qui s'en oupe

(Q) oupe / s' / il / en

(S) il s'en oupe

(Q) la / appelle / tatou / Tammy / s'

(S) la tatou s'appelle Tammy

(Q) oupe / des / s' / plantes / Tex

(S) Tex s'oupe des plantes

Pedagogial goal (81): verb onjugation: present

45

- �ll in the blank -morphology on a

give lemma and a set of hints

Ativity type: MORPHOLOGY_FIB_FEATURES

Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures: [at=v;mode=ind;tense=pres℄

GramEx query (stem): [cat : v ∧ tense : pres ∧ mode : ind]

(Q) les petites uillères ......... (etre; tense:present; mood:indiative) t-elles essuyées par Tex

(S) sont

(Q) les lave vaisselle ......... (avoir; tense:present; mood:indiative) été vidés par Tex

(S) ont

(Q) ' est Tex qui s' en ......... (ouper; tense:present; mood:indiative)

(S) oupe

(Q) Tex ......... (adorer; tense:present; mood:indiative) les grandes tables

(S) adore

45

Here we provide the �verb onjugation: present� instead of the subjuntive one. The de�nition of

the Pedagogial goal �verb onjugation: subjuntive� di�er only in the Con�g FIB_LexialFeatures

and GramEx query (stem) in that it has the mode=subj spe�ifation rather than mode=pres.
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A.2. Exerpt of transformation-based grammar exeries

(Q) ' est lui qui ......... (promettre; tense:present; mood:indiative) de réparer la haise

(S) promet

(Q) ' ......... (etre; tense:present; mood:indiative) la haise que Tex poussait

(S) est

(Q) e sont les tasses que Tex ......... (avoir; tense:present; mood:indiative) rangées

(S) a

(Q) ' est lui qui ......... (avoir; tense:present; mood:indiative) oublié de débarasser la table

(S) a

(Q) Tex rêve de la pizza qui ......... (bruler; tense:present; mood:indiative)

(S) brule

(Q) les vieux réfrigérateurs ......... (etre; tense:present; mood:indiative) adorés par Tex

(S) sont

The �gures below show examples of interations within I-FLEG. The exerises

are generated by GramEx and orrespond to some of the teahing goals previously

detailed. Figure A.1 show a question of the type �Preposition - Fill in the blank

-missing word� given to the learner and Figure A.2 the answer entered by her with

the feedbak returned by I-FLEG. The other pair of �gures, namely Figure A.3 and

Figure A.4 show an interation for the Adjetive order - Syntax Sramble pedagogial

goal. In the �rst ase, the learner enters an inorret answer and therefore I-FLEG

shows the expeted orret answer. In the seond ase, the answer entered by the

learner is orret, then I-FLEG gives a positive message that on�rms this.

A.2 Exerpt of transformation-based grammar exeries

In what follows, we give an exerpt of the exerises generated by GramEx for the

pedagogial goals de�ned in Setion 4.4 onerning Reformulation type of exerises.

Pedagogial goal (19): Passive voie - Transformation

Ativity type: TRANSFORMATION

Con�g TASType: ACTIVE_PASIVE

GramEx query (stem): [ativeVerbMorphology ∧ (binaryRel ∨ ternaryRel)

∧ SubjetSem ∧ ObjetSem ∧ tense : pres]

(Q) il les adore

(S) ils sont adorés par lui
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Figure A.1: An example of exerise of the �(15) Preposition - Fill in the blank -missing

word� pedagogial goal given to the learner.

Figure A.2: Answer entered by the learner and feedbak given by I-FLEG to the learner

for the preposition exerise question in Figure A.1.
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A.2. Exerpt of transformation-based grammar exeries

Figure A.3: An example of exerise of the �(52) Adjetive order - Syntax Sramble� ped-

agogial goal given to the learner.

Figure A.4: Answer entered by the learner and feedbak given by I-FLEG to the learner

for the adjetives exerise question in Figure A.3.
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(Q) ' est lui que Tammy adore

(S) ' est lui qui est adorée par Tammy

(S) ' est par Tammy qu' il est adoré

(Q) Tex présente Tammy à Tom

(S) Tammy est présentée par Tex à Tom

(S) Tammy est présentée à Tom par Tex

(Q) qui présente Tammy à Tom ?

(S) par qui Tammy est présentée à Tom ?

(Q) Tex a fait la tarte

(S) la tarte a été faite par Tex

(Q) il adore la petite tatou

(S) la petite tatou est adorée par lui

(Q) ' est lui que Tex aime beauoup

(S) ' est lui qui est aimé beauoup par Tex

(Q) Tammy adore t-elle la petite tatou ?

(S) la petite tatou est t-elle adorée par Tammy ?

(Q) est e que ' est Tammy qui adore la petite tatou ?

(S) est e que ' est par Tammy que la petite tatou est adorée ?

(Q) Tammy sait que Tom a fait la tarte

(S) Tammy sait que la tarte a été faite par Tom

(Q) ' est Tammy qui sait que Tom a fait la tarte

(S) ' est Tammy qui sait que la tarte a été faite par Tom

Pedagogial goal (44): Personal pronouns - Transformation

Ativity type: TRANSFORMATION

Con�g TASType: PERSONAL_PRONOUN

GramEx query (stem): (propername ∨ noun) ∧ [tense : pres ∧ mode : ind]

(Q) ' est lui que Tammy adore

(S) ' est lui que elle adore

(Q) Tammy l' adore

(S) elle l' adore

(Q) ' est lui qui adore la tatou

(S) ' est lui qui l' adore

(Q) Tammy parle ave Tex

(S) Tammy parle ave lui

(Q) ' est Tammy qui parle ave Tex

(S) ' est Tammy qui parle ave lui
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A.2. Exerpt of transformation-based grammar exeries

(Q) adore t-il la petite tatou ?

(S) l' adore t-il ?

(Q) Tex aime beauoup le afé

(S) il aime beauoup le afé

(Q) quelle petite tatou dort ?

(S) qui dort ?

(Q) la tatou dort

(S) elle dort

(Q) la petite tatou qui hante dort

(S) elle dort

(Q) Tammy dort

(S) elle dort

(Q) ' est Tammy qui dort n' est e pas ?

(S) ' est lui qui dort n' est e pas ?

Pedagogial goal (45): yes/no questions (est-e que or n'est-e pas) - Transformation

Ativity type: TRANSFORMATION

Con�g TASType: YNQUESTION_EST_CE_QUE_NEST_CE_PAS

GramEx query (stem): ¬(questionSem ∨ questionmarkSem ∨ whPronoun ∨ questionClitiSem

∨ UnboundedQuestion ∨ qtilSem) ∧ [tense : pres ∧mode : ind]

(Q) ' est lui qu' elles adorent

(S) est e que ' est lui qu' elles adorent ?

(Q) il l' adore

(S) il l' adore ?

(Q) il l' adore

(S) est-e qu' il l' adore ?

(Q) il l' adore

(S) il l' adore n' est e pas ?

(Q) la tatou dort beauoup

(S) est-e que la tatou dort beauoup ?

(Q) Tammy parle ave Tex

(S) Tammy parle ave Tex n' est e pas ?

(Q) Tammy leur sourit

(S) est-e que Tammy leur sourit ?

(Q) ' est la petite tatou qui hanta qui dort

(S) est-e que ' est la petite tatou qui hante qui dort ?
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Appendix A. GramEx pedagogial goals and exerise items

(Q) elle dort

(S) est-e qu' elle dort ?

Pedagogial goal (46): Interrogative pronouns - Transformation

Ativity type: TRANSFORMATION

Con�g TASType: INTERROGATIVE_PRONOUN

GramEx query (stem): ¬(questionSem∨questionmarkSem∨whPronoun∨questionClitiSem∨

UnboundedQuestion ∨ qtilSem) ∧ [tense : pres ∧ VerbSem]

(Q) Tammy est présentée à Tom par Tex

(S) à qui Tammy est présentée par Tex ?

(Q) ma tatou dort

(S) qui dort ?

(Q) elles sont adorées par Tammy

(S) qui est adoré par Tammy ?

(Q) Tammy leur sourit

(S) qui leur sourit ?

(Q) Tammy adore le petit tatou

(S) qui Tammy adore ?

(Q) la petite tatou qui hante dort

(S) qui dort ?

(Q) Tammy sourit à Tex

(S) à qui sourit Tammy ?

(Q) elle dort

(S) qui dort ?

(Q) la petite tatou est adorée par Tammy

(S) qui est adoré par Tammy ?

Pedagogial goal (48): interrogative adjetive quel - Transformation

Ativity type: TRANSFORMATION

Con�g TASType: INTERROGATIVE_ADJECTIVE

GramEx query (stem): ¬(questionSem ∨ questionmarkSem ∨ whPronoun

∨ questionClitiSem ∨ UnboundedQuestion ∨ qtilSem) ∧ tense : pres ∧ noun

(Q) la petite tatou qui hante dort

(S) quelle tatou dort ?

(Q) la petite tatou qui hante dort

(S) quelle petite tatou dort ?
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(Q) la tatou dort beauoup

(S) quelle tatou dort beauoup ?

(Q) la petite tatou dort

(S) quelle tatou dort ?
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